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SYNOPSIS
The nu leus is a mesos opi system that exhibits features from both quantum and
ma ros opi domains, onsisting of  1 { 300 strongly intera ting nu leons, namely
protons and neutrons. Re ent attempts try to model the intera tions between the
nu leons based on their respe tive fundamental internal quark ompositions [1℄ and
involve di erent degrees of many-body terms. Given these onsiderations, one would
expe t the stru ture and intera tions of the nu leus to be haoti and ompli ated.
However, empiri al data on level s hemes of stable even-even nu lei reveal a di erent
observation: the low-lying ex ited states are often found to exhibit a pattern that
repeats in di erent regions of the nu lear hart. A survey of the spin-parity of rst
ex ited states in even-even nu lei shows that they are predominantly 2+ [2℄. Also,
the rst negative parity state in a vast majority of even-even nu lei is 3 . The study
of nu lear stru tural properties is an exploration of the symmetries and degrees of
freedom that de ne su h a system, and di erent approa hes have been established
for the same. For nu lei near losed shells, the shell model is apable of a good
des ription, provided that the underlying single-parti le energies and intera tions
are known. Nu lei farther from losed shells exhibit hara teristi features that an
be des ribed by the phenomenon of olle tivity, whi h arises from a oherent motion
of the nu leons, a phenomenon that an be observed in numerous even-even nu lei
a ross the nu lear hart. A theoreti al framework for the des ription of olle tivity
was introdu ed by Bohr and Mottelson [3℄, treating the nu leus as a shaped obje t of
either spheri al or ylindri al symmetry, whi h an be subje t to ex itations of vibrational and rotational hara ter, respe tively. The deformed nu lear shapes and sizes
depend on dynami deformations of both neutron and proton distributions within
the nu lei. A measurement of their individual ontributions provides an important
tool for understanding the relative importan e of valen e and ore ontributions
to the low-lying olle tive modes. The ompetition between valen e and ore onxii

tributions is of parti ular interest in single- losed-shell nu lei, where the low-lying
ex itations an be expe ted to be omposed ex lusively of the valen e neutrons or
protons, if the losed ore were truly inert. In su h s enarios, the question of their
relative parti ipation in low-lying olle tive ex itations is of onsiderable interest.
This an be best eviden ed by ex lusively determining neutron and proton transition
matrix elements involved in an ex itation. The ratio of the neutron and proton transition matrix elements, Mn=Mp, has often been used to identify any inhomogeneity
between their respe tive transition strengths, in omparison with the homogeneous
value of Mn=Mp  N=Z . While proton transition matrix element an be obtained
from ele tron s attering or Coulomb ex itation measurements, the determination
of neutron transition matrix element requires nu lear intera tions, whi h are more
omplex and subje t to nu lear models. The validity and appli ability of theoreti al
models whi h des ribe the di erent phenomena of olle tivity rely largely on experimental signatures of a essible quantities that are hara teristi of the olle tive
ex itations in nu lei. Su h observables an be relative quantities like de ay bran hing ratios or -ray multipole mixing ratios. However, absolute quantities, su h as
transition probabilities, allow for more substantial interpretations of experimental
data. The experimental identi ation of hara teristi features of olle tivity has
often been subje t to investigating the same nu leus under di erent experimental
probes and te hniques to ombine the results for on lusive information. The experiments an be lassi ed into two major ategories, (i) those that measure the
shape of the nu lear potential and (ii) those that measure the shape of the harge
distribution in the nu leus. One of the most suitable experimental te hniques is
inelasti s attering in heavy-ion ollisions, governed by the ombined in uen e of
both Coulomb and nu lear for es. Using this method in ombination with ontemporary a elerators and improved harged-parti le and dete tor arrays opens new
possibilities in this eld of study. It is the purpose of this thesis work to demonstrate
xiii

the ability of this approa h to systemati ally address ru ial aspe ts of nu lear olle tivity on an absolute s ale along an isotopi hain of stable semi-magi even-even
nu lei within single experiments.
Ex itations in heavy-ion ollisions are often indu ed by energeti ions not too far
above the barrier; ontributions from Coulomb and nu lear pro esses be ome omparable, leading to a distribution of s attered (ex ited) nu lei over a large angular
range. The shape of the angular distribution is hara terized by a Coulomb-nu lear
interferen e (CNI) pattern, governed by the multipolarity, , of the transition and
allows a simultaneous determination of harge and mass (or potential) deformation lengths, Æh and Æm. These quantities are sensitive to deviations in harge
(proton) and mass (neutron + proton) distributions from equilibrium shape during
an ex itation. However, su h measurements are often found to be dis repant and
probe-dependent [4℄. In the ourse of this work, several experiments, using di erent
probes, fo using on the signatures of vibrational olle tivity have been performed
on the stable even-mass semi-magi Sn nu lei. Compli ated avenues of ex itation
are in luded by means of the oupled- hannels (CC) al ulations.
The tin isotopes (Z = 50) onstitute the longest hain of semi-magi nu lei with
15 even-even isotopes between the 100 Sn (N = 50) and 132 Sn (N = 82) double-shell
losures. Seven of these isotopes, 112;114;116;118;120;122;124 Sn, are stable. These features
have made the tin isotopes a prototypi al ben hmark of extensive mi ros opi theory and experiment. This is re e ted in the large number of studies investigating
the low-lying 2+1 and 31 ex ited states of the even-mass tin isotopes in the past few
de ades, by means of Coulomb ex itation, nu lear resonan e uores en e, level lifetime measurements, and inelasti s attering of ele tron, proton, -parti le and heavy
ions. The transition hara teristi s are, however, usually inferred only through the
B (E) values, whi h, in prin iple, are related to the harge ontributions to the
ex itation, and do not in lude the ontributions due to the matter distribution, that
xiv

are ontingent on the nu lear intera tions. The existing experimental as well as
theoreti al estimates of the B (E 2) [5{10℄ and B (E 3) [11{15℄ values for the Sn isotopes have a wide range and there are in onsisten ies in the existing data leading to
di erent on lusions on the olle tivity of the ex itation modes. In the light of su h
dis repan ies, unambiguous quantitative assessments of olle tive properties for the
2+1 and 31 states in the stable Sn isotopes, is ne essitated. Extensive measurements
and understanding of the basi olle tive phenomena in low-lying transitions along
an isotopi hain of stable neutron-ex ess nu lei, with better understood stru tures,
ould a t as a referen e for improved experimental and theoreti al studies with unstable isotopes that are expe ted to be of similar omplexity.
The main motivation of the present thesis work is to measure the harge and
mass transition probabilities of the dominant low-lying  = 2, 3 transitions in the
112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn nu lei, ompare them with existing estimates and understand
the underlying ontributions from the neutron and proton densities. To verify the
existen e of probe dependen e, measurements are arried out with a proje tile with
no spin and isospin (12 C) as well as another proje tile with non-zero spin and isospin
(7 Li). There also exists an experimental analogy between the ex itation spe tra of
nu lei obtained by pure ele tromagneti de ay from the ex ited states, and by dire t
intera tions su h as the inelasti s attering of nu lear parti les. However, the number of on gurations whi h take part in the ex itation and the intera tion operator
are di erent in the two ases. Thus one would expe t some quantitative di eren es. In this ontext, the B (E 2) value for the most-abundant 120 Sn isotope has
been determined by a measurement of the -de ay lifetime of the 2+1 state, using updated methodologies. The result has been ompared with the values dedu ed from
heavy-ion s attering measurements. The importan e of realisti estimation of stru tural parameters and deformation hara teristi s of the dominant low-lying states
xv

in nu lei is realised through investigation of their e e ts on rea tion dynami s in nulear ollisions, by demonstrating a simultaneous des ription of the elasti s attering
hannel along with the inelasti s attering and one-nu leon transfer hannels in the
7 Li + 120 Sn rea tion system, at two bombarding energies. Further, as an extension
of this work, it has been shown that inelasti ouplings an ouple to the relative
motion between olliding nu lei and signi antly a e t predi tions of fusion ross
se tions, parti ularly in systems involving weakly bound proje tiles, where di erent
model al ulations lead to di erent on lusions about suppression/enhan ement of
omplete fusion.
Based on the above-mentioned motivations, measurements were arried out at the
14UD BARC -TIFR Pelletron-LINAC fa ility at Mumbai. Self-supporting enri hed
Sn foils were used as targets. In order to dete t all the desired proje tile-like fragments generated by heavy-ion ollisions, arrays of maximum ten teles opes onsisting
of sili on surfa e barrier harged-parti le dete tors (E E ) have been used. In
addition, measurements of the -ray spe tra from the de ay of the dominant exited states in 120 Sn have been arried out using an array of HPGe lover dete tors,
to determine the mean lifetime of the states involved. The out omes of the above
measurements and subsequent analyses are as follows:
I. Low-lying quadrupole
112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn

and

o tupole

olle tive

ex itations

in

Systemati measurements of the di erential ross se tions for the  = 2, 3 inelasti
s attering of the 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn nu lei have been arried out with two heavyion probes { 7Li [16℄ and 12 C [17℄, at bombarding energies E :m:=VB 1.3, and the data
have been ompared with expli it CC al ulations. For the 7Li-indu ed ex itations,
the e e t of proje tile breakup for the weakly bound 7 Li nu leus is in orporated
xvi

among other ouplings. Reliable angular momentum transfer assignments an be
made based on the shapes of the di erential ross se tions, and the magnitudes
(strengths) are related to nu lear stru ture. Stru tural deformation parameters of
Sn nu lei are found to be probe-dependent, signi antly for the  = 3 transition. The
Æ2h and Æ3h values are nearly similar when measured with either probe. Considerable
disagreement is found between Æ2m and Æ3m values measured with the 7 Li and the 12 C
probe. Under the phenomenologi al approximation that neutron and proton transition densities s ale as N=Z in olle tive ex itations, the two sets of measurements
lead to dis repant Mn=Mp ratios for all the Sn isotopes. Similar results are obtained
on using a phenomenologi al opti al potential, as well as a fundamental mi ros opi
double-folded potential. This implies that nature of probe-target intera tions have
in onsequential e e ts on the extra ted mass (potential) deformation lengths from
inelasti s attering analysis. The root ause of probe-dependen e lies elsewhere. It
is observed that su h measurements are highly dependent on the hoi e of intera tion radius parameter that depends on the size of the probe. The experimentally
observed mass deformation lengths are intri ately onvoluted over the nite size of
the proje tile radius and the opti al potential governing the intera tion between the
olliding nu lei. The intrinsi Mn=Mp ratio for ea h Sn isotope an be dedu ed by
removing the e e ts of probe size in the extra tion of nu lear potential shapes [18℄.
The results indi ate that neutron olle tivity is the dominant ontribution to the
2+1 and 31 ex ited states in the Sn isotopes, as may be expe ted in proton-magi
nu lei.
II. Measurement of lifetime of 2+1 state in 120 Sn : Enhan ed B (E 2)

The mean lifetime of the 2+1 state in 120 Sn (Ex = 1171 keV) has been determined
using updated te hniques by means of the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method, and
the orresponding B (E 2) value is dedu ed [19℄. Levels in 120 Sn have been popuxvii

lated by inelasti ollisions with 32 S proje tile, at Elab < VB. The orresponding
de ay by -emission in ight leads to a Doppler-broadened lineshape, whose stru ture is sensitive to the level lifetime. Over the years, independent measurements of
Coulomb ex itation ross se tions and 2+1 lifetimes of the stable Sn isotopes have
reported dis repant transition probabilities and olle tive properties. The framework of analysis in this work relies on simulations for the slowing-down pro ess and
the onsequent velo ity pro les of s attered 120 Sn re oils traversing a thi k stopping
medium, using experimentally-ben hmarked stopping powers. The extra ted result
gives an improved estimate of the 2+1 level lifetime in 120 Sn. This leads to an enhan ed B (E 2) value that suggests signi ant olle tivity for this ex itation. This
value is in ex ellent agreement with the results obtained earlier from s attering of
heavy ions 7 Li and 12 C at above-barrier energies. An attempt has also been made to
also extra t the lifetime of the 4+1 state, whi h feeds the 2+1 level. The orresponding
B (E 2; 4+1 ! 2+1 ) is in omplian e with an existing estimate from Coulomb ex itation
measurement.
III. Elasti , inelasti and one-nu leon transfer hannels in 7 Li + 120 Sn system

The omparison of experimental and theoreti al values of stru tural parameters of
ex ited states provides a test for the validity of nu lear models. The al ulation
of elasti s attering and fusion ross se tion, as well as all intermediate rea tion
hannels, is largely dependent on oupling e e ts of the relevant bound/unbound
peripheral hannels. The dominant e e t arises due to oupling of the low-lying
ex itations in the olliding nu lei to the relative motion oordinate for the rea tion
system. In onjun tion with the previous measurements of di erential ross se tions
for elasti and inelasti s attering in the 7 Li + 120 Sn system at beam energy of
28 MeV, new set of measurements have been undertaken at 30 MeV energy. In
addition, several states orresponding to the dominant 1-nu leon transfer hannels
xviii

have been measured at both 28 and 30 MeV [20℄. CC al ulations are performed to
simultaneously des ribe the major dire t rea tion hannels and in orporate the e e t
of proje tile breakup ouplings. The stripping rea tions transfer a single nu leon
to one of the empty states in the target nu leus and are thus useful for the study
of single parti le ex itations. Realisti stru tural information su h as one-nu leon
spe tros opi fa tors are dedu ed by oupling around 30 rea tion hannels to the
entran e hannel. New stru tural parameters have been assigned for transfer to a
few of the states in the residual nu lei, whose spe tros opi fa tors were not known.
Cross se tions obtained using a single set of potential and oupling parameters
are able to simultaneously explain the measured data for all the hannels at both
bombarding energies, as well as the existing data for elasti and inelasti ross
se tions at 44 MeV.
IV. Systemati model dependen e of omplete fusion { in uen e of inelasti
ouplings

The oupling e e ts of dominant inelasti s attering hannels is seen to sensitively
in uen e the omputation of fusion ross se tions in heavy-ion ollisions. Existing
omplete fusion ross se tions for several rea tions involving weakly bound proje tiles 6;7Li are ompared with di erent sets of CC al ulations [21℄. The ontribution
due to target inelasti ouplings, whi h onstitute the dominant rea tion modes
in a system, towards overall fusion suppression/enhan ement over that due to an
un oupled barrier, has been spe i ally al ulated. This allows one to isolate the
ontribution due to breakup and/or transfer e e ts whi h are essentially signi ant for systems with 6;7Li proje tiles. The di erent CC models lead to ontrasting
results, owing to the di eren es in their respe tive theoreti al framework. A onlusion on enhan ement or suppression and their relative fra tions of experimental
fusion with respe t to theoreti al al ulations be omes model dependent. The exerxix

ise was repeated for a system with tightly bound 16 O proje tile to fo us essentially
on inelasti ouplings, and similar di eren es ould be seen. To a omplish the
task of having a realisti and model-independent predi tion of fusion enhan ement
or suppression, one should measure and simultaneously des ribe the major rea tion
modes in a system, su h as inelasti ex itations and parti le transfers, with realisti
oupling parameters, that would possibly explain both extremes: elasti s attering
and fusion. This is prohibitive for some ommon CC models.
To on lude, the present thesis work is primarily dedi ated to the investigation of
olle tivity and asso iated properties for the low-lying 2+1 and 31 states in the stable Sn isotopes using 7 Li and 12 C probes, and give an estimate of the intrinsi mass
deformation lengths and Mn=Mp ratios for the transitions. Further, to support the
validity of the stru tural information dedu ed from heavy ion s attering, an independent measurement for the lifetime of the 2+1 state in 120 Sn has been arried out to
ompare with the B (E 2) value from 7 Li and 12 C s attering. The independent roles
of neutron and proton distributions of the Sn nu lei in olle tive ex itations have
been investigated, whi h is expe ted to advan e the understanding of the nature
of ex itations in proton shell losed nu lei. The detailed study of elasti , inelasti
and transfer hannels provides realisti oupling parameters for understanding the
rea tion me hanisms in a proje tile-target system, and their subsequent impa t on
fusion ross se tions.
The thesis has been organized as follows: In Chapter 1, an introdu tion to heavyion inelasti ollisions and the urrent status in the eld has been presented along
with the general motivation for the thesis work. Chapter 2 des ribes the general
experimental te hniques used for the dete tion of harged parti les emitted during
nu leus-nu leus ollisions as well as for -rays emitted during nu lear de-ex itations.
A des ription of the oupled hannels formalism used in the analysis has been prexx

sented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 highlights the determination of deformation lengths
and related properties of 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn by inelasti ollisions with 7 Li and
12 C. In Chapter 5, a measurement of the lifetime of the 2+ state in 120 Sn has been
1
dis ussed. The importan e of unambiguous determination of deformation hara teristi s of nu lei is emphasized in Chapter 6 where (i) a simultaneous des ription of
elasti , inelasti and transfer hannels is attempted to assign new spe tros opi fa tors for several states populated by 1-nu leon transfers, and (ii) a theoreti al study
of the model dependen e of the e e t of dominant inelasti ouplings on fusion ross
se tions is presented for several proje tile-target systems. The future s ope of the
work is highlighted in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

The nu leus is a mesos opi system that exhibits features from both quantum and
ma ros opi domains, onsisting of  1 { 300 onstituents (nu leons), namely protons and neutrons. It an be regarded as a quantum many-body system with strong
intera tions between the onstituents, with pronoun ed statisti al regularities. At
the same time, individual quantum states an be also studied, both experimentally and theoreti ally. Re ent attempts try to model the intera tions between the
nu leons based on their respe tive fundamental internal quark ompositions [1℄ and
involve di erent degrees of many-body terms. Given these onsiderations, one would
expe t the stru ture and intera tions of the nu leus to be haoti and ompli ated.
However, empiri al data on level s hemes of stable even-even nu lei reveal a different observation : the low-lying states are often found to exhibit a pattern that
repeats in di erent regions of the nu lear hart. Owing to nu leon pairing, there is
no un ompensated intrinsi angular momentum in the ground state of an even-even
system, and a J = 0+ ground state is expe ted for su h nu lei. A survey of the
spin-parity of rst ex ited states in a vast majority of even-even nu lei shows that
they are predominantly 2+ [2℄. Also, the rst negative parity state is often found to
be 3 . Transitions to ex ited states in nu lei an be of ele tri , magneti , isos alar,
isove tor, or mixed hara ter. The study of nu lear properties, su h as energies and
1

2
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nature of ex itation of the various states, is an exploration of the symmetries and
degrees of freedom that de ne su h a system, and is one of the prin ipal pursuits
in nu lear physi s measurements. Di erent approa hes have been established for
the same. One model of the nu leus, the liquid drop model, likens the for es a ting
between the nu leons to those between mole ules of a low-vis osity liquid. Another
model, based on the shell stru ture of the nu leus, likens the for es to those between
parti les in an elasti solid. For nu lei near losed shells, the shell model is apable of a good des ription, provided that the underlying single-parti le energies and
intera tions are known. However, no single model ould a urately predi t all the
ex itation modes in a nu leus. Nu lei farther from losed shells exhibit hara teristi features that an be des ribed by the phenomenon of olle tivity, or a oherent
motion of the nu leons, a phenomenon that an be observed in numerous even-even
nu lei a ross the nu lear hart. A very su essful theoreti al framework for the
des ription of olle tivity was introdu ed by Bohr and Mottelson [3℄, treating the
nu leus as a shaped geometri obje t that an be subje ted to ex itations of vibrational or rotational hara ter. Transitions to ex ited states are ommonly expressed
in terms of dynami deformation of the equilibrium shape - su h as an irrotational
ow motion for stati ally deformed nu lei with ylindri al symmetry, or as surfa e
os illations for nu lei with spheri al symmetry. For axially-symmetri shape deformations, one thinks of a neutron-proton uid undergoing homogeneous isos alar
ex itations about the equilibrium, with their respe tive transition densities in the
ratio of N=Z . The measurement of the neutron and proton ontributions provides
one of the most important tools for understanding the relative importan e of valen e
and ore ontributions to the low-lying olle tive transitions. The ompetition between valen e and ore on gurations is of parti ular interest in single- losed-shell
nu lei, where the low-lying ex itations an be expe ted to be omposed ex lusively
of the valen e neutrons and/or protons, if the losed ore were truly inert. The

3

ratio of the neutron and proton transition matrix elements, Mn=Mp, is a measure of
their relative ontributions, and has often been used to identify any inhomogeneity
between their respe tive transition strengths, in omparison with the homogeneous
olle tive model predi tion of Mn=Mp  N=Z [4℄.
Colle tive modes play an important role in a number of nu lear phenomena, the
best known of whi h is the need for e e tive harges [5℄ for valen e nu leons in shell
model al ulations of nu lear moments and transition rates. These e e tive harges
a ount for polarization and virtual ex itations of the ore nu leons, the transitions
of whi h are ex luded in the shell-model spa e. The study of su h stru tural hara teristi s of ex ited states requires knowledge about dynami deformations, indu ed
by an external eld, of both neutron and proton distributions within the nu lei.
Quantum me hani s des ribes the arrangement and motion of nu leons by means
of the wave fun tion. A nu leus has a stationary wave fun tion in its ground state,
with an equilibrium density distribution. When ex ited to higher energy states, the
relative on gurations of the nu leons in the nu leus give rise to distin tive deformations in the equilibrium shape. The arbitrary deformed shapes are ommonly
hara terized by a multipole expansion of the nu lear density, with the di erent
ex itation modes hara terized in terms of the number of units of orbital angular
momentum, , transferred in the pro ess, namely monopole ( = 0), dipole ( = 1),
quadrupole ( = 2), o tupole ( = 3), and so on. The nomen lature represents
the shape of the nu lear density distribution during a parti ular transition. For
example, the distribution of protons in a nu leus undergoing quadrupole ele tri
(magneti ) transitions give rise to an os illating ele tri (magneti ) eld that represents the eld generated by four point harges (poles). The validity and appli ability
of theoreti al models rely largely on experimental signatures of a essible quantities
that are hara teristi of the olle tive ex itations in nu lei. Su h observables an be
relative quantities like de ay bran hing ratios or -ray multipole mixing ratios. How-
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ever, absolute quantities, su h as transition probabilities and deformation lengths,
allow for more substantial interpretations of experimental data. Investigation of
su h observables involves pla ing the nu leus in an ex ited state and dete ting the
orresponding s attered energy, or the parti le and emissions released in the proess. The measurement of hara teristi s of ex ited states, spe i ally spin, parity,
and level-lifetime, ombined with their interpretation through theoreti al models,
allows for the re onstru tion of the nu lear shape and the underlying mi ros opi
on gurations of the orresponding states.

1.1 Transition Probabilities
The transition probability, for a transition of multipolarity , is proportional to the
square of the nu lear matrix element, M (Mf ; Mi) = hJf Mf jO^jJiMii, where O^
is the quantum me hani al operator des ribing the mode of the transition. Here, Jf
and Ji are the total spins of the nal and initial states, respe tively, whi h de ne
the matrix element for the O^ operator, with J~f =  + J~i. The dependen e of
M (Mf ; Mi) on the proje tions, Mi and Mf , of the initial and nal total angular
momenta on the quantization axis, an be fa tored out using the Wigner-E kart
theorem [6℄, leading to,

M (Mf ; Mi) = (JiMijJf Mf )

D

Jf

O^

Ji

E

(1.1)

where the quantity hJf jjO^jjJii de nes the redu ed matrix element, and is invariant
under a rotation of the oordinate system. For transitions in nu lei indu ed by an
ele tromagneti eld with ve tor potential A~ and urrent density J , the operator
O^ is either an ele tri multipole operator (E^), or a magneti multipole operator
(M^  ). An ele tri transition is said to have o urred when the harge/proton
density undergoes dynami deformations under the e e t of an ele tri (Coulomb)
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eld. A magneti transition takes pla e when the intrinsi spin is ipped. The
nu leoni spins possess a natural frequen y, 0 ; when a nu leus is ex ited at this
frequen y by an external magneti eld, spin- ip transitions are indu ed, with h0
as the energy di eren e between the spin-up and spin-down states. The average
behaviour of many spins results in a net magnetization of the nu leus (nu lear
spin).
The transitions are hara terized by investigating the ele tromagneti transition
probabilities, B (E) and B (M), whi h are ommonly obtained from rates of de ay in nu lei. A -photon emitted by a nu leus arries with it an os illating
ele tromagneti eld, with de ay energy typi ally of the order of MeV, and typi al
de-Broglie wavelength  100 fm. Although the wavelength of a -ray is smaller than
the other forms of ele tromagneti radiation, namely, visible or ultraviolet light, it
is large with respe t to nu lear dimensions. As a result, the eld asso iated with a
-photon is nearly uniform a ross the nu leus. Hen e, there is little overlap between
the wave fun tions of the photon and the nu leon(s) responsible for the emission.
Consequently, -de ay is a slow pro ess in nu lear times ales ( 10 12 10 14 s).
Other ontributing fa tors are the relatively weak strength of the ele tromagneti
for e ompared to that of the strong for e between the nu leons, and the requirement
that the photon arries away atleast one unit of angular momentum (  1). The
transition, thus, involves some degree of nu lear reorientation, and the -rays are not
sensitive to the details of the nu lear radial wave fun tions. A onne tion between
the ele tromagneti transition probability and the transition matrix element an
be established using time-dependent perturbation theory [7℄, wherein, for a system
in the state 0(r) at time t = 0, the transition probability per unit time to a state
~ J , is given by the Fermi golden
f (r), under the e e t of a Hamiltonian H 0 = 1 A:
rule [7℄,
2
(1.2)
T = jhf (r) jH 0 j 0 (r)ij2 Ef
h
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where the onstant Ef is known as the density of states at energy Ef . The perturbation H 0 omes from oupling between the nu lear and ele tromagneti elds,
and the density of nal states is a produ t of the number of nu lear and ele tromagneti states per energy interval at Ef . A suitable multipole expansion of the
radiation eld, A(~r; t)  Pk Ak (r)e i!t = P A (~r; t) de nes two di erent omponent elds,
i
r  (r  r) (j (kr)Y(; ))
k
A (M; r) = (r  r) (j (kr)Y (; ))

(1.3)
(1.4)

A (E; r) =

In the long-wavelength limit of -de ay, the spheri al Bessel fun tion redu es to
j (kr)  (kr) . Sin e the ele tri harge in a nu leus primarily onsists of point
harges arried by individual protons, and the magnetization urrents are due to the
magneti moments of individual nu leoni spins and the orbital motion of proton,
one obtains the ele tri and magneti omponents of the Hamiltonian H 0 as,
Z

X
^
eri Y (i ; i )

E
=



H 0E
0M
H

 M^  =

A 
X
i=1

gs (i)si + gl (i)



i=1

2li :r
i
+1

ri Y (i ; i )



(1.5)
(1.6)

with e as the ele troni harge of the proton, and gs and gl as the spin and orbital
gyromagneti ratios of the nu leons (de ned in terms of the nu lear magneton, N ).
The transition rate in Eqn. 1.2 an be expressed as,

8
 ( + 1)
E
T=
2
h [(2 + 1)!!℄ h

2+1

B (O ; Ji ! Jf ) 

1



(1.7)

with  as the mean lifetime of the de aying state. The rate is observed to redu e
with an in rease in the multipolarity. The transition probability, B (O ; Ji ! Jf ), is
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written in terms of the redu ed matrix element of the multipole operator, for either
ele tri or magneti transition,
B (O ; Ji ! Jf ) =

X
Mf

jhJf Mf jO^jJiMi ij2 = 2J 1+ 1
i

B (O^; Ji ! Jf ) =

D

Jf

O^

Ji

E

(1.8)

2Jf + 1 B (O^; J ! J )
f
i
2Ji + 1

(1.9)

in units of e2 fm for O   E, and of 2N fm2 2 for O   M. Here, it may be emphasized that for the same de ay energy and multipolarity, the magneti transition


rates are weaker than the ele tri transition rates by a fa tor of  100 eN  102 .
For the redu ed matrix element to remain invariant under the inversion of oordinates, the forms of the ele tri and magneti transition operators de ne the parity
sele tion rules as i f = ( 1) for the ele tri transitions, and i f = ( 1)+1
for the magneti transitions. Thus, ele tri and magneti transitions of the same
multipolarity annot both o ur between a given pair of nu lear states. However, if
both E and M ( + 1), or, M and E ( + 1), modes are allowed for a given pair of
nu lear states, the transition is largely dominated by the ele tri omponent for the
former ase, while the latter transition is often found to have a mixed hara ter.
A al ulation of transition probability requires a knowledge of both the initial and
nal wave fun tions. As the rst step toward establishing an average, some assumptions an be made about these wave fun tions so that a reasonable estimate
an be made without referen e to the spe i states involved in a transition [7℄.
For this purpose, an extreme independent parti le pi ture is adopted where nu lear
transitions are onsidered to be taking pla e when a nu leon moves from one single
parti le orbit to another, without a e ting the rest of the nu leus. This approa h
fa ilitates to (i) make an estimate of the sizes of B (O ) that an be expe ted on an
average, and (ii) have a basis with whi h some on lusion ould be drawn on experimentally observed values. A deformation of nu lear shape is ommonly des ribed
2
2
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Figure 1.1: S hemati [8℄ of single parti le transitions in a nu leus from the ompletely
lled parti le-hole valen e spa e to the empty orbitals a ross the Fermi level.

as a oherent superposition of several single parti le-hole states, forming a olle tive
(vibrational or rotational) ex itation.
1.1.1 The single-parti le model

A nu leus is said to be in its ground state when energy levels are lled up to the
proton and neutron Fermi levels - the parti le{hole ground state. If a parti le in the
state jji i = jni lijii, of the losed shell, is ex ited to the state jjf i = jnf lf jf i of
the next shell, a parti le-hole state, ph = jf ji1 , is said to have been reated.
Thus, transitions an be viewed as ex iting a parti le from the parti le{hole valen e
spa e into the empty orbitals a ross the Fermi level. These single parti le estimates
are ommonly known as the Weisskopf estimates [9℄, given by,
1
Bsp (O ; Ji ! Jf ) =
2Ji + 1

D

nf lf jf

O^

ni li ji

E

2

(1.10)

where the single parti le wave fun tion of a spheri ally-symmetri potential for a nuleon with spin 1=2, in a shell with orbital angular momentum l, an be expressed as
jnljmi = Rnl (r)fYl(; )  1=2 gjm. For ele tri transitions, the multipole operator
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of Eqn. 1.5 leads to the single parti le matrix element,
nf lf jf mf

er Y



ni li ji mi

=e

Z 1

0

Rn f lf (r)r+2 Rni li (r)dr

 fYlf (; )  1=2 gjf mf jY j fYli (; )  1=2 gjimi

(1.11)

For an approximation, the nu leus is assumed to be a sphere of uniform harge
density, with radius R h = 1:2A1=3. Also, the matrix element involving the angular
momenta is evaluated as an average over the angular dependen e around the value
1
4 . Thus, the redu ed transition probability be omes,
2  + 1   3  2 R 2
(1.12)
h
4
+3
The single parti le pi ture works well if shells are nearly full or empty. A demerit
of this approa h is that the states of di erent J , ex ited between a pair of shell
model orbitals involved in proton or neutron ex itations, are onsidered to be degenerate, with the ex itation energy given by the shell gap. Additionally, existing
measurements of ele tri transition probabilities show enhan ement over the Weisskopf estimates by multiple times a ross the nu lear hart for even-even nu lei. In
a mi ros opi des ription, although -de ay only involves the transition of a single
nu leon, sin e a photon only intera ts with one nu leon, a transition matrix element
an be onsiderably larger than the single parti le estimate through a superposition
of terms in the matrix element [10℄. This ould be qualitatively explained if several
parti le-hole omponents parti ipate in a transition, whi h manifests as a shape osillation or deformation of the nu leus. This leads to a quantitative des ription of
nu lear shape in terms of olle tive variables, beyond the realm of the shell model.
Bsp (E; Ji ! Jf ) = e2
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1.1.2 The olle tive model

As a onsequen e of the Pauli prin iple, the 2j + 1 nu leons of a ompletely lled
orbit nlj in even-even nu lei ouple to a total angular momentum of J = 0. Therefore, the properties of the nu lear stru ture are determined by the nu leons in partially lled orbits, alled valen e nu leons and the residual intera tions among them.
Valen e nu leons of the same kind in the same orbit nlj undergo oherent superposition, and an ouple to di erent total angular momenta J , whose degenera y is
broken by the residual intera tion between them. A gurative example of su h an
intera tion is the surfa e delta intera tion [8℄, whi h essentially models the shortrange part of the nu leon-nu leon intera tion. With an in rease in the number
of valen e nu leons, the long-range part of the pairing for es be ome more important. This manifests as a shape os illation, or in the formation of an in reasingly
deformed shape, whi h annot be des ribed by shell model, whose wave fun tions
were obtained using a spheri ally symmetri potential. Su h a on guration mixing
of states, or oupling, leads to a olle tive state. Colle tive ex itations of many
body systems an be phenomenologi ally understood as u tuations around a state
of equilibrium. These may be u tuations in the density or shape. The type of
olle tive ex itation strongly depends upon the omposition of the system and the
manner in whi h its omponents intera t with ea h other. For example, parti le-hole
states, with 1 spin and parity an be generated by transitions between di erent
pairs of single parti le states, jji i and jjf i, with jji jf j  1  jji + jf j. Between the 0p and 0d 1s shells as seen in Fig. 1.1, the possible parti le-hole states
are (0d5=2)(0p3=2 ) 1 ; (1s1=2)(0p3=2 ) 1 ; (0d3=2)(0p3=2 ) 1 ; (1s1=2)(0p1=2 ) 1 and
(0d3=2)(0p1=2 ) 1 , and su h states an exist for both proton and neutron ex itations. The number of nu leons per shell is larger in heavy nu lei, and the number of
parti le-hole states is a ordingly greater. The ph states, N in number, are eigenstates of the unperturbed shell model Hamiltonian H0, and the residual intera tions
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among them, either attra tive or repulsive, are given by Vif = fph jVresj iph . The
pairing orrelations for the full Hamiltonian, H0 + Vres, de ne N new states, one
of whi h manifests itself as a oherent sum of all the (allowed) parti le-hole states.
This is ommonly known as the olle tive state,
j Ci = p1

N

N
X
k

k

ph

E

k

(1.13)

The oherent superposition of the amplitudes implies that the transition probability
is enhan ed for the olle tive state, and otherwise small, for the additional N 1
states, whi h will add in oherently. The eigenenergy of the olle tive state is found to
be shifted w.r.t. the unperturbed shell model energies [11℄. In the ase of attra tive
residual for es (Vres < 0), a low-lying olle tive state is formed, whi h, as experiments
show, is either vibrational or rotational. In the ase of repulsive for es (Vres > 0), a
high-energy olle tive state is formed, usually alled a giant resonan e. In addition,
the residual intera tions also break the degenera y between the N 1 single parti le
orbitals.
1.1.3 Vibrational & Rotational ex itations

Despite the very omplex interplay of nu leons and for es present in the nu leus, a
geometri al pi ture of the nu leus explains in a simple way the basi features of the
olle tive behavior. Near losed shells, nu lei preferentially have a spheri al shape,
and an be ex ited to perform os illations around this equilibrium shape, while in
mid-shell regions, deformed shapes develop, whi h allow the nu leus to undergo rotational motion. The deformed shapes are expressed as a hange in the nu lear
radius, the hange depending on the relative orientations of the radius ve tor to the
intrinsi orientation of the nu leus.
The vibrational modes and frequen ies observed in a system reveal about the na-
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ture of for es a ting within. In the early years of the study of atoms, an analysis of
vibrational motion was notably important in the understanding of atomi stru ture.
Similarly, on a far smaller s ale, a ri hly varied spe trum of vibrations exists for the
nu leus of an atom, whi h is a major sour e of information on nu lear stru ture and
oupling e e ts of hannels present in a rea tion system [12℄. The most a urate
and sophisti ated des ription of nu lear vibrations is given by the time-dependent
mean eld theory, wherein, the for es a ting on the nu leons are al ulated from the
quantum-me hani al motion of the parti les themselves. In general, nu lear vibrations are ex ited by bombarding target nu lei with high-energy -photons or other
high-energy nu lei (proje tiles with virtual photons). The vibrations are dete ted
by observing how the proje tile is absorbed or di ra ted by the nu leus. The rst
vibration to be reported via su h a measurement was the dipole vibration that ould
be ex ited by simply bombarding the target nu lei with photons having energy equal
to that of the dipole mode. In this s enario, the eld around the photon exerts a
for e on the positively harged protons, moving them away from the ele tri ally
neutral neutrons. However, to maintain the entre of mass of the nu leus at rest,
the neutrons get displa ed in the opposite dire tion. The restoring for e of the
vibration arises from the attra tion between the protons and neutrons, mediated
by the harge-independent strong nu lear for e. The dis overy of the dipole mode
depended only on the availability of sour es of mono-energeti high-energy photons,
of the likes of bremsstrahlung from ele tron a elerators. However, unlike the dipole
vibration, it was diÆ ult to ex ite the higher modes with absorption of -rays as
they intera t with the nu leus through the ele tromagneti for e, and given their
wavelength, an a elerate protons in only one dire tion. The next vibration to be
reported, by means of nu lear s attering, was the quadrupole vibration whi h is a
shape os illation. A nu leus vibrating in the quadrupole mode is distorted to have
ellipsoidal os illations about the mean spheri al shape.
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Vibrational modes of multipolarity  are expressed in terms of a departure from the
equilibrium radius R0 . The distan e from the enter of the nu leus to the surfa e at
angles (; ) and time t is given by,
R(; ; t) = R0

"

1+

1 X

X
=2 = 

#



(t)Y (; )

(1.14)

with  being the olle tive shape oordinates, and Y being the spheri al harmoni s hara terizing the shape of the nu leus. In Eqn. 1.18, the term orresponding to
 = 0 has been negle ted sin e it des ribes a nu leus that hanges its volume while
retaining the basi spheri al shape. Su h an ex itation, alled the breathing mode,
often o urs at very large energies (unlike the low-lying olle tive states). Also, the
 = 1 mode is ex luded sin e it orresponds to a translation of the nu leus as a
whole (without any hanges in the internal stru ture), and not a shape deformation.
The modes for   2 are des ribed in terms of a quantum harmoni os illator model,
for small-amplitude vibrations, with the Hamiltonian [7℄,
Hvib =

B X

2



d



dt

2

+ C2

X


j j2

(1.15)

with os illation frequen y ! = C=B. Therefore, ex itations an be imagined as
mediated by phonons of angular momentum , with h ! as the quantum of vibrational energy. Vibrational modes an be of one-phonon, or multiphonon nature.
With in reasing distan e to the losed shells, nu lei start to exhibit in reasingly
non-spheri al or deformed equilibrium shapes, on a ount of the interplay between
the short-range nu lear for e, long-range repulsive Coulomb for e, and entrifugal
stret hing. The residual intera tions among the valen e nu lei be ome dominant and
determine the nu lear properties. In parti ular, the long-range omponent of the
nu leon-nu leon intera tion favours non-spheri al on gurations even in the ground
state of several even-even nu lei [13℄. In lassi al me hani s, one an distinguish
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whether a spheri ally symmetri body rotates or not, but in quantum me hani s,
all dire tions are equivalent and the body appears to be at rest. For a sphere, the
square of its wave fun tion is, by de nition, independent of angles - it appears to
be the same from all dire tions. As a result, the wave fun tions before and after
a rotation annot be distinguished. Therefore there is no rotational energy asso iated with degrees of freedom orresponding to a spheri al symmetry. In ontrast,
rotational motion of a deformed obje t, su h as an ellipsoid, may be dete ted, for
example, by observing the hanges in the orientation of the axis of symmetry with
time. For rotational ex itations, the nu lei have to have a preferred axis - not a
signature of nu lei with 0+ spin. The physi al J = 0+ state is, therefore, interpreted
as the deformed intrinsi state averaged over all dire tions. In other words, nu lei
whi h are intrinsi ally deformed in their ground state exhibit rotational ex itations,
wherein, the nu leus is des ribed in terms of a deformed obje t with moment of
inertia, I . It has been observed that the e e t of the rotational motion seems to be
di erent for di erent ground-state stru ture; highly deformed, stable nu lei simply
rotate, so that the moment of inertia is almost independent of angular velo ity. Unstable and less deformed nu lei show a tenden y to be ome more deformed as they
rotate faster. One of the earliest models assumed the nu leus to be analogous to a
rigid rotor, with the Hamiltonian given by [7℄,
HJrot =

h 2 2
(J

2I

Jz2 ) +

h 2 2
Jz

2Iz

(1.16)

If K represents the proje tion of J along the symmetry (z) axis in the intrinsi
frame, the expe tation value of the Hamiltonian in the body- xed system is then
a fun tion of J (J + 1) and K , whi h are the expe tation values of J 2 and Jz . A
nu leus in a given intrinsi state an rotate with di erent angular velo ities in the
laboratory. A group of states, ea h with a di erent total angular momentum J but
sharing the same intrinsi state, forms a rotational band, i.e., transitions between
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two members of a band an take pla e by a hange in the rotational frequen y and,
hen e, the spin J , without any modi ations to the intrinsi state. Sin e the only
di eren e between these states is in their rotational motion, members of a band are
related to ea h other in energy, stati moments, and ele tromagneti transition rates.
For K = 0 in an even-even nu leus, parity transformation rules for the rotational
wave fun tion de ne the ground state rotational band as J = 0+; 2+; 4+; 6+; 8+ and
so on, onne ted by a as ade of ele tri quadrupole (E 2) transitions, with quantum
me hani al rotational energy given by,
EJrot =

h 2

2I J (J + 1)

(1.17)

The nu lear deformation an again be des ribed by using the parametrization of the
nu lear surfa e as,
R(; ) = R0

"

1+

X


#

2 Y2 (; ) + 4 Y4 (; ) + :::::

(1.18)

With the onset of deformation, the harge distribution in the nu leus exhibits a
quadrupole moment, Q0 . The size of the E 2 transition matrix element is also related
to the deformation of the intrinsi state, hara terized by Q0, with,
B (E 2; Ji ! Jf ) =

5 e2 Q2 hJ K 20jJ K i2
f
16 0 i

(1.19)

For axially symmetri olle tive vibrational/rotational deformations in a nu leus,
an adequate parametrisation of the radius, R() = R0 [1 + P 0Y0 ()℄, de nes a
quantity Æ = 0 R0, known as the intrinsi deformation length, hara terizing the
degree of deformation. Su h a shape parametrisation is often a starting point for
theoreti al al ulations.
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The experimental identi ation of hara teristi features of olle tivity has often
been subje t to investigating the same nu leus under di erent experimental probes
and te hniques to ombine the results for on lusive information. The experiments
an be lassi ed into two major ategories, (i) those that measure the shape of the
nu lear potential and (ii) those that measure the shape of the harge distribution in
the nu leus. The experiments all measure transition probabilities between ex ited
states and the ground state, or between two ex ited states, sin e these probabilities
are sensitively predi ted by the nu lear shape in the vibrational/rotational model.
One of the most ommon experimental te hniques is measurement of Coulomb exitation ross se tion, when a nu leus is ex ited from the ground state solely via
the time-dependent ele tromagneti eld generated by an intera tion with another
nu leus. A omplementary approa h involves measurement of mean lifetimes of nulear ex ited states, whi h are related to the underlying mi ros opi on gurations
of the orresponding states. As the rate of the de ay of an ex ited nu lear state is
proportional to the square of the matrix element of the transition operator between
the initial and nal state wavefun tion, measured lifetimes provide a very sensitive
ngerprint of the relevant nu lear models. Another approa h, though not widely
used, is nu lear resonan e uores en e/resonan e s attering that involves absorption/s attering of photons from nu lei. This method eliminates the need to know
the usual geometri al and yield fa tors ommon to s attering experiments and is
therefore inherently free of several sour es of systemati errors. However, the fra tion of -rays that possess the orre t energy for nu lear ex itation, is in most ases
very small, and the diÆ ulties of a hieving reasonable statisti s o set the advantages
of the method. From su h a variety of measurements employing ele tromagneti intera tions, a large volume of information is present about the distribution of harge
(primarily, protons) in nu lei. Estimates of the neutron distribution require nu lear
intera tions. A suitable approa h to probe nu lear ex ited states is inelasti s at-
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tering in nu leon-nu leus and nu leus-nu leus ollisions (light-ion/heavy-ion s attering), under the ombined in uen e of both Coulomb and nu lear for es. Di erent
shape modes an be sele tively ex ited, and the s attering pro ess is governed by
two-body kinemati s, leading to a urate determination of ex itation energies and
states of both the spe ies.

1.2 Heavy-ion inelasti s attering
Heavy-ion s attering o ers a spe tros opi tool for the ex itation of high spin states
of stable as well as unstable nu lei. The dominant feature whi h provides the key
to understand su h s attering phenomena is the strong surfa e absorption of heavyions; most of the elasti ally or inelasti ally s attered proje tiles are predominantly
involved in a dire t peripheral intera tion and are generally insensitive to the intera tion in the interior region. In events of high-energy nu lear ollisions involving
hadrons/light-ions, the prin ipal intera tion is mediated by the strong nu lear for e,
and s attering phenomena an be understood by onsidering the wave nature of the
in ident parti les. A ollimated beam (thi kness  few mm = 1012 nu lear size),
passing through the target material, an be thought of as a plane wave enveloping a target nu leus. Depending on how the wave intera ts with the nu leus, the
out ome is a hara teristi di ra tion pattern [12℄. After su h an intera tion, ea h
small area of the nu lear surfa e a ts as the origin of se ondary wavelets, whi h
propagate outward and undergo interferen e, either onstru tively or destru tively,
depending on their relative phase values at that point. Wavelets that originate from
outward-moving surfa e areas have the same phase, whereas wavelets that arise from
inward-moving surfa e areas have the opposite phase. The nature of the di ra tion
pattern an be understood by onsidering a plane downstream from the target nuleus and perpendi ular to the beam axis. The wavelets di ra ted to the entre
of the plane along the beam axis would all travel the same distan e, and hen e,
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arrive in phase. The resulting onstru tive interferen e would reate a region of
large wave amplitude in the enter of the plane (analogous to a bright entral spot
formed during di ra tion of a light wave by a bla k sphere). When the in ident
wave stimulates, say a quadrupole vibration, the wavelets originating from the elongating sides are initially 180o out of phase with the wavelets originating from the
ontra ting sides. As a onsequen e, there is destru tive interferen e in the entre
of the plane. At some other points in the plane, where the distan es to an elongating region and a ontra ting region di er by half-a-wavelength, the wavelets arrive
in phase, interfering onstru tively. This leads to an angular distribution with an
os illatory pattern. In heavy-ion ollisions, the di ra tive (near-side and far-side)
s attering from Coulomb and nu lear elds often be ome omparable at energies
above the Coulomb barrier. The se ondary wavelets emanating from the deformed
nu lear surfa e are generated by a ombined e e t of the repulsive Coulomb and
absorptive nu lear intera tions at ea h point. At large distan es between in oming proje tile and target nu leus, Coulomb s attering to forward angles onne ts
theory and experiment. As smaller distan es are approa hed, the nu lear amplitude hanges (and in reases) rapidly ausing s attering to ba kward angles. The
os illatory stru ture is gradually attenuated due to in reasing opa ity of the nu lear
surfa e (surfa e absorption of heavy-ions), and thus, the di erential s attering ross
se tions are ommonly found to exhibit distin t patterns that are best des ribed
solely on a ount of Coulomb-nu lear interferen e (CNI) [14℄ e e ts.
The s attering amplitude for inelasti s attering depends on the multipolarity of the
transition, with demar ated regions where (i) the Coulomb eld dominates, (ii) the
nu lear eld dominates, and (iii) the Coulomb and nu lear elds interfere. Their
ombined e e t, and individual strengths, govern the overall shape of the angular
distribution for a parti ular  and reveals important stru tural information about
the nu leus. Therefore, it is possible to determine Coulomb and nu lear deformation
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hara teristi s separately by measuring the distribution of s attered nu lei over a
wide angular range. In the semi- lassi al approximation, the inelasti s attering
ross se tion an be expressed as [15℄,


dinel  =  del  :P ()
ex
d
d

(1.20)

where, Pex() / jC + N j2 is the probability for a nu leus to be ex ited when the
in oming parti le is s attered into the angle , and C and N are the s attering
amplitudes due to Coulomb and nu lear potentials, respe tively. Using this method
in ombination with ontemporary a elerators and improved harged-parti le and
dete tor arrays opens new possibilities of pursuit in the eld of nu lear resear h.
Compli ated avenues of ex itation are in luded by means of theoreti al al ulations
in the oupled- hannels framework.
Heavy-ion inelasti s attering is also losely analogous to an ele tri multipole radiative transition, and will show similar olle tive enhan ement, whi h varies with the
s attering angle [16℄. However, magneti transitions are not a e ted, the enhan ement being found ex lusively in the spin-independent ele tri transition amplitudes.
For inelasti s attering of a nu lear proje tile from a target, the transition amplitude
on a dire t intera tion model, for ex itation of the target from the ground state i to
an ex ited state f , when the relative motion before and after ex itation is des ribed
by waves , is given by Tfi = hf jN^ jii, with the nu lear transition operator as,
N

Z

= dr~0( ) (kf ; r0)V (~r

r~0 )(+) (ki ; r0 )

(1.21)

A multipole expansion of the waves orresponding to asymptoti initial and nal
momenta, ki and kf , as well as of the intera tion potential V , leads to a general
form of the operator,
N / j (qr)Y ( )
(1.22)
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with q = jki kf j as the re oil momentum. For low-lying transitions, j  r, and
Eqn. 1.22 has a form analogous to the ele tri multipole operator (see Eqn. 1.5),
ex ept that the sum here is over all nu leons, whereas in the ele tri radiative transition operator, the sum is only over the protons. Correspondingly, the angular
distribution of the inelasti s attering is given by jTfij2 / j hj (qr)ij2 . It is expe ted
that this ondition will be satis ed by all proje tiles inelasti ally s attered into the
rst (forward) peak of the di erential ross se tion, and the stru tural hara teristi s
of the target ex ited states obtained from s attering of the nu lear proje tiles should
be in omplian e with those obtained from radiative de ay of the state. S attering
through angles mu h larger than this may show signi ant varian e ompared to an
ele tri transition, when nu lear eld omes into the pi ture.
The understanding of peripheral heavy-ion ollision pro esses in general, and elasti
and inelasti s attering in parti ular, is an important part of an overall understanding of heavy-ion rea tions. It is the purpose of this thesis work to demonstrate
(i) the ability of this approa h to systemati ally address ru ial aspe ts of nu lear
olle tivity on an absolute s ale along an isotopi hain of stable even-even nu lei
within single experiments, (ii) the omplian e between the results of heavy-ion s attering and onventional te hniques, su h as level-lifetime measurement, and (iii)
the e e ts of dynami stru tural ouplings in heavy-ion ollisions that in uen e the
ross se tions of all rea tion hannels in a system. In the ourse of this work, different experiments fo using on the signatures of vibrational olle tivity have been
performed on the stable even-mass Sn nu lei, whi h onstitute the longest hain of
semi-magi stable isotopes.
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1.3 The Sn isotopi hain
The tin isotopes, with a losed proton shell of Z = 50, onstitute the longest hain of
single-shell- losed nu lei with 15 even-even isotopes between the 100 Sn (N = 50) and
132 Sn (N = 82) double-shell losures, ea h with intrinsi g.s. spin 0+. Seven of these
isotopes, 112;114;116;118;120;122;124 Sn, are stable and the rest are unstable. These features have made the tin isotopes a prototypi al ben hmark of extensive mi ros opi
theory and experiment and a ri h arena for investigating residual nu leon-nu leon
intera tions. This is re e ted in the large number of studies, both experimental
and theoreti al, of the transitions populating the low-lying 2+1 (see Fig. 1.2) and 31
(see Fig. 1.3) states of the stable isotopes in the past few de ades. These levels are
normally lassi ed as 1-phonon quadrupole and o tupole vibrational states, whi h
is also supported by quasiparti le al ulations [17℄. From ele tromagneti measurements, these ex itations are known to possess ele tri hara ter and the transition
hara teristi s are usually inferred only through the B (E) values, whi h, in priniple, are related to the harge (proton) ontributions to the ex itation (the ore is
not truly inert), and do not in lude the ontributions due to the matter (proton +
neutron) densities that are known to have extended distributions for the neutronex ess Sn nu lei [18℄. The Weisskopf estimates for the B (E 2) and B (E 3) values for
the stable Sn isotopes are listed in Table 1.1.
Measurements of ele tri transition strengths only determine the proton transition
matrix element, Mp, and are oblivious to the neutron transition matrix element,
Mn , whi h is parti ularly of signi an e for the Sn isotopes that have only neutrons
as the valen e parti les. The existing B (E 2) and B (E 3) values for the Sn isotopes,
measured by means of Coulomb ex itation, level-lifetime determination, and inelasti s attering of ele tron, proton, and heavy-ions, are found to be subtantially
enhan ed ompared to the values given in Table 1.1, and are onsequen es of virtual
ex itations of the proton ore, polarized by the valen e neutrons. However, these ex-
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Table 1.1: Weisskopf single parti le estimates of the B (E 2) and B (E 3) values for lowlying  = 2 and  = 3 ex itations in the Sn isotopes.
Nu leus B (E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1)sp B (E 3; 0+g:s: ! 31 )sp
112 Sn
114 Sn
116 Sn
118 Sn
120 Sn
122 Sn
124 Sn

(e2 fm2)
160.05
163.89
167.94
171.64
175.52
179.47
183.36

(e2 fm3)
5204.56
5390.85
5594.11
5780.12
5977.29
6180.05
6382.11

isting estimates have a wide range and there are in onsisten ies leading to di erent
on lusions on the strength of olle tivity of the ex itation modes. Large in onsisten ies also exist among measurements with the same probe at di erent in ident
energies [19{24℄. Older theoreti al estimates for ex itations in 102 130 Sn based on
single j -shell exa t seniority model [25℄, as well as large-s ale shell model al ulations involving proton- ore ex itations for an N = Z = 50 ore [26℄ suggest highly
olle tive  = 2 transitions in the Sn isotopes, with a symmetri de rease in B (E 2)
as the neutron number varies from the midshell 116 Sn nu leus on either side, following a paraboli behaviour. This trend has been veri ed for the isotopes with mass
A > 116 by ex lusive Coulomb ex itation measurements [27℄. However, for A < 116,
the measured B (E 2) values are found to in rease rst from 116 Sn to 112 Sn and stay
nearly similar upto 106 Sn within experimental un ertainties, thereafter de reasing
towards 104 Sn [28, 29℄. Ref. [30℄ has shown that the intera tion between nu leons
in spin-orbit partner orbits, ` " (#) = ` + ( ) 21 , ould strongly modify the e e tive
single parti le energies. For any two nu leons, 1 and 2, the `1 " `2 # intera tion
is found to be strongly attra tive, parti ularly between neutrons and protons, while
the `1 " `2 " and `1 # `2 # intera tions are repulsive. In measurements of single
parti le energies of 47 Ar (Z = 18) and 49Ca (Z = 20) [31℄, the lo ation of the 2p3=2
and 2p1=2 orbits were found to be at higher energies ( 875-keV larger) in 49 Ca om-
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pared to 47 Ar. This was suggested to be due to removal of two protons from 1d3=2
and 2s1=2, ausing a weakening of the N = 28 shell losure. An analogous argument
has been drawn for the Sn-isotopes [32℄, where the proton 1g9=2 orbit is expe ted
to be ome less bound with de rease in the number of neutrons in the 1g7=2 orbit,
towards the proton-ri h side of the Sn hain. This would enhan e the probability
for ore-proton ex itations a ross the Z = 50 shell gap, leading to an in rease in the
B (E 2) values for the neutron-de ient isotopes. A seniority trun ated shell-model
al ulation using 90 Zr as an inert ore [26℄ predi ts su h an in rease in transition
probability as proton- ore ex itations are in luded. Newer relativisti quasipartile random phase approximation (RQRPA) al ulations [33℄ have been su essful
in justifying the observed B (E 2) trend for both the neutron-de ient as well as
neutron-ri h isotopes. However, the RQRPA results are suppressed by up to 30%
for the stable 112 124 Sn isotopes ompared to the adopted values.
Lately, a series of Coulomb ex itation experiments on 112 124 Sn, based on either
dire t estimation of 2 [34,35℄, or dire t measurement of B (E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1) [36,37℄,
have been reported with dis repant results. The B (E 2) values dedu ed from the
level lifetimes reported by Jung laus et al. [34℄ are onsiderably lower than the
adopted values a ross the Sn isotopi hain, showing a departure from olle tivity
and with a shallow minimum at 116 Sn. These results have been mu h disputed later
by Allmond et al. [37℄ and Kumar et al. [36℄. Though the overall mass dependen e
of the B (E 2) values is similar in both these measurements, they report markedly
di erent absolute values for the neutron-ri h 120;122;124 Sn isotopes. The B (E 2) results of Kumar et al. [36℄ are apparently prone to normalization un ertainties as
these quantities have been estimated relative to the B (E 2) value of the ex ited 58Ni
proje tile used in this measurement, hosen to be equal to 0.065 e2 b2 , whi h is less
than both the adopted value [38℄ as well as the average value from a re ent ompilation [39℄ of results of Coulomb ex itation and ele tron s attering measurements
+
1
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Figure 1.2: (a) Existing experimental (Coulomb ex itation) and theoreti al estimates of
the B (E 2) values for the Sn isotopi hain. The inset shows the estimates for the stable
isotopes. (b) E 2 ex itation energies for the stable isotopes.
on 58Ni. On the other hand, Allmond et al. [37℄ report a robust measurement of the
B (E 2) values, along with the stati ele tri quadrupole moments and the magneti
dipole moments for all the stable Sn isotopes, to a high degree of pre ision in an
inverse kinemati s experiment. The B (E 2) results are in good agreement with the
adopted values and predi t an overall enhan ement of olle tivity.
There have been theoreti al studies dire ted towards explaining the trend of low
B (E 2) values, with a shallow minimum at 116 Sn, from the lifetime results reported
by Jung laus et al., (i) employing two sets of e e tive harges a ross the Sn isotopi
hain (for A > 116 and A < 116) for a shell model Hamiltonian with quadrupole-
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quadrupole intera tion between valen e neutrons [40℄, and (ii) a s hemati two-level,
generalized seniority s heme on erned with the order of lling of the j -orbits in the
Sn isotopes [25℄. However, to reprodu e the aforementioned trend, these al ulations
predi t B (E 2) values further smaller by  15 25%, parti ularly for the 114 120 Sn
isotopes.
Similar dis repan ies exist for the E 3 ( = 3) transition probabilities of 112 124 Sn,
where, existing measurements form a wide range of the B (E 3) values with large
un ertainties, and disagreements among theoreti al estimates as well. The B (E 3)
values obtained by the Coulomb ex itation method (with less un ertainties) by N.
G. Jonsson et al. [23℄ are mu h smaller than the ones obtained by D. G. Alkhazov et
al. [24℄ by the same method, thereby ausing an apparent dis repan y. Moreover, it
has also been observed that the values obtained by inelasti s attering of parti les
are mu h less ompared to the ones obtained by s attering of protons [41, 42℄ or
ele trons [22℄. Di erent sets of theoreti al estimates [43, 44℄ based on quasiparti0.30
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Figure 1.3: Existing experimental and theoreti al estimates of the B (E 3) values for the
Sn isotopes. The inset shows the E 3 ex itation energies for the stable Sn isotopes.
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le al ulations with an o tupole pairing for e predi t signi antly di erent values
among ea h other, and also ontradi t the trend of the results from a quasiparti le
al ulation involving a Gaussian for e [45℄. However, these results are at varian e
with a newer set of RQRPA al ulations [17℄ that predi t enhan ed olle tivity. In
the light of su h dis repan ies, unambiguous quantitative assessments of olle tive
properties for the 2+1 and 31 states, parti ularly in the stable Sn isotopes, is ne essitated. Extensive measurements and understanding of the basi olle tive phenomena
in low-lying transitions along an isotopi hain of stable neutron-ex ess nu lei, with
better understood stru tures, ould a t as a referen e for improved studies with
unstable isotopi hains, that are expe ted to be of similar omplexity.

1.4 General motivation of the thesis
In light of the above dis ussions, the present thesis work has several key motivations. The primary motivation is to measure the transition probabilities, B (E),
of the dominant low-lying  = 2, 3 ex itations by means of heavy-ion s attering on
the 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn isotopes, ompare them with existing estimates and understand the underlying ontributions from the neutron and proton densities. Sin e
des riptions of heavy-ion rea tion me hanisms are sensitive to the hoi e the nulear potential, su h measurements are known to be dependent on the hoi e of the
proje tile used as the probe. To on lude about the existen e of probe dependen e,
and e e ts thereof, measurements are arried out with a tightly-bound proje tile
with zero spin and isospin (12 C), as well as another weakly-bound proje tile with
non-zero spin and isospin (7Li). An analogy is also expe ted between the ex itation
spe tra of nu lei obtained by pure ele tri de ay from the ex ited states, and by
dire t intera tions su h as the inelasti s attering of nu lear parti les (as dis ussed
in x1.2). However, the number of on gurations whi h take part in the ex itation
and the total intera tion operator are expe ted to be di erent in the two ases, on
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a ount of the spin and isospin dependen e of the nu lear intera tion. An important
di eren e also arises in the form of the (short) wavelengths of the olliding nu lei
ompared to the (longer) photon wavelength. Thus one would expe t some quantitative di eren es. In this ontext, the B (E 2) value for the most-abundant 120 Sn
isotope has been determined by a measurement of the -de ay lifetime of the 2+1
state, using updated methodologies. The result has been ompared with the values
dedu ed from heavy-ion s attering measurements, as well as with existing lifetime
measurements. The importan e of realisti estimation of stru tural parameters and
deformation hara teristi s of the dominant low-lying states in nu lei is realised
through investigation of their e e ts on rea tion dynami s in nu lear ollisions,
spe i ally by demonstrating a simultaneous des ription of the elasti s attering
hannel along with the inelasti s attering and one-nu leon transfer hannels in the
7 Li + 120 Sn rea tion system, at two bombarding energies. Further, as an extension
of this work, it has been shown that inelasti hannels an ouple to the relative
motion between olliding nu lei and signi antly a e t predi tions of fusion ross
se tions, parti ularly in systems involving weakly-bound proje tiles, where di erent
model al ulations lead to di erent on lusions about suppression/enhan ement of
omplete fusion, ompared to measured data.
The experimental details and out omes of the above measurements and subsequent
analyses, as well as the theoreti al formalisms for investigating rea tion dynami s,
are dis ussed in the following hapters.

Chapter 2
Experimental methods

The experiments asso iated with the present thesis involve the dete tion and identiation of harged parti les and rays, and their energies emitted during the events
of heavy ion ollisions, over wide angular ranges. These are some of the major fundamental tools to study di erent aspe ts of nu lear rea tions. The identi ation
orresponds to the details of (i) the mass, harge, kineti energy and emission angle of the harged parti les, and (ii) the energy, angle of emission, multipolarity,
nature of de ay (ele tri or magneti hara ter), and Doppler shift/broadening, if
any, for the -rays. In a typi al binary heavy-ion ollision measurement, where the
outgoing hannel onsists of two broad ategories of parti les - the proje tile-like
fragment and the re oiling target-like parti le, su h as in inelasti s attering or nuleon/ luster transfer pro esses, one an re onstru t the kinemati details of the
rea tion by dete ting and identifying one of the parti les. Su h two-body rea tions
are often a ompanied by -de ay events from ex ited states of either or both the
parti ipating nu lei. The study of the rea tion kinemati s in su h s enarios onventionally involves a parti le- oin iden e te hnique to identify the dire tion of
emission of radiation w.r.t. the sour e of the de ay. The angular distribution of
-rays is known to be sensitive to the spin and parity of the ex ited state. In the
absen e of oin iden e te hniques, one obtains an in lusive -yield from all possi28
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ble dire tions of emission. The prin ipal goals of this thesis are to investigate the
stru tural properties (i) of the low-lying 2+1 and 31 ex ited states in the stable Sn
isotopes by means of heavy-ion s attering with 7Li and 12 C proje tiles, and (ii) of the
2+1 state in 120 Sn by means of level-lifetime measurement from radiative transitions.
So, it is important to dete t and identify, with pre ision, the s attered harged parti les as well as -rays, using dedi ated setups. Study of these rea tions involves the
generation and a eleration of the proje tile, followed by the experimental arrangement of the relevant dete tor systems, asso iated ele troni equipments and a data
a quisition system. The details of ea h of the omponents are des ribed hereafter.

2.1 Generation and a eleration of the proje tile
The study of low/intermediate energy nu lear rea tions generally involves proje tiles
having energies of the order of few MeV/nu leon. This an be obtained by a elerating the proje tiles under an ele tri potential. All the measurements reported
in this thesis have been arried out using the 14UD BARC-TIFR Pelletron-LINAC
a elerator fa ility at Mumbai, a s hemati of whi h is shown in Fig. 2.1.
An indigenously developed ion sour e, named MC-SNICS (Multi-Cathode Sour e
of Negative Ions by Cesium Sputtering) is onne ted to the top of the a elerator, whi h produ es negative ions of the desired proje tile, with high intensity and
low emittan e. The negative ions are initially a elerated to low energies (150-250
keV) in a short horizontal se tion until they rea h the inje tor magnet. Here, the
ions are mass-analyzed by the 90Æ bending magnet to remove any impurities before
transport into the verti al a elerating tube. The inje ted singly- harged negative
ions are then a elerated towards the high voltage terminal situated at the enter
of the olumn, and thus gain an energy equal to the amount of eVT, with VT as
the operational terminal voltage. The high voltage at the terminal is attained by a
ontinuous transfer of positive harge, through ele tromagneti indu tion, by virtue
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Figure 2.1: A s hemati layout of the 14UD Pelletron-LINAC a elerator fa ility at

Mumbai, India. The plot shows the available energy from Pelletron (red, ir les) and
LINAC (blue, triangles) as a fun tion of mass number of ion. The di erent experiments
pertaining to this thesis work have been arried out at the beam-lines marked with red
asterisks.
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of a hain of steel pellets; hen e the name Pelletron a elerator. Inside the terminal, the singly- harged negative ions are passed through Carbon stripper foils, of
thi kness  5 g/ m2, or a small volume of a gas, where they lose, say Z , ele trons
due to the harge ex hange ollision with the stripper material. Consequently, a
positive harge state, Ze, is obtained for the ions after passing through this se tion. These positive ions are then subsequently repelled by the high voltage positive
terminal and a elerated with energy ZeVT , until they rea h the analyzing magnet. Thus, the energy gained by the ions in the two stage tandem a eleration is
Epell = (Z +1)eVT . Though positive ions of di erent harged states arrive up to the
analyzing magnet, ions of only a parti ular harged state are sele ted and extra ted.
The desired harged state of the ion an be transported to the LINAC stage for a
further boost in the kineti energy, based on requirement. Thereafter, the ion beam,
with energy spread  2 keV, an be taken to one of the several beam-lines by using
a swit hing magnet.
The desirability of having higher energy heavy-ion beams for ertain experiments
requires energy boosters. Most of the boosters already in operation at some laboratories are based on the te hnique of radio-frequen y a eleration using avity
resonators made of both normal and super ondu ting materials. For the Pelletron
at Mumbai, a super ondu ting linear a elerator is employed as the booster; the
a elerating elements being lead plated quarter wave resonators [46℄. The LINAC
booster has a modular design with seven ryostat modules onne ted by a magnet
system, ea h a ommodating four quarter wave resonators, operating at 150 MHz.
The optimum velo ity a eptan e for the avities is v= =0.1. Operational hara teristi s provide an average energy gain of  0.4 MV per harge state per avity,
orresponding to 80% of the design value. Typi ally, beam transmission at target
after ollimation is known to be  50% of that at the entry to the LINAC.
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There are ve beam-lines in the Pelletron beam hall, namely 0Æ, 15ÆN, 15ÆS, 30ÆN,
and 30ÆS, three beam-lines in LINAC Hall-1, namely 15Æ, 30Æ, and 45Æ, and three
beam-lines in LINAC Hall-2, namely 15Æ, 30Æ, and 45Æ. The heavy-ion s attering
measurements on the Sn isotopes, reported in this thesis work, have been arried
out in the region of the Pelletron energies for 7 Li and 12 C probes, at the 0Æ Pelletron
and the 30Æ LINAC Hall-1 beam-lines, respe tively. The level lifetime measurements
on 120 Sn have been arried out with 32S proje tile at a LINAC-boosted bombarding
energy, at the 30Æ LINAC Hall-2 beam-line. These measurements primarily aim at
the dete tion of energeti heavy harged parti les s attered from the g.s. as well as
ex ited states of the Sn targets, or -rays emitted from the de ay of ex ited states in
120 Sn. Di erent experimental arrangements and asso iated tools are used for these
purposes, whi h are elaborated in the following se tions.

2.2 Semi ondu tor radiation dete tors
One of the most important advan ements in nu lear instrumentation has been the
development of semi ondu tor radiation dete tors. Single rystals of semi ondu tor materials, su h as Sili on (Si) and Germanium (Ge), are extensively used in
nu lear rea tion and stru ture studies. The small gap between their valen e band
and ondu tion band ( 1.1 eV for Si and  0.72 eV for Ge) fa ilitates the generation of a large number of ele tron-hole pairs, whi h improves signal quality. The
energy required to produ e ele tron-hole-pairs is also very low ( 3 eV), ompared
to that required to generate harge arriers in gas dete tors ( 30 eV). As a result,
the statisti al variation of the pulse height is smaller and the energy resolution is
higher. A semi ondu tor dete tor is basi ally a reversed biased p-n jun tion diode,
wherein, the important hara teristi whi h is of onsideration is the a tive volume
of the dete tor, determined by the thi kness of the depletion region. Chara teristi s of ionizing in ident parti le/radiation is measured by virtue of the number of
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harge arriers liberated in this a tive dete tor volume that is arranged between
two ele trodes. If Si or Ge of normal semi ondu tor purity is employed, the maximum a hievable depletion depth is of a few mm, even at bias voltages lose to the
breakdown level. Therefore, the intrinsi rystal latti e of the material is generally
doped with ontrolled amounts of suitable impurities (n-type/p-type) that enhan e
the overall ondu tivity of the material. The depletion width a ross the jun tion
is known to in rease with an in rease in the reverse bias voltage, and a de rease
in the doping on entration. At suÆ iently high, and safe, operating voltages, the
dete tor an be fully depleted of free harge arriers. The impurity on entration
should be of the order of 1010 atoms/ m3 in order to realize wide depletion depths.
Based on experimental requirements, the dete tors are available in di erent on gurations and geometries. The variants used in this thesis work are Si surfa e barrier
(SSB) dete tors and high-purity/hyperpure Ge (HPGe) lover dete tors ( 2  10 4
ppb doping impurity). While dete tor-grade Si annot be thi ker than a few mm
for bias voltages within safe limits of breakdown, HPGe an have a depleted, sensitive thi kness of few m at operating voltages of 2-3 kV, and therefore present a
larger volume for total absorption of in ident radiation. Hen e, Si is mainly used
for dete ting harged parti le, while Ge is widely used for -ray spe tros opy.
2.2.1 SSB dete tor for harged parti les

Typi al SSB dete tor is ommonly made of n-type sili on on whi h one surfa e has
been et hed prior to oating with a thin layer of gold ( 40 g/ m2) that a ts as
the p-layer, and the other surfa e is oated with a thin layer of aluminum ( 40
g/ m2 ) to provide ele tri al onta t. The barrier is thus formed at the surfa e of
the rystal, and extends over the full thi kness of sili on wafer, making the dete tor
eÆ ient in measuring the energy deposition by the in ident parti le. SSBs an be
made with varying thi kness and depletion widths, ranging from 10 m to few mm.
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A typi al dete tor with a sensitive area of 300 mm2 and 300 m depletion depth
operates at 100 V reverse bias. The s hemati on guration of a SSB dete tor is
shown in Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2:

S hemati
on guration of a typi al
Si surfa e barrier dete tor.

When an energeti harged parti le penetrates into the semi ondu tor dete tor, it
loses energy by means of ele troni (and atomi ) ollisions and leads to ionization in
the depletion region, generating ele tron-hole pairs. Sin e the Coulombi intera tion
with the orbital ele trons has long range, it is not ne essary for the light or heavy
harged parti le to always make a dire t ollision with an atom. While passing
through the dete tor, the parti le will transfer its energy to the atom. The drift
motion of the liberated harge arriers under the external eld produ es an ele tri al
signal with amplitude proportional to the energy deposited by the in ident parti le.
The energy loss of the in ident parti le varies with its total energy Etot , mass M ,
and atomi number Z . In a region of dete tor thi kness x, the energy loss, E
is ommonly expressed in terms of the Bethe-Blo h formula [47℄, given by Ex =
K MZ
E , where K is a onstant. A plot between the quantities E and Etot aids in
parti le identi ation; di erent spe ies of harged parti le lie on di erent hyperboles
proportional to the produ t MZ 2 . This prin iple of energy loss is employed in
nu lear rea tion studies, with a E Eres on guration, ommonly known as a
teles ope, omposed of two SSB dete tors - a thinner E where partial energy is
deposited, and a omparatively thi ker Eres where the residual energy is deposited,
2
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and the parti le omes to rest.
2.2.2 HPGe lover dete tor for -radiation

HPGe dete tor is ommonly used as a total absorption dete tor for -rays, with energy up to a few MeV, whi h have multiple intera tions with matter, unlike harged
parti les. However, in order to a hieve maximum eÆ ien y, the dete tor must be operated at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) to prevent thermal ex itation of harge
arriers at the room temperature, owing to the low band gap. A lover on guration onsists of four oaxial n-type HPGe rystals, mounted in a ommon ryostat.
This geometry further enhan es the a tive volume of the dete tor. The s hemati
on guration of a HPGe lover dete tor is shown in Fig. 2.3. There are three key
intera tion me hanisms of -rays with the dete tor material, (i) photoele tri effe t, (ii) Compton s attering, and (iii) pair produ tion. The predominant mode of
intera tion depends on the energy of in ident photons and the atomi number of
the dete tor material. At low energies and with high Z materials, the photoele tri
e e t is main intera tion pro ess. At intermediate energies and in low Z materials,
Compton s attering dominates. At suÆ iently high energies (E > 1.022 MeV),
pair produ tion be omes an important intera tion pro ess. When the photon ol-

Figure 2.3:

S hemati
arrangement of a typi al
HPGe lover dete tor, with
four rystals.
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lides with an atom in the dete tor, it may impinge upon an orbital ele tron and
transfer all of its energy to it, thereby eje ting it from the atom. The kineti energy
the eje ted photo-ele tron re eives equals the photon energy less its binding energy
in the atomi shell, and the spe trum is thus populated by dis rete photopeaks.
The nu leus undergoes a re oil motion to onserve linear momentum arried by the
in oming photon, and hen e, this me hanism of intera tion primarily involves the K
or L shell ele trons, and is dominant in high-Z materials. On e eje ted, the photoele tron an ionize other atoms along its path, further leading to se ondary/tertiary
ionizations.
As in ident -energy in reases, inelasti /Compton s attering of a photon from a free
ele tron be omes ompetitive. The momentum arried by the in oming photon is
distributed between the re oil ele tron and the s attered photon. This leads to a
ontinuous distribution of re oil energy for the s attered ele tron, whi h has a short
range and deposits its energy into the dete tor material, while the s attered photon
is most likely to es ape. The signal from the re oil ele tron is re orded as a ontribution to the baseline, sin e its energy is lower than the -energy. HPGe dete tors are
ommonly used with asso iated omponents for Compton suppression, to improve
pre ision and a ura y for isotope identi ation and redu e spe tral interferen es.
In a Compton-suppressed arrangement, the s attered photons are dete ted by surrounding the lover with shields, ommonly made of Bismuth-Germanate (BGO)
dete tors. If both the HPGe and the BGO dete tors re ord an event within a spei time interval, that event is reje ted, and orrespondingly, the baseline of the
Compton ontinuum being re orded by the HPGe gets drasti ally redu ed. If the
s attered photon, however, is dete ted by another rystal of the HPGe lover, the
signals are then added to enhan e photopeak eÆ ien y. This pro ess is known as
add-ba k, where the harge olle ted by ea h of the rystals is summed, and used
to determine the energy of the in ident -ray.
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As in ident -energy further in reases, spontaneous annihilation of radiation leads
to the produ tion of an ele tron-positron pair. Transformation of energy into mass
o urs in presen e of the ele tri eld of the nu leus. The in ident energy is divided
into the rest mass energy and kineti energy of the pair.
Another intera tion mode, though not dominant in aspe ts of radiation dete tion,
is oherent elasti s attering of photons. The in ident photon is s attered by an
atom in the dete tor material and is diverged from its original dire tion of motion,
without any hange in its energy. The ele trons in the atom os illate under the
e e t of the ele tromagneti eld arried by the photon, and radiate energy at the
same frequen y as the in ident wave. Su h a s attering event o urs primarily with
very low energy photons and in materials with high atomi number. This e e t an
only be dete ted in narrow beam geometry.

2.3 Experimental setup & asso iated ele troni s
An ele tri al signal generated from a radiation dete tor has two bran hes - the
energy bran h and the timing bran h. These need to be pro essed through suitable
ele troni ir uits in order to extra t the desired information for parti le/ energies
and timing orrelations. The energy bran h of the signal is pro essed through,
 a harge-sensitive preampli er (CSP), to integrate the urrent signal from the

dete tor and generate a voltage pulse with an amplitude proportional to the
in oming input harge. It also a ts as an impedan e bridging network to
prevent loss of signal voltage from the dete tor, with low output impedan e,
to the next stage, whi h is

 a gain ampli er/shaper, with high input impedan e. The voltage signal is

ampli ed to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, and pro essed through pulse
shaping lters. This stage is followed by
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 an analog-to-digital onverter (ADC) that onverts, by sampling, the

ontinuous-time and ontinuous-amplitude analog voltage signal to a dis retetime and dis rete-amplitude digital signal/number representing the magnitude
of the voltage. ADCs are generally sensitive to the peak of the voltage pulse,
whi h hara terizes the energy of the in ident parti le.

In order to extra t the timing information of the signal, one needs
 a timing lter ampli er (TFA), whi h is a fast (rise time  few ns), variable RC

lter that generates ampli ed, ltered outputs for optimal timing. Pulses are
generally measured by their arrival time, when the signal ex eeds a spe i ed
threshold. Consequently, the time resolution in su h s enarios is ompromised
on a ount of a spread in the measured times (timing jitter) due to pulse height
variations. This an a e t the instrument response fun tion. The ontribution
of pulse height distribution an be minimized with the use of

 a onstant fra tion dis riminator (CFD), whi h essentially splits the signal

into two parts - one part is delayed by half the pulse width and the other is
inverted. When the two parts are re ombined, the zero- rossing point is nearly
independent of the pulse height, with a jitter of  50 ps. Additionally, one
may use

 a time-to-digital onverter (TDC), whi h assigns timestamps to the pro essed

signals with fast rising edges. The pulses are also pro essed through

 logi units, where the signals are ORed or ANDed, to de ide event multipli ity

and trigger rates, and

 a gate and delay generator (GDG) that generates logi pulses with pre ise

widths and delays (to ompensate for intrinsi delays elsewhere in the system,
su h as able delay or ele troni s delay) for triggering, syn ing, delaying and
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gating events. It provides ele troni timing of a single event or multiple events
w.r.t. a ommon timing referen e/window.
Ea h of the aforementioned omponents an be used either in an analog data a quisition system (DAQ), or a digital data a quisition system (DDAQ).
2.3.1 Heavy-ion s attering measurements

In the heavy-ion s attering experiments relevant to the thesis, the main fo us has
been to measure the ele tri transition probability to the low-lying olle tive states
in the Sn isotopes. Self-supporting enri hed (>95%) targets of 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn
of thi knesses  540 g/ m2, 1.45 mg/ m2, 320 g/ m2, 280 g/ m2, 85 g/ m2
and 290 g/ m2, respe tively, have been used for the measurements, mounted sequentially on a movable ladder inside an high-va uum s attering hamber. The
prerequisite for hoosing ea h target foil was to identify well-resolved ex ited states
of the nu lei involved in the ollision, without ompromising on the ounting statisti s. However, foils of di erent thi kness have been used in this work sin e they were
prepared at di erent laboratories, whi h had ertain limitations at their respe tive
fabri ation fa ilities. The targets have been bombarded with proje tile beams of 7 Li
and 12 C ions at kineti energy Elab = 28 MeV and 60 MeV, respe tively, suÆ iently
above the Coulomb barrier for ea h system. The measurements have been arried
out in two sets, using arrays of teles opes (E Eres), distributed on two arms of
the s attering hamber, ea h pla ed 10o apart from its neighbouring teles ope, at
a distan e of  21 m ea h from the target entre. The s attered proje tile-like
parti les (eje tiles) are emitted over a wide angular range as permitted by two-body
kinemati s for elasti and inelasti s attering, with a hange in kineti energy orresponding to the Q-value of the pro ess. The angular distribution for inelasti
s attering is sensitive to the stru tural information of the ex ited state of the reoiling target. In addition, proje tile-like fragments formed as a result of rea tions
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Figure 2.4: S hemati diagram of the experimental setup for the study of

7 Li+112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn rea

tions.

involving transfer of one or more nu leons, or light- harged parti les originating from
the proje tile/eje tile breakup or fusion evaporation pro esses, are also dete ted.
For the rea tions indu ed by the 7Li probe, six su h teles opes (T1 -T6) have been
used to dete t rea tion fragments in the angular range of 25o to 140o. The dete tor
thi knesses were 25 to 50 m for E and  1000 m for the Eres dete tors. Two
single Si-surfa e barrier (monitor) dete tors xed at 20o and 30o with respe t to
the beam at a distan e of  39 m from the entre, have been used to measure the
Rutherford s attering ross se tion for ux normalization. A s hemati diagram of
the setup is shown in Fig. 2.4.
For the measurements with the 12 C probe, ten teles opes (T1 -T10), have been used
to dete t proje tile-like fragments in the angular range of 20o to 110o. The dete tor
thi knesses were 15 to 25 m for E and  300 to 1000 m for the Eres dete tors.
Two monitor dete tors are mounted on the hamber wall at 20o with respe t to
the beam at a distan e of  72 m from the enter. A s hemati diagram of the
setup is shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Signal Pro essing

Ele tri al onne tions from E and Eres are taken from ea h teles ope to identify the
di erent harged parti les, along with the urrent pulses generated by the monitor
dete tors. For signal pro essing, ompa t 8- hannel modules, Mesyte MSI-8, are
used, whi h have CSPs, gain ampli ers, shapers, with integrated TFA units. The
shaper voltage signals, ontaining energy information from the E and E dete tors,
were then fed to CAEN V785 peak-sensing ADC units for pulse digitization. The
ADCs modules are set to an a tive BUSY state during the onversion pro ess to
prevent a umulation of data and redu e the dead-time for the DAQ system. The
trigger/timing signals, from the E dete tor of ea h teles ope, as well as the monitor
dete tors, were pro essed through ORTEC 935 CFD modules, and the outputs were
ORed in a Phillips 755 logi unit. This ORed trigger signal was stret hed to  4 s by
using Phillips 794 GDG module. This signal is known as raw-master/trigger signal.
The BUSY signals from ADCs were used to veto the raw-master, and generate
the gate for triggering the a quisition system. A s hemati of the analog signal
based advan ed multi-parameter
pro essing system is shown in Fig. 2.6. A
data a quisition system,
[48℄, was used to a quire on-line list mode data.
linux

lamps
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Figure 2.6: S hemati diagram of the analog signal pro essing-based data a quisition
system for the Si surfa e barrier dete tors.

2.3.2 Level-lifetime measurements

For level-lifetime measurements on the 120 Sn nu leus, low-lying ex ited states have
been populated with the heaviest-available spheri al proje tile at the fa ility, 32S,
by means of the 120 Sn(32 S, 32 S0)120 Sn* rea tion at kineti energy Elab = 120 MeV
(to ensure larger re oil momentum; see Chapter 5). The target omprised of an
enri hed 120 Sn foil of thi kness  6.4 mg/ m2, with a 197 Au ba king of thi kness
 6.2 mg/ m2. Emitted -rays from the re oiling 120 Sn nu lei were dete ted using
a segment of the Indian National Gamma Array (INGA) [49℄ spe trometer setup,
then onsisting of eleven Compton-suppressed segmented lover HPGe dete tors,
mounted at a distan e of 25 m from the target pla ed inside a small eva uated
hamber. The anti-Compton shield of BGO material was pla ed in an aluminium
housing, to prevent dire t hit of -rays from the sour e/rea tion entre to the BGO
shield. Ea h lover also omprises of a heavy metal ollimator, omposed of tungsten
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Figure 2.7: S hemati diagram of the experimental setup showing arrangement of the
HPGe lover dete tors.
material. The lovers were distributed in the ba kward hemisphere w.r.t. the beam
dire tion at di erent angles, namely  = 90o (three at  = 60o, 120o, 300o),  = 115o
(two at  = 90o, 330o),  = 140o (three at  = 0o, 120o, 240o) and  = 157o (three
at  = 60o, 180o, 300o). A s hemati diagram of the setup with the arrangement of
the lovers w.r.t the rea tion plane is shown in Fig. 2.7.
Signal Pro essing

The de ay events were re orded with a DDAQ system, onsisting of Pixie-16 digitizer
modules, developed by XIA LLC [50℄, ea h able to support four lover dete tors. A
12-bit 100 MHz ash ADC (FADC) was used to digitize the preampli er (CSP) signal produ ed by the rystals of ea h lover dete tor. The BGO signals were used for
veto-ing the individual hannels. A valid fast trigger was generated in the absen e
of the veto pulse in a spe i time window. A typi al s hemati of the digital signal
pro essing is shown in Fig. 2.8. Ea h analog input from the dete tor has its own
signal onditioning unit that fun tions to adapt the in oming signals to the input
voltage range of the FADC, whi h spans 2 V. The pro essing applies digital lter-
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Figure 2.8: S hemati diagram of the digital signal pro essing-based data a quisition
system for the HPGe lover dete tors.
ing to perform essentially the same a tion as a shaping ampli er. The important
di eren e is in the type of lter used; in DDAQ, trapezoidal lters are ommonly
used. The FADC is not peak sensing, rather a ts as a waveform digitizer. The pulse
pro essing runs independently in every hannel. For a given hannel, fast trigger
validation is done and the time-stamped event header information was written. The
resulting time-stamped spe tros opi data was sorted into spe tra and E -E matri es using the multiparameter oin iden e sear h program
[51℄, based on
the mapping of DDAQ hannels to di erent rystals of the dete tors in the array.
The matri es were both symmetri as well as angle dependent asymmetri ones for
lifetime analysis. The latter had the 90Æ dete tors on the X-axis, with dete tors at
one of the other angles (157Æ, 140Æ, 115Æ) on the Y-axis.
mar os

The detailed analyses and results of the di erent measurements are presented in
the following hapters.

Chapter 3
Theoreti al Framework : Coupled
Channels Method

Heavy-ion ollision pro esses are typi ally hara terized by the presen e of many
open rea tion hannels. Depending upon the time-s ale of intera tion, the rea tion
modes are lassi ed into (i) dire t rea tion pro esses and (ii) ompound nu lear
pro esses. When a rea tion pro eeds dire tly from the initial state to the nal state
without the formation of an intermediate nu leus, a dire t rea tion is said to have
o urred (faster). A rea tion that pro eeds through the formation of intermediary
nu leus is referred to as a ompound nu lear rea tion (slower). Many features of
low-energy heavy-ion ollisions are well understood by onsidering lassi al orbits
of proje tiles in the eld of the targets, for various impa t parameters. When the
impa t parameter is large, minimum intera tion o urs and the proje tile is only
slightly de e ted from its path. As impa t parameter redu es with in rease in bombarding energy, the orbit approa hes the target more losely; the for e of intera tion in reases, and so does the s attering angle. Consequently, the di erential ross
se tion for heavy-ion rea tions progressively in reases with in rease in s attering
angle. At energies around the Coulomb barrier, the dominant hannels are elasti
45
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s attering, inelasti ex itations of dire tly populated low-lying states of proje tile
and/or target, transfer of nu leon(s), and the fusion pro ess. When the proje tile
orbit interse ts the target nu lear surfa e (grazing on guration), the ross se tions
for dire t peripheral rea tions like inelasti s attering and one/few nu leon transfer
hannels attain their maxima. If the proje tile is weakly bound, then additional
hannels due to breakup of the proje tile into two or more fragments also play an
important role. If impa t parameter redu es further, the proje tile penetrates the
target surfa e and omplex pro esses of absorption ome into the pi ture, thereby
redu ing the ross se tions for surfa e rea tions. A ompetition thus ensues among
the several possible rea tion modes, and a semi- lassi al approximation may not be
realisti . Over several years, a omprehensive outlook in the form of the oupled
hannels (CC) framework [52℄ has evolved in whi h one seeks to des ribe all the main
rea tion pro esses simultaneously. The CC model al ulations take into a ount the
e e t of dynami oupling of di erent dire t rea tion hannels on the two extremes
- fusion and elasti s attering. Some of the CC al ulations an also des ribe the
ross se tions of the di erent intermediate non-elasti hannels, in on urren e with
those of the elasti s attering and fusion hannels.
In this hapter, the main fo us is to understand the dire t rea tion pro esses involved
in nu lear ollisions and to portray the method of determination of ross-se tions
asso iated with ea h pro ess in the realm of nu lear models. As this thesis work
deals with the ollision of heavy ions around the Coulomb barrier energy, the kineti
energy of the proje tile is expe tedly negligible as ompared to its rest mass energy,
leading to a non-relativisti approa h to des ribe the nu lear rea tion modes. However, the estimated velo ity of the nu leons is  0.3 , and the orresponding de
Broglie wavelength  4 fm, whi h is omparable to the nu lear radius parameter.
This emphasizes the need to in orporate quantum e e ts into the nu lear intera tions. Consequently, the framework of the theoreti al CC models are based on the
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e e tive solutions of the S hrodinger equation for the di erent hannels belonging
to the rea tion system.

3.1 Generalized CC Model
When two nu lei approa h ea h other in a ollision pro ess, they are de e ted by
the eld generated from the mutual intera tions of all nu leons in one nu leus with
those of the other, both before and after any spe i intera tion leads to ex hange of
energy or nu leons between them. This amounts to a quantum many-body s attering
problem, whose solutions are tedious. An alternative approa h is to introdu e an
e e tive potential that depends only on the relative oordinate between the two
nu lei parti ipating in the rea tion.
In a nu lear ollision, all possible rea tion hannels are a e ted by ouplings among
the various degrees of freedom available to the ollision partners. Various CC models
are available that predi t the ross se tions of di erent rea tion hannels. There are
several un ertainties in su h analyses, in the nu lear intera tion between the ions,
the stru tural parameters of the parti ipating nu lei, and in trun ation of the CC
al ulations. A onsistent set of oupling parameters is of utmost importan e to be
able to give realisti estimates for elasti s attering, fusion, as well as all hannels
in between, over a wide energy range. But this is prohibitive for some models that
are unable to in lude all major hannels that have an e e t on fusion as well as the
s attering observables of interest. While elasti s attering and other dire t rea tion
hannels are sensitive mostly to intera tion form fa tors at peripheral distan es
(large radial separations), fusion is primarily sensitive to these quantities inside and
around the barrier region. the hoi e of nu leus-nu leus potential is highly ru ial.
When the relative motion in the entran e hannel ouples to the intrinsi degrees of
freedom, su h as nu lear intrinsi ex itations, stati deformations, parti le transfers
and so on, the single one dimensional barrier for the system is split to form a
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multidimensional distribution of barriers. The entran e ux is split among all su h
hannels, ea h of whi h onfronts a di erent barrier, depending upon its oupling
strength [52℄.
For a pair of intera ting nu lei, let r be the oordinate of relative motion and 
de ne the intrinsi motion oordinate. The total Hamiltonian for the system an
be written as a sum of the Hamiltonians of relative motion, K (r) + V (r), intrinsi
motion, H0 ( ), as well as the oupling intera tions, V oup (r;  ), of the internal degrees
of motion with the relative oordinate.
H (r;  ) = H0 ( ) + K (r) + V (r) + V oup (r;  )

(3.1)

The intrinsi wave-fun tion, for an arbitrary internal degree of freedom 0, is the solution of the equation, H0( ) 0 ( ) =  0  0 ( ), where  0 represents the internal energy of the nu leus. The ollision between the two partners an open up a multitude
of rea tion hannels, ea h des ribed by a wave fun tion, 0 (r;  ) =  0 ( ) 0 (r).
The total wave fun tion is a linear ombination of all su h square-integrable basis
states. Therefore, one may write the set of oupled equations for this system as,
X

0

[H0 ( ) + K (r) + V (r) + V oup (r;  )

E℄

0

(r;  ) = 0

(3.2)

This set of in nite equations an be de oupled by proje ting on a parti ular hannel
, and subsequently, integrating over  ,
[h jH0( )j i + K (r) h j i + h jV (r) + V oup (r;  )j i E h j i (r)
X
(3.3)
+ h jV (r) + V oup (r;  )j 0 i  0 (r) = 0
6= 0

=) [" + K (r) + V (r)

E ℄  (r ) +

X

6=

0

V

0

(r) 0 (r) = 0 (3.4)

Eqn. 3.4 is the basi CC equation. The matrix element of the bare potential, V (r),
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depends only on the relative oordinate between the ollision partners. In general,
it is hosen su h as to des ribe the elasti s attering pro ess a urately. The dire t
rea tions are thought of as perturbations on the elasti s attering, as their typi ally
observed ross se tions are omparatively mu h smaller. An underlying assumption
here is that the bare potential in every exit hannel (that whi h a ounts for the
elasti s attering ross se tion in ea h hannel) is same as the entran e hannel
potential, V (r), and is expressed as a sum of the nu lear, Coulomb and entrifugal
terms as,
Z Z e2 `(` + 1)h2
V (r) = VN0 (r) + P T +
(3.5)
r
2r2
The matrix element of the oupling intera tion is V 0 (r) = h j V (r) +
V oup (r;  ) j 0 i. For dynami ouplings to the intrinsi degrees of freedom that
usually have nite spin, the oupling intera tion an be expanded into multipoles,
V oup (r;  ) =

X
>0

f (r)Y (^r)T ( )

(3.6)

On de omposing ea h basis state into its onstituent orbital (`), intrinsi (I ) and
total (J ) angular momentum omponents, one arrives at
V

0

J
(r)  V`I;`
0 I 0 (r ) =

X
>0

f (r) h`Im` mI JM j Y (^r)T ( ) j`0 I 0 m`0 mI 0 JM i

(3.7)

Here f(r) de nes the oupling form fa tor orresponding to multipolarity . With
the aid of the well known Wigner-E kart theorem [6℄, the matrix elements of spherial tensor operators a ting on a basis of angular momentum eigenstates, Y and
T , an be fa torized into an angular momentum addition oeÆ ient (Clebs hGordan/Wigner 3-j) and a redu ed matrix element independent of the angular
momentum orientation. With the addition properties of spheri al harmoni s, one
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arrives at the expli it form of the oupling matrix element,
J
V`I;`
0 I 0 (r ) = (

1)`0+I 0+mI

X
>0

p

f (r )
r

0

2I + 1 B


I0



mI 

I
mI

1
C
A

hI jj T jj I 0i

0

12

(2
 + 1)(2` + 1)(2`0 + 1) B`0  `C

A

4
0 0 0

(3.8)

This formalism de nes an e e tive (barrier) potential en ountered by the ux in
every hannel oupled to the in oming hannel.
At very low bombarding energies, harged nu lei an only s atter elasti ally. As
the energy is raised, other rea tion hannels (both dire t and ompound) open and
onsequently, some ux is removed from the elasti s attering hannel. At suÆiently high energies, the dire t rea tion me hanism dominates and the ompound
nu leus formed at that energy will de ay with vanishing probability to the low-lying
levels of the produ t nu lei, owing to the ompetition among the various open hannels. This leads to a large removal of ux from the entran e hannel. Di erent CC
models simulate these e e ts in varied ways. In some simpli ed models (e.g.
), the intera tion matrix for the set of de oupled
equations (eigen hannels) is diagonalized to yield a spe trum of barriers a ross the
di erent hannels. However, these approa hes are plagued by demerits su h as (i)
only two hannels are solved at a time, (ii) stru tures of the olliding nu lei are not
disturbed until fusion o urs inside the barrier region, (iii) in uen e of deformed
nu lear shapes is taken into a ount within the sudden-limit approximation, where
orientations in spa e are regarded as frozen throughout the ollision (relative motion of the nu lei is fast and densities of the olliding nu lei remain onstant), and
(iv) under the assumption that in ident relative energy is mu h higher than intrinsi energies and oupling strengths, the oupling form fa tors are assumed to have
-

fus [53℄,

def [54℄,

mod [55℄
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same spatial dependen e for all hannels. Some exa t CC models (e.g.
[56℄)
employ rigorous numeri al solution of the oupled equations subje t to an In oming
Wave Boundary Condition (IWBC) to simulate fusion. In others (e.g.
[57℄),
V (r) is taken to be a omplex potential, sin e a real potential onserves ux. The
addition of a negative imaginary potential leads to absorption of ux from the entran e hannel, whi h is attributed as the fusion pro ess. These rea tion models are
largely sensitive to the dynami oupling intera tions in orporated into the model
spa e.
full

fres o

3.2 Coupling Intera tions
Along with s alar nu lear attra tions and s alar Coulomb repulsions, if either nu leus
has spin J 6= 0 in its intrinsi state, then there exist higher order intera tions that
ouple the spin and orbital motion, giving rise to intera tion potentials of non- entral
hara ter, su h as those pertaining to (i) inelasti ex itations, or (ii) parti le/ luster
transfers. Inelasti ex itations populate the higher-energy states of nu lei. Singleparti le ex itations are another kind of inelasti pro ess, when a parti le in one of
the nu lei is ex ited during the rea tion from its initial bound state to another state
whi h may be bound or unbound. Inelasti ex itation of a weakly bound proje tile,
to an unbound state above the breakup threshold, leads to its disso iation into
luster omponents. Nu leons may likewise be transferred/ex hanged between the
two nu lei, either independently, or as the on urrent ex hange of nu leons as a
parti le luster.
3.2.1 Inelasti ex itations

Inelasti potentials arise when nu lei have either permanent deformations, or are
vibrationally deformable, or when one of the nu lei an be de omposed into ore
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+ valen e stru ture, where the ground state of the omposite an get reoriented,
or the valen e parti le an be ex ited into higher energy eigenstates. Sat hler [58℄
had performed perturbative al ulations on the e e ts of ground state reorientation,
showing that the nu lear level ouples to itself, ex ept that the magneti substate
is hanged in the transition. The torque due to the long range Coulomb for e
reorients the deformed nu lei and subsequently alters the barrier distribution. The
stati /dynami deformations of mass and harge distributions in nu lei modi es both
the nu lear and Coulomb intera tion potentials in events of nu lear ollisions. In the
geometri al olle tive model [3℄, the radius of a deformed nu leus is parametrized as
h
i
P
 (; ) . The deformed harge and mass densities an
R(; ) = R0 1 +   Y
be approximated by this expansion, with respe tive radii R0 = R h and R0 = Rm .
Coulomb deformations :

Inelasti ex itations in a nu leus (say, target, with harge density t ) under the
in uen e of the Coulomb intera tion with another nu leus (proje tile) are governed
by the intera tion potential of the form,
V C (r ) =

Z

ZpZt e2 0
3
0
t (r )
dr

j~r Zr~0j

2

= ZpZr te + d3 r~0ZpZte2 t (r0)

4 r<0 Y 0 0 (r^0)Y 0 0 (^r)
20 + 1 r>0+1     
0 6=0
X

(3.9)

0

For a sharp density distribution, the ele tri multipole operator (see Eqn. 1.5), upto
rst order, for the deformed nu leus with harge radius R h is de ned as [59℄:
E^0 0 =

Z

d3r~0Zt et (r0)r0 Y00 (r^0)  43e ZtRh

 Æ;0 0

(3.10)

The diagonal matrix elements of the E^0 0 operator de ne the ele tri multipole
moments, su h as the stati quadrupole moment, for stati ally deformed states in
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nu lei (expe tation value of E^0 0 in those states), with  = 2; 4:::. This is ommonly
known as the reorientation oupling, i.e., oupling to magneti substates, mJ , for a
state J . The o -diagonal matrix elements de ne the dynami /transition rates and
moments.
The Coulomb potential an then be written in the form,
VC (r;

2

ZpZT e
+
 ) =
r

X


3ZpZT e2
2 + 1


 (^r) R h
Y
 
r+1

(3.11)

The rst term on the right side is the bare Coulomb intera tion, and the se ond
term is the Coulomb omponent of the oupling Hamiltonian.
Nu lear deformations :

The nu lear intera tion is sensitive to the matter distribution of the nu leus as a
whole. In the olle tive model, the nu lear intera tion is assumed to be a fun tion
of the separation distan e between the surfa es of the olliding nu lei. For small
deformations, the linear oupling approximation leads to,
VN (r;



) = VN (r

= VN (r)

Rm

Rm

X


X
VN

d
dr

;

 (^r))

(3.12)

 (^r)

(3.13)

 Y

 Y

The rst term of the right-hand side is the bare nu lear potential in the absen e
of the oupling, while the se ond term is the nu lear omponent of the oupling
Hamiltonian.
For an axially symmetri dynami deformation, the dependen e on the orientation
of angular momentum vanishes, and only  = 0 survives, leading to the e e tive
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oupling potential,
V oup (r; ) =




d
VN 3ZpZT e2 Rh X
Rm
dr + 2 + 1 r+1 

 (^r)

0 Y0

(3.14)

In analogy with Eqn. 3.6, one obtains T0 ( )  0 , and the term within the bra kets
represents the form fa tor for the inelasti ex itation. The orresponding oupling
matrix element for the umulative e e t of the the Coulomb and nu lear intera tions,
V 0 , is expressed as,
V

0

(r ) =

 Rm

dVN + 4Zpe pB (E) 1
dr 2 + 1
r+1

(3.15)

The matrix element is related to the well-known deformation parameters,  =


3
ZT  Rh 2
is ommonly de ned as the
hJf 0j 0 jJi0i. The quantity B (E) =
4
ele tri transition probability (as introdu ed in Chapter 1), and is the primary observable in s attering measurements. The harge and mass distributions are often
found to have di erent deformation hara teristi s, leading to,
V

0

(r ) =

Æm

dVN + Æ h 3ZpZT e2 Rh 1
dr  2 + 1 r+1

(3.16)

where Æm = mRm and Æh = hR h are the multipole transition parameters, known
as the mass and harge deformation lengths, respe tively, and they hara terize the
hanges in the harge and mass radii of the nu leus at whi h the oupling potentials
are evaluated. In the s ope of this dis ussion, the ouplings are demonstrated only
upto the (dominant) rst order in order to illustrate the oupling s heme. However,
higher order terms in the oupling matrix are often found to be important.
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3.2.2 Transfer pro esses

Transfer intera tions have di erent parti les in the in oming and outgoing hannels
and orre t treatment of the e e t of re oil and nite range of the binding potentials
is of utmost importan e. The dynami al details of the transfer pro esses, 0 (a; )B ,
arise from matrix elements of the Hamiltonian for the three bodies involved - the
initial and nal ores, and 0, and the valen e parti le, x, with a = + x and
B = 0 + x. The Hamiltonian is expressed as,
H = K~ra 0 + K~r x + Va (~r x) + VB (~rx 0 ) + U 0 (~r

0

)

(3.17)

Here, Va (~r x) and VB (~rx 0 ) are the binding potentials of the valen e parti le/ luster
with the ores and 0, and U 0 (~r 0 ) is the ore- ore opti al potential. The binding
potentials are usually tted so that the eigenenergies agree with the experimental
separation energies. If the intera tion is weak, it is suÆ iently a urate to de ne
a rst-order matrix element between entran e and exit hannel wave fun tions, to
evaluate the rea tion amplitude, given by
Ta=

Z Z

( ) (~r B ) hB jV j 0ai (+)
ra 0 )dr~1 dr~2
a (~

(3.18)

( ) are the wave fun tions that des ribe the relative motion of the
where (+)
a ;
pair of nu lei 0 a before the intera tion, and of B after the intera tion, with
asso iated angular momenta `a and ` , and asymptoti wave numbers ka and k ,
respe tively. The non-lo al oupling matrix element between the internal states for
the transition is expressed as,

hB jV j 0ai = h B ( 0 xr2) ( ) jV (r~1)j 0 ( 0 ) a ( xr1 )i

(3.19)

Here, the form of V (r~1 ) is analogous to that de ned in Eqn. 3.6, with the orbital
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Radial oordinates showing arrangement
of nu lei in a transfer proess for the 0 (a; )B rea tion,
where x is the transferred parti le/ luster.

c

angular momentum of relative motion, , transferred from the entran e hannel to
the exit hannel governed by a Clebs h Gordan oeÆ ient, h` m j`ama i. The
intera tion is assumed to depend only on the separation between and x, and not
on any internal oordinate. Eqn. 3.19 de nes the e e tive intera tion/form fa tor,
( )
as a fun tion of r1 and r2 , for the transition between the states (+)
a and  . It
ontains all information on nu lear stru ture, angular momentum sele tion rules
and the type of rea tion being onsidered. A single nu leon transfer rea tion an
populate ertain ategory of states in a very sele tive manner that have a stru ture
predominantly given by the parent nu leus as a bound ore, with the transferred
nu leon in an orbit around it, populating any of its va ant higher levels to give rise
to orresponding states of the residual nu leus, by oupling to the ore ground state.
The residual intera tions between valen e nu leons, of and 0 with x, will produ e
multiple on gurations and the nal nu leus will have the single parti le overlap
amplitude split between all the ontributing omponent states. Ea h state of the
omposite nu leus is a superposition of many single parti le states of x, oupled
to all possible ore states of and 0, ea h with a de nite oeÆ ient of fra tional
p
parentage, alled the spe tros opi amplitude, S . The internal oordinates an
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thus be eliminated by,
B

p

( 0 xr2) = SB 0 ( 0 ) x (xr2)
p
( ) x (xr1)
a ( x r1 ) = Sa

(3.20)
(3.21)

The intensity of ea h single parti le omponent, known as the spe tros opi fa tor,
Ji Jf
S`sj
, de nes the probability of nding the nu leon in a single parti le state `; s; j
(spin Jf ) oupled to the ore with spin Ji. Experimentally, it is extra ted by taking
the angular distribution of di erential ross se tion that is al ulated for a pure single
parti le state and omparing it to the angular distribution that is measured. For the
transfer of a nu leon with isospin quantum numbers t; tz , the initial target and nal
re oil states have de nite isospin asso iated with them (Ti and Tf ). Consequently,
the spe tros opi amplitude is multiplied by an isospin Clebs h-Gordon oeÆ ient
[57℄, C = hTi Tzi t tz jTf Tzf i.
From the oordinate diagram of the transfer pro ess shown in Fig. 3.1, ~ra 0 = ~r2 +
0
m r and ~
r B = ~r1 + mmB ~r2 . These relations an be used to express the wave fun tions
1
ma ~
as a fun tion of any pair of these ve tors. In order to simplify the evaluation of the
rea tion amplitudes, either the ve tor dependen e of the integrand in Eqn. 3.18
may be expanded, or the wave fun tions may be expanded in a basis that permits
separation of variables. This gives rise to several approximations :
I. No-re oil approximation : The transferred parti le is restri ted to a line between
and 0 (lo al intera tion), with no hange in its linear momentum, and the distan es
~ra and ~r 0 B are negle ted. This may hold good only for some light-ion rea tions.
Under the assumption ~r B  ~ra 0  ~r3, the rea tion amplitude is redu ed to,
T NR =
a

Z



m0
~r3
( )
mB



 (r~

x

3

r~1 )V (r~1 )

x

(r~1)(+)
r3 )dr~1 dr~3
a (~

(3.22)
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The transferred orbital angular momentum of relative motion is restri ted by the
ondition h` 00j`a0i. This approximation breaks down as the energy in reases and
the two ores approa h ea h other.
II. Zero-range approximation : The ve tor dependen e of the integrand is negle ted, with V (r~1) x(r~1 ) = V0Æ(r1), leading to,
T ZR =
a

Z



m0
~r3
( )
mB



 (r~ )V (+) (~r )dr~
3 0 a 3 3

x

(3.23)

This approximation is justi ed only when the potential is very short-ranged (nearly
zero), and the proje tile is in an s-state, leading to the generation of at the same
point at whi h a is absorbed.
III. Lo al energy approximation : For intera tions of small range (non-zero) and
proje tile in s-state, a rst-order Taylor expansion of the wave fun tions, a(+) (~ra 0 )
and ( ) (~r B ), leads to a rea tion amplitude of the form,
T LE =
a

Z





r2 )dr~1 dr~2
hB jV j 0ai exp(r~1 :O^ )( ) m 0 ~r2 (+)
a (~
mB

(3.24)

The amplitude is determined from the lo al energy in the entran e (a ! + x)
and exit ( 0 + x ! B ) hannels, with the gradient operator, O^ = r + mma ra . The
onvergen e be omes rapid if r~1 is of short range.
IV. Finite-range transfer : The nite range of the intera tion, as well as exa t
treatment of the re oil e e ts are taken into a ount. The form fa tor, given by
Eqn. 3.19, is expanded into multipole terms that orrespond to the transfer to a
nu lear orbit of de nite angular momentum, j . If a and have spins sa and s , and
the target and residual nu lear spins are J 0 and JB , then, the form fa tor of the
intera tion depends on the nu lear quantum numbers for the transferred parti le,
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de ned by j = JB
X

T FR
a =

`sj

p
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p

2` + 1

Sa SB (

1)s

s,`=j
m

s and m = mb + m

m0

ma

hJ 0 j m 0 mB m 0 jJB mB i

 h` s m ma m jj mB m 0 i hsa s ma

m jsa

mi

`m
sj

[60℄.
(3.25)

The expansion given above has the onvenien e that the di erent values of `; s; j
ontribute in oherently to the rea tion amplitude, and often, only one value is allowed, thereby simplifying the al ulation. Here, sj`m de nes the partial/redu ed
amplitude given by,
p

2` + 1

`m
sj

Z

= dr~1dr~2 ( ) (k~ ; ~r B )f`sjm(~ra 0 ; ~r B )a(+) (k~a; ~ra 0 )

(3.26)

where f`sjm(~ra 0 ; ~r B ) / h` `aMm M j`miY`;M (^r B )Y`a;m M (^ra 0 ) is the radial form
fa tor for the transfer of the `sj multipoles. The problem of nite range intera tion
is thus redu ed to evaluating sj`m, whi h des ribes the dynami s of the rea tion.
All urrent approa hes to the extra tion of realisti stru tural information, like deformation parameters from inelasti ex itations and spe tros opi information on
overlaps from transfer rea tions, are based on the di erent variations of the generalized CC model. In most CC al ulations of fusion, a real and energy-independent
potential is used, and all ouplings are expli itly in luded to solve for the hannel
wave fun tions. For analysing s attering data, one ouples the dominant rea tion
hannels and employs omplex opti al potentials (energy-dependent polarization potentials), where the imaginary part is used to simulate the e e t of absorption into
the ex luded hannels. However, in orporating a multitude of oupling intera tions
is prohibitive for some nu lear models.
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3.3 CCFULL Model
When many hannels are oupled in an intera ting intrinsi system, a spe trum of
barriers (a multidimensional potential barrier) is generated for the in ident ux;
some of these values may be higher than the un oupled barrier and some may be
lower [61,62℄, de ided by the oupling me hanism.
ex lusively ouples the
relative motion of the olliding nu lei to the nu lear intrinsi motions like inelasti
ex itations, and relies on the assumption that fusion o urs due to quantum tunneling a ross the barriers [56,63℄. Nu lear oupling matrix elements are evaluated
by using the matrix diagonalisation method on e the physi al spa e has been dened. The ouplings are onsidered to a t only when nu lei over ome the barrier
and inter-penetrate. The oupled S hrodinger equations (Eqn. 3.4) are rigorously
solved by means of numeri al integration upto full order. The model employs an inoming wave boundary ondition (IWBC) that orresponds to the ase where there
is a strong absorption in the interior region of the barrier, at a suitable position
where the Coulomb po ket has a minimum, so that the in oming ux never returns.
It relies on the assumption that the fusion pro ess is predominantly governed by
quantum tunneling over the Coulomb barrier. The orresponding radial solutions of
the oupled wave equations are expressed as:
full



Z r



(3.27)
(3.28)

 (r) ! exp i
r  rmin
rmin
 (r) ! H`(in) (k r) Æ ;0 + R H`(out) (k r); r > rmax
T`

k (r0 )dr0 ;

where T ` is the transmission oeÆ ient for the `th partial wave a ross the barrier,
q
and k (r0) = 2h (E " V (r0)) `(` + 1) 2rh 0 is the lo al wave number for
the hannel . In order to ensure only in oming waves at r ! rmin,
solves
2

2

2

full
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Figure 3.2: In(For l = J = 0)

tera tion potenial
(representative)
in nu lear ollisions.
The
potential-po ket
vanishes at high `
values.

the CC equations outward from rmin by imposing the onditions
d  (r ) = ik (r )
min
dr min
d  0 (r ) = 0; 8 =6 0
 0 (rmin ) = 0;
dr min
 (rmin ) = 1;

(3.29)
(3.30)

Sin e the rst derivative at rmin is spe i ed, the wave fun tions,  (rmin + h), with
h being the radial mesh to integrate the equations, are obtained numeri ally, and
the full CC set is solved numeri ally from rmin + h to rmax , to obtain the in lusive
penetrability (where the intrinsi degree of freedom emerges in any nal state ) of
ea h partial wave, given by P`(E ) = P k (rkmin ) jT ` j2. The fusion ross se tion then
depends on the tunneling oeÆ ient for ea h partial wave a ross the barriers [56℄.
However, this model is best-suited for systems with a small number of hannels that
ouple to the ground state/entran e hannels. Loss of potential po ket at high `
values limits fusion as it applies IWBC at rmin. For deeper nu lear potentials, the
po ket remains upto high ` values, and high energy fusion data an be represented
by
. However, su h potentials may be unrealisti if they do not reprodu e
s attering data and related observables.
0

full
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3.3.1 Iso entrifugal approximation

For a nu leus with intrinsi spin I , the total angular momentum is written as J~ = ~`+
I~, with ` = jJ I j; :::; jJ + I j. Sin e relative motion does not destroy intrinsi parity,
hen e, for every I , there are I +1 allowed values of `, i.e., allowed sub- hannels. The
dimension of the full CC physi al spa e be omes intri ate and is redu ed under the
assumption that the orbital angular momentum of relative motion, `, is onserved
during intrinsi ex itations. The iso entrifugal approximation onsiders all the `
sub- hannels to be equally a e ted by ouplings of roughly the same strengths.
Consequently, an average entrifugal potential is de ned with `(` + 1) ! J (J + 1).
Thus, only one value of ` = J (one partial wave) is onsidered per I hannel. This is
e e tively analogous to solving the CC equations for a spin-less intrinsi system, with
+1)h . Under this approximation,
onsiders all
V (r) = VN0 (r)+ ZP ZrT e + J (J2r
nu lei to have zero spin (I = 0) in their ground state. The assumption of spin-zero
intrinsi systems allows one to hoose the z-axis along the entre-of-mass distan e,
~r, with r^ = z^. This onserves the magneti quantum number of the intrinsi spin,
and only the omponents of the oupling intera tion with  = 0 survive, leading to,
2

2

full

2

V oup (r;  ) =

X
>0

f (r)Y0 (^r)T0 ( ) =

X
>0

r

2 + 1 f ( r ) T 0 (  )
4  

(3.31)

The net fusion ross se tion through the oupled multidimensional barrier is then
expressed as:
X
FCCFULL(E ) = 2 (2J + 1)PJ (E )
(3.32)
k
0

J

This approximation in unrealisti for several nu lei with nite g.s. spin. The al ulations are trun ated at the angular momentum, J , whose ontribution to the ross
se tion is less than 10 4 times the total fusion ross se tion. Another demerit of
this model is the limited number of inelasti hannels that an be oupled to the inoming hannel. Also, the transfer hannels an be oupled only in an approximate
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way, without in orporating nite range and re oil e e ts.

3.4 FRESCO Model
This model onstru ts a omprehensive theory for fusion that is onsistent with
the major dire t rea tions, parti ularly, elasti s attering. It is essentially based
on the Feshba k framework of dire t rea tion theory.
expli itly solves the
S hrodinger equation (Eqn. 3.4) for all the in luded hannels, and involves imaginary
potentials to model how ux is lost from the physi al spa e to other hannels. The
fusion ross se tions are al ulated by imposing spe i boundary onditions on the
in oming hannel and outgoing oupled wave fun tions of ea h hannel, governed by
an imaginary potential and a ounts for the bulk of the ux whi h is lost from both
entran e hannel and dire t rea tion hannels to the fusion hannel. The ux that
is lost from the entran e hannel goes to either dire t rea tion hannels or fusion
hannel giving rise to total rea tion ross se tion [57℄. So, the fusion ross se tion
is taken as the di eren e between the total rea tion ross se tion and the sum of all
dire t rea tion ross se tions.
fres o

3.4.1 E e tive Intera tion

The manifestation of the fa t that one deals with a many-body s attering problem is seen from a straightforward derivation of the oupled equations that leads
to an in nite set. A generalization involves a reformulation of the problem of solving an in nite set of equations to one whi h involves solving a nite set with a
modi ed/e e tive intera tion - the dynami polarization potential, added to the
bare potential. A model of the system wave fun tion is onstru ted by proje ting the omplete wave fun tion, j tot i, onto a produ t of a essible proje tile and
target states (either bound states or dis rete representations of ontinuum levels)
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 =  p   t , with  (r ) des ribing their relative motion. This proje tion an
be de ned as the a tion of an operator P , that represents the set of open hannels
that an be well-resolved - a portion of the available Hilbert spa e known as the
model spa e, su h that P^ j tot i asymptoti ally ontains only the P hannels. Thus,
P^ j tot i  j

model i =

N
X

  (R )

(3.33)

Similarly, from the Hamiltonian, H , of the entire system, one obtains the e e tive
Hamiltonian, H~ , satisfying P^ [H E ℄j j tot i = [H~ E ℄ j modeli = 0. Introdu ing
a omplementary operator, Q, where Q^ j tot i proje ts onto the subspa e of the
ex luded and/or losed hannels, with Q^ = 1 P^ , leads to
P^ H P^ (P^ j tot i) + P^ H Q^ (Q^ j tot i) = E P^ j tot i

(3.34)

Here, P^ H P^ de nes the matrix element onne ting model spa e wave fun tions and
P^ H Q^ (Q^ j tot i) introdu es e e ts of the ex luded hannels into the model spa e.
Similar to Eqn. 3.34, one an write
^ P^ (P^ j
QH

tot

^ Q^ (Q^ j
i) + QH

=) Q^ j tot i =

E

1

tot i) = E Q^ j tot i

^ ^ ^
^QH Q^ + i QH P (P j tot i)

(3.35)
(3.36)

where  is a positive in nitesimal quantity whi h is purportedly introdu ed to ensure
that the ex luded hannels only remove ux from the model spa e. Substituting
Q^ j tot i into Eqn. 3.34, the e e tive Hamiltonian is onstru ted as,
H~ = P^ H P^ + P^ H Q^

E

1

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^QH Q^ + i QH P  P H P + O

(3.37)

The Hamiltonian involves an e e tive intera tion, O^ , taking into a ount the dy-
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nami ouplings between the P and Q subspa es. The arbitrary matrix O^ an be
de omposed into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian omponents, and Eqn. 3.37 an be
written as,
h j H~ j i = h j P^ H P^ j i + 12 h j (O^ + O^ y) j i + 12 h j (O^ O^ y) j i

(3.38)
The se ond term on the right side ontributes a small orre tion term, say V0 ,
to the matrix element of the Hermitian operator, P^ H P^ (that also in ludes the
kineti energy operator), while the expe tation value in the third term leads to
a negative imaginary potential, denoted by W0, that a ounts for loss/out ow of
ux from the in ident hannel (probability density is not onserved). This de nes
the opti al model equation, [H~ E ℄ j modeli = 0, for the system, with V0 + iW0
as the opti al potential. The basis states in j modeli do not form an orthogonal
set. Transitions from non-fusion hannels into fusion hannels, via an intermediate
ompound stage, o ur only when two nu lei overlap and intera t strongly. So,
the absorptive imaginary potential should ideally have a short range (su h as a
surfa e potential). However, due to omputational limitation, several dire t rea tion
hannels ould be ex luded from the model spa e. To a ount for e e ts of su h
peripheral hannels onto the P spa e, a long range (volume) imaginary potential is
often employed. It is widely re ognized that the ross se tions to only few of the
many open hannels in a typi al y lotron/tandem a elerator experiment an be
e e tively resolved. This limits the amount of information that an be extra ted. For
a large number of su h ompeting hannels, it be omes umbersome to solve the CC
equation exa tly. A reasonable approximation is to trun ate the in nite number of
hannels to a few major hannels (the P -spa e) those whi h are expe ted/known to
be (either theoreti ally or experimentally) strongly oupled, and represent/simulate
the e e t of the others (the Q-spa e) by the omplex opti al potential.
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An important remark should be made at this point : IWBC is not the limit of
W0 ! 1, as there would also be some nite re e tion due to W0 , whi h will
then have to be negle ted. The on epts of IWBC and W0 belong to the realm of
ompletely di erent models. In
, the hoi e of the strength of the imaginary
potential should be su h that the mean-free path of the proje tile inside the barrier
is mu h smaller than the dimensions of the potential [64℄, and the ux entering
into the hosen short range (within the Coulomb po ket) spheri al region must get
absorbed satisfying the boundary ondition.
Couplings deform the real and imaginary opti al potentials. It an be said that
the imaginary ouplings only redistribute the ux, already penetrated through the
barrier, among the elasti and non-elasti hannels. The distribution of ux, before
and during barrier penetration, among the several hannels is determined largely by
the longer ranged real ouplings. Ea h pair of proje tile and target ex ited states is a
distin t hannel with its own s attering wave fun tion and boundary onditions. The
entran e hannel spe i es an in ident plane wave; all exit hannels have outgoing
(s attered) spheri al waves. For systems with tightly bound nu lei, the al ulation is
done by means of the Coupled Rea tion Channels (CRC) approa h, while for those
involving a weakly bound partner, the approa h of Continuum Dis retized Coupled
Channels (CDCC) is employed.
fres o

Common approximations :

The solutions of the CC equations often employ some approximation te hniques that
negle t higher order e e ts for weaker ouplings, whi h an be treated perturbatively.
During the ollision, the in ident (plane) wave will be distorted due to intera tions
with the target nu leus and, after the ollision, at suÆ iently large distan es, the
proje tile and target emerge in any of their (kinemati ally allowed) eigenstates. For
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the entran e hannel , one an write,
ik 0 :r 0
ik :r
X
e
e
0
0
0
0
(r ;  ) =  ( )e + ( )F (r^ ; k ) r +  ( )F (r^ ; k ) r 0
0 6=
(3.39)
where the oeÆ ient F de nes the elasti s attering amplitude of the outgoing
wave, and F 0 de ne the inelasti s attering/rea tion amplitudes. For a parti ular
hannel, 0, the solution of Eqn. 3.4 for the s attered wave fun tion  0 (r 0 ), in the
asymptoti limit, integrated over the internal oordinates  0 , is expressed as,
ik :r

ik 0 :r 0
h 0 ( 0 )j 0 (r 0 ;  0 )i   0 (r 0 )  eik :r Æ 0 + F 0 (r^ 0 ; k ) e r 0

(3.40)

For the outgoing wave in the rea tion plane, F 0 (r^ 0 ; k )  F () is given by,

F 0 () = 2h02 heik 0 :r 0  0 ( 0 )jV oup(r 0; 0 )j (r ;  )i

(3.41)

where  0 is the redu ed mass in the hannel 0. From a knowledge of the exa t
form of , one an extra t the s attering amplitude from the asymptoti s of  0 .
An approximation ommonly used, known as the Born approximation, treats all
intera tions as weak perturbations to the in ident wave, and the relative motion
before and after ollision is assumed to be des ribed by plane waves, i.e., (r ;  ) 
 ( )eik :r . The motion at large radii is onsidered to be des ribed by undisturbed
plane waves. However, sin e elasti s attering and absorption an both o ur in a
rea tion system, a plane wave is not an ideal solution for S hrodinger equation. In
an alternative approa h, if some lo al/non-lo al ouplings to the entran e hannel
are weak, they an be treated as su essive perturbations to the elasti hannel,
iteratively. The relative motion between the nu lei is des ribed by waves distorted
by elasti s attering, and su h an approa h is known as the Distorted Wave Born
Approximation (DWBA). These distorted waves are generated from opti al model
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potentials that are hosen to explain the elasti s attering in the entran e and exit
hannels, and the rea tion hannels are treated as weak transitions between the
elasti states, with,

F DWBA
0 ( ) =

0
2h 2



e

ik 0 :r 0

0

jV oupj e

ik :r

ik :r
e
+  F ( ) r



(3.42)

DWBA is most useful for rea tions that probe the surfa e region of nu lei, i.e., rea tions that probe only the asymptoti tails of the wave fun tion in transfer/inelasti
s attering pro esses.
When inelasti s attering hannels are strongly oupled (i.e., when the iterative
s heme fails to onverge), an exa t solution for elasti and inelasti s attering states
be omes imperative for onvergen e of the solution set. These hannels are blo ked
together and treated as a single unit during iterations, while solving the ouplings
within the blo k by the exa t method. The distorted elasti waves in Eqn. 3.42 are
repla ed by the solutions of a CC problem that in ludes both elasti as well as the
inelasti waves. The transfer hannels are still treated to rst order. Su h an approximation is known as the Coupled Channels Born Approximation (CCBA). With
the dominant inelasti hannels oupled to the entran e hannel, the s attering
amplitude for a weakly- oupled hannel 0 be omes,
F CCBA
0 ()=

 0
2h
2

*

eik 0 :r 0  0

j j e
V oup

ik :r

ik :r
r

+ F () eikr :r +P =6  F () e

+

(3.43)

where F ; F are determined by numeri ally solving the CC equations for the
orresponding hannels exa tly.
The approximations dis ussed above are often employed in the di erent nu lear
models, and signi antly redu e omputation time for attaining onvergen e.
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3.4.2 Coupled Rea tion Channels (CRC) Formalism

In the CRC framework, elasti s attering is des ribed using a omplex opti al potential, where the imaginary part impli itly a ounts for the ux lost to other rea tion
hannels. Transfer rea tions and dire tly populated inelasti ex itations are then
often onsidered to be perturbations on the elasti s attering in the DWBA limit
(for weak ex itations). The estimated total rea tion ross se tion, rea , is usually
identi ed with the expe tation value of the imaginary potential in the entran e hannel. The fusion pro ess, at an energy E , is des ribed as the multi-step absorption
through the potential barrier in ea h hannel,
el +  inel +  tr + :::  rea
FFRESCO(E ) = abs
abs
abs

X

 dir

(3.44)

where dir orresponds to the ross se tion for th rea tion hannel. For a
rea tion system with n mass-partitions, a hannel is abbreviated as =
fnpt; (`Jp)JJt; Jtot g. With diagonal opti al potential V ;n and entrifugal potential
Un`; , the full CRC equation is expressed as,
[E ;n

K

;n

V

;n

Un`; ℄

;n (rn ) =

+

X 0
i` ` V 0 ;n rn  0 ;n rn
0
X 0 Z rn0
i` `
V 0 ;nn0 rn ; rn0
0 ;n6=n0

( )

( )
(

) 0 (rn0 )drn0

(3.45)
where V 0 ;n(rn) governs lo al oupling intera tions within a partition (su h as inelasti ex itations), and V 0 ;nn0 (rn; rn0 ) de nes non-lo al oupling intera tions that
arise from parti le transfers. On e all oupling matri es are spe i ed, the equation
set is solved, either exa tly (CCBA) or iteratively (DWBA), depending upon the
lo al/non-lo al oupling strengths, satisfying spe i boundary onditions for ea h
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Jtot (= (` + Jp ) + Jt ), given by,
 (rn )  rn`+1 ; rn ! 0
 (rn ) = HJ(+)
(k rn) Æ 0 + S Jtot0 HJ(tot) (k rn); rn ! 1
tot

(3.46)
(3.47)

with HJ(+) and HJ( ) as the in oming and outgoing Coulomb waves, and S J 0 as
the asymptoti S -matrix element. The fa tor i`0 ` ensures that the wave fun tions
revert to the Coulomb fun tions in the absen e of a nu lear potential in the model.
The s attering amplitude for the outgoing waves in a rea tion hannel, su h as
inelasti ex itation or parti le rearrangement, is ommonly de ned as F 0 ;n() /
P
0 J
` ` 0 Jp Jp 0 Y` m (r )Y`0 m0 (r )S 0 , whi h governs the di erential ross se tion for
m m 0 JJ
a hannel as,
tot

tot

tot

tot

tot

X
1
jF 0 ;n()j2
() = (2J + 1)(2
J
+
1)
p
t
mp mt
mp 0 mt 0
X
1
(2
Jtot + 1) S J 0 2
=)  ;n = k2 (2J + 1)(2
Jt + 1) `J J
p



;n

tot

(3.48)
(3.49)

tot

0

If a large number of partial waves are involved, the CRC equations are solved for
every Jtot at xed intervals (small intervals for grazing partial waves, and larger for
Coulomb-dominated peripheral pro esses), and the intermediate ones are interpolated.
3.4.3 Continuum Dis retized Coupled Channels (CDCC)
Formalism

For nu lei with low binding energies, additional dynami hannels are introdu ed
into the rea tion system on a ount of their breakup into fragments/ lusters. Beause of multi-step e e ts involved, the phenomenon of breakup is not treated as
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a perturbation to the elasti s attering waves. The CDCC framework is a nonperturbative approa h that treats the breakup (into two fragments) pro ess as inelasti ex itation to unbound states ( ontinuum), upto all orders, and in ludes Coulomb
and nu lear e e ts on equal footing. However, the ontinuum wave fun tions do not
de ay to zero as r ! 1 suÆ iently fast as to have square norms. For the in nite
unbound non-normalizable ontinuum ex itations, the range of energies/momenta
is, therefore, dis retized into a nite number of square-integrable bin states ( ontinuum states averaged over a range of energies), onstru ted from the s attering
states.
For a proje tile omposed of two loosely-bound parti les/ lusters, (the ore luster)
and v (the valen e luster), the s attering event from a target (t) an be des ribed
by the + v + t three-body system. Fig. 3.3 is an illustration of the three-body
system and oordinates among the three nu lei. The ve tor, ~r ( = ; v) de nes the
relative oordinate between  and t, while ~r is a ve tor that onne ts the entres of
mass of v and , and R~ onne ts the entre of mass of t to the ( + v) subsystem.
The Hamiltonian for the system is expressed as,
H3body = K (r) + K (R) + U v (r) + V t (r ) + Vvt (rv )

(3.50)

Here, U v represents the binding/intera tion potential between v and that denes the di erent bound and unbound states of the proje tile, while V t (Vvt ) is the
fragment-target opti al potential of the s attering of (v) on t. The total three
body wave fun tion is expanded by the omplete set of eigenfun tions of the internal Hamiltonian of the proje tile, K (r) + U v (r) of the ( + v) subsystem, and
the eigenfun tions are written in terms of both bound and ontinuum states, i(r).
The ontinuum states are hara terized by the orbital angular momentum, L, and
the linear momentum, k, of the ( + v) subsystem, and they are suitably trun ated
as L << Lmax and k << kmax [65℄. In terms of the bound states and the in nite
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Figure 3.3: Radial oordi-

nates showing three-body system of the ore ( ), valen e
(v) and target (t) nu lei in the
event of a proje tile breakup
pro ess.
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dk

X
L

k (r)K (R)

(3.51)

where the oeÆ ients (R) des ribe relative motion between the proje tile in state
, and the target t, with relative momentum, K .
As Eqn. 3.51 involves an integral over a ontinuous variable to in nity, summed
over L, attempting to arrive at a solution of the S hrodinger equation be omes
impra ti al. A dis retization of the k- ontinuum into a nite set of square integrable
basis states is required, where the radial fun tions for the ontinuum bins are de ned
as a superposition of the s attering eigenstates within a bin ki 1  k  ki, given as,
~i (r) =

r

2

Ni

Z ki
ki

1

wi (k)k (r)dk

(3.52)

with wi(k) as a weight fun tion and Ni = Rkkii jwij2dk as the normalization onstant
so hosen that ~i(r) form an orthonormal set.
A model spa e, P 0, thus onstru ted is des ribed as P 0 = PNi=0 j~iih~ij, with
PN
CDCC  P 0 = i=0 ~i (r)i (R). Here, i = 0 refers to the ground state and
i  1 represents the s attering states. This onstru tion an be easily generalised to give oupled- hannels bin wave fun tions for the model spa e equation
1
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i = E P^0 j i. This leads to a set of oupled equations,

[E

KR

"i ℄ i (R) =

N
X
J

h~i jV t(r ) + Vvt (rv )j ~j ij (R)

(3.53)

where "i are the energies of the ( + v) subsystem. Solving the CDCC equations with
the regular boundary ondition, one an get the S-matrix elements of the elasti s attering and the proje tile-breakup rea tions. Additional ouplings to the entran e
hannel due to the ex itations of the target nu leus, or ex hange of nu leons with
the proje tile (prior to breakup) an also be in orporated into the framework. Su h
an interplay of di erent rea tion modes is ommonly de ned as the CDCC + CRC
formalism.
The various nu lear models des ribed in this hapter have been used for the theoreti al al ulations and subsequent analyses in this thesis work.
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A transparent approa h to probe olle tive properties of dynami nu lear deformations would involve independent ex itations of the proton and neutron densities, at
the same energy. Inelasti transitions triggered by nu leus-nu leus ollisions, su h
as heavy-ion s attering, o ur under the ombined in uen e of Coulomb and nu lear
intera tions, and ould be a reliable alternative for a simultaneous study of deformations of harge and mass densities in nu lei during ex itations. The ele tromagneti
for es are prin ipally the Coulomb for es oupling to the harges of the protons,
while the nu lear for es may be entral, or ouple to individual spins of the nu leons. However, su h measurements are subje t to the hoi e of the probe/proje tile
that indu es the ex itations. The intrinsi deformations of nu lei an be dedu ed
by removing the e e ts of probe-size and nature of probe-target intera tion in the
extra tion of intrinsi deformed nu lear shapes.
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4.1 Probe-dependen e in heavy-ion s attering
Ex itations in heavy-ion s attering are often indu ed at bombarding energies not
too far above the Coulomb barrier; ontributions from Coulomb and nu lear proesses be ome omparable. An experimental analogy between the inelasti ex itation
probabilities obtained by pure Coulombi intera tions and by nu lear intera tions
is thus expe ted. This an be qualitatively observed when the 0+g:s: ! 2+1 ( = 2)
and 0+g:s: ! 31 ( = 3) ex itations of doubly even spheri al nu lei are studied in
the framework of a olle tive vibrational model - the harge and mass deformation
lengths are of the same order of magnitude. However, the number of on gurations
whi h take part in the ex itation and the expli it intera tion operator may be different in the two ases, thus one would expe t some quantitative di eren es. One
of the most widespread approa hes to this problem is based upon the use of an
opti al potential for the des ription of the elasti s attering of two heavy ions [59℄.
In addition to the Coulomb potential, VC , between the olliding nu lei, s attering
phenomena are des ribed in terms of an opti al potential, VN , whose shape, owing
to the short range of the nu lear for e, is of the same general form as that of the
nu lear density distribution. The CNI e e t allows a simultaneous determination
of harge and mass deformation lengths, Æh and Æm from the angular distribution
of the measured s attering ross se tion. These are sensitive to deviations in harge
and mass distributions from the equilibrium shape of the nu leus. Sin e the deformed nu lear shapes and transition amplitudes depend sensitively on the hosen
matter (or, potential) radius and rely on the intera tion potential VN (r), it is not
surprising that these quantities extra ted from s attering of di erent proje tiles are
systemati ally di erent and indi ate dis repant transition rates. A s aling relation
proposed by Blair [66℄, Æm  Æpot . However, this pres ription does not remove all
dis repan ies. A long-standing diÆ ulty in the omparison between Æh and Æm has
been due to the di erent radii that hara terize the two types of intera tions. The
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me hanism of Coulomb ex itation is well understood and the harge radius has been
a urately measured by ele tron s attering to be about 1:2A1=3fm for a suitably diffuse radial harge distribution, where A is the atomi mass of the target nu leus.
On the ontrary, the opti al potential radius hara terizing the matter distribution
may vary from 1:25A1=3 for ollisions with tightly bound probes, to 1:55A1=3 fm with
weakly bound probes.
The hara teristi s of the low-lying 0+g:s: ! 2+1 and 0+g:s: ! 31 transitions in the
stable even-mass Sn isotopes have been extensively studied with a variety of probes,
with ontrasting results. Additional information about the stru ture of the 2+1 and
31 states an be extra ted by studying the ratio of the multipole neutron and proton
transition matrix elements, Mn =Mp. Bernstein et al. [4,67℄ have reviewed various
methods for determining proton and neutron matrix elements. Sin e Mp an be a essed through ele tromagneti measurements, isospin onservation is a onvenient
approa h to dedu e Mn , with Mn(N; Z ) = Mp(Z; N ) [4℄. However, this is predominantly appli able for light nu lei and their mirrors. Similar studies for heavier nu lei
generally involve the omparison of measurements of a transition using two experimental probes with di erent sensitivities to proton and neutron ontributions. In
su h s enarios, the question of the relative parti ipation of neutron and proton densities is of onsiderable interest. Comparing pure Coulomb s attering with heavy-ion
s attering data is onsidered as one of the most transparent approa hes. However,
to avoid large experimental un ertainties of Mn=Mp due to normalization error of
heavy-ion ross se tions, a simultaneous determination of harge and mass transition probabilities, for whi h Mn =Mp is not a e ted by normalization un ertainties,
may be a hieved by heavy-ion s attering a ross the CNI region.
The present work fo usses on the extra tion and interpretation of nu lear size and
shape information for the ex ited 2+1 and 31 levels in the stable 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn
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isotopes from the study of heavy-ion inelasti s attering using two di erent probes,
7 Li and 12 C, separately at bombarding energies E :m:=VB  1.3. The shape of the
di erential ross se tion a ross a wide angular range allows simultaneous quantitative assessments of Æh and Æm, from whi h, the ratio of Mn=Mp is dedu ed uniquely
for a given probe. The omplex rea tion me hanisms are expe ted to be re e ted
in probe-dependent hara teristi s. This is parti ularly important for ex iting disrete olle tive states with an isos alar (N = Z = even) nu leus su h as 12C, as
the proje tile-target intera tion is devoid of any isospin dependen e. As a result,
su h ions probe the matter distribution of the nu leus as a whole. On the other
hand, the omplementary probe 7Li is a weakly-bound nu leus with unpaired nuleons, and the proje tile-target intera tion is expe ted to show spin and isospin
dependen e. The obje tive is to investigate the probe dependen e and subtra t its
e e t, if any, to on lude about intrinsi Mn=Mp ratios for the low-lying  = 2; 3
ex itations in the Sn isotopes. To understand the inelasti s attering me hanism,
model al ulations have been attempted by simultaneously oupling several major
dire t rea tion hannels to the entran e hannel, in the framework of expli it CDCC
and CRC formalisms, the su ess of whi h is well do umented for energies above
Coulomb barrier.

4.2 7Li-indu ed ex itations
A s hemati diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.4 of Chapter 2.
From a typi al gain-mat hed spe trum of E versus Etotal (= Eres + E ) shown for
the 7 Li + 122 Sn system in Fig. 4.1, fragments with di erent Z (=1-3) and A (=1-7)
are learly identi ed. Typi al energy resolution of a teles ope was  65 keV. Along
with the elasti s attering peak, the yields of proje tile and target ex ited states
orresponding to rst quadrupolar rotational state of 7Li (0.478 MeV), and the 2+1
and 31 vibrational states of 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn were found to be dominant (shown
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Figure 4.1: Typi al (E versus Eo total ) gain-mat
hed spe trum showing the outgoing
7
122

proje tile-like fragments at lab=60 in the Li + Sn system. Inset: 1D spe trum
showing Q-value distribution of states identi ed in elasti and inelasti s attering.

in inset of Fig. 4.1). In addition, several states orresponding to 1-neutron stripping
(7 Li,6Li) as well as 1-proton stripping (7Li,6He), with subsequent ex itation of the
respe tive residual nu lei ould be identi ed. The ba kground-subtra ted yields
for the elasti s attering and ex ited (2+1 and 31 ) states of target were extra ted
separately for evaluating their di erential ross se tions. They were then translated
to the entre of mass frame, where the experimental ross se tions retain little
information about any experimental onstraints or impa ts of the laboratory angles.
Sin e the same number of parti les get s attered into the solid angles d lab and
d :m:, with dlab = d :m: , this leads to
d
d

j1 + os  :m:j
d
=
2
3
=
2
(1 + + 2 os  :m:) d lab
:m:

(4.1)
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where = mmptmmre EE:m:m:+Q , for a rea tion involving proje tile p and target t, leading to an eje tile e and residual r, of masses mp; mt ; me; mr respe tively. E :m: and
Q represent the energy available for the rea tion and the Q-value for ea h ex itation
hannel. The experimental ross se tions for s attering to the 2+1 ex ited state
for ea h Sn isotope are shown as open squares in Fig. 4.2(a)-4.2(f), with the elasti
s attering angular distributions in the inset (open ir les). The average statisti al
errors on the elasti s attering ross se tions are typi ally 1-2% over the entire angular range, ex ept for extreme ba kward angles where it is 4-5%. The  = 2 transition
is found to be dominant in the forward region where Coulomb eld is expe ted to
have greater in uen e than nu lear eld. Fig. 4.3(a)-4.3(f) shows the experimental
di erential ross se tions for ex itation to the 31 state (triangles). The lines in all
gures represent the results of the al ulations des ribed in x4.2.1 and x4.2.2, arried
out in the CRC as well as CDCC-CRC formalisms.
4.2.1

CRC Cal ulations

CRC al ulations were performed by oupling the major dire t rea tion hannels to
the entran e hannel in the DWBA limit, (sin e the ouplings to the dire t hannels
were not found to signi antly alter the al ulation of the elasti s attering ross
se tion). The target ex ited states were treated as olle tive vibrational states. To
onstrain the set of potential and target stru tural parameters, inelasti ex itation
of 7 Li to its only bound ex ited state 12 at 478-keV was oupled into the model
spa e. In addition, some of the dominant low-lying states orresponding to onenu leon stripping pro esses with residual ex itation, upto  1.5 MeV, were in luded
with available spe tros opi fa tors (C 2S ). The states for whi h the spe tros opi
fa tors were not available were in luded with C 2S = 1.0. The oupling s heme for
one of the systems is shown in Fig. 4.4. The distorted waves were generated from
a phenomenologi al opti al potential of Woods-Saxon (WS) volume type, whose
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Figure 4.2: Experimental ross se tions (open squares) and the results of the
CRC al ulations (solid lines for WS potential, dash-dot-dot lines for DFM potential) for  = 2 inelasti s attering pro esses orresponding to the target ex itations in
7 Li+112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn systems. Inset: Experimental elasti s attering angular distributions ( ir les) with al ulation using WS potential (dashed lines).
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Figure 4.3: Experimental ross se tions ( lled triangles up) and the results of the

CRC al ulations (lines) for  = 3 inelasti s attering pro esses orresponding to the
target ex itations in 7Li+112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn systems. Cal ulations using WS potential
with Æ3h values from existing Coulomb ex itation measurement [23℄ (solid lines), ele tron
s attering [21,22℄ (dashed lines) and proton s attering [41℄ (dash-dot lines) are shown. Also
shown are al ulations using DFM potential with Æ3h from Coulomb ex itation (dash-dotdot lines).
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Figure 4.4: Coupling s heme of the 7 Li+120Sn system used for the CRC al ulations in
fres o.

parameters were determined by reprodu ing the measured elasti s attering data
for ea h system. This may be onsidered as the lo al equivalent potential (i.e., bare
+ polarization potential) that has taken are of the e e t of ouplings of breakup
and other ex luded rea tion hannels on the elasti hannel. The total potential in
the entran e hannel is de ned as:
Vtotal (r) = V (r; r )

V0

1 + exp(

r r0
a0

iW0

) 1 + exp( r awrw )

(4.2)

Here, V (r; r ) is the Coulomb potential due to a uniformly harged sphere of radius
R = r (A1P=3 + AT1=3 ), with harge radius r xed at 1.20 fm and AP and AT are the
mass numbers of proje tile and target, respe tively. The mass radius is al ulated
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Table
4.1: WS potential parameters for entran e hannel used in CRC al ulations for
7 112;116;118;120;122;124
Li+
Sn systems at Elab = 28 MeV. Values of r0 and a0 have been kept
xed at 1.243 fm and 0.695 fm respe tively.

Target
112 Sn
116 Sn
118 Sn
120 Sn
122 Sn
124 Sn

V0

(MeV)
26.05
29.25
33.66
35.06
32.05
31.45

W0

(MeV)
55.30
59.50
54.20
57.71
59.20
58.70

rw

(fm)
1.134
1.166
1.147
1.138
1.157
1.165

aw

(fm)
0.620
0.575
0.605
0.678
0.571
0.605

as an average of r0 and rw . The depth of the real part was adjusted to optimize
the simultaneous t to elasti and inelasti s attering ross se tions in ea h system.
The volume absorptive imaginary part a ounted for ux lost into the ex luded
nonelasti hannels, as well as ompound rea tion in the entran e hannel. To
arrive at a onsistent set of nu lear potential parameters a ross the Sn isotopi
hain, two of the six parameters (r0 and a0) were kept xed and the ranges of the
others were restri ted. The exit hannel real potential was kept to be same as that
of the entran e hannel, with a short range imaginary potential of WS squared form.
The nal potential parameters are listed in Table 4.1. Integrating the radial wave
fun tions up to 50 fm in steps of 0.25 fm and summing over 100 partial waves are
found to be adequate to attain numeri al onvergen e.
4.2.1.1 E e t of proje tile ex itation

The al ulation for proje tile ex itation has been done assuming that the ground
state and 478-keV states are members of the K = 1/2 rotational band and the
transition is of quadrupole nature, with Æ h = 3.944 fm (obtained using ground
state spe tros opi quadrupole moment -4.06 efm2 and B (E 2; 3=2 ! 1=2 ) = 8.3
e2 fm4) and Æm = 1.993 fm. This mass deformation length is onsistent with the one
obtained from an earlier measurement on 7 Li+11B,13 C systems [68℄. However, it may
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Figure 4.5: Experimental ross se tions for inelasti s attering in 7Li+120Sn system

orresponding to (a) bound ex ited state of 7 Li, and target ex ited states (b) 2+1 and ( )
31 . The lines show CRC al ulations for di erent pairs of Æ h and Æm values : (i)Æ h =
3.944 fm , Æm = 1.993 fm (solid), (ii)Æ h = Æm = 2.0 fm (dash-dotted) and (iii) CDCC-CRC
al ulations (dashed) with B (E2; (3=2 ! 1=2 )) = 8.39 e2 fm4. Cal ulations for (i) and
(iii) are found to suitably agree with the data and these parameters are used for omplete
theoreti al modelling in the CRC and CDCC-CRC frameworks.

be important to note that in the work of Ref. [68℄ the relative heights of the maxima
observed in the di erential ross se tion ould not be reprodu ed with the parameters
Æ m = Æ h = 2.0 fm. In the present work, the nu lear ontribution to the inelasti
ex itation of this state is found to be smaller ompared to the Coulomb ontribution,
i.e., Æm < Æ h. A similar feature of larger Coulomb amplitude is also observed
in [69℄. To nd the suitability of the values of Æ h and Æm for the bound ex ited
state of 7 Li, di erent sets of al ulations with unequal as well as similar harge and
mass deformation lengths are ompared with experimental data (symbols) in for the
7 Li+120 Sn system in Fig. 4.5(a). The solid line represents the CRC al ulation with
unequal deformation lengths for mass and harge densities, whereas, the dashed
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line orresponds to the CRC al ulations using equal deformation lengths. The
dash-dotted line orresponds to the result of CDCC al ulations des ribed later in
x4.2.2. The e e ts of su h a variety in proje tile ouplings on the target ex ited
states are also shown in the adjoining Figs. 4.5(b)-4.5( ) for ea h set of proje tile
oupling fa tors. Sin e the solid and dashed-dotted lines reasonably reprodu e the
experimental data, the respe tive parameters for 7 Li ex itation have been used for
CRC and CDCC al ulations. The results indi ate that the e e t of proje tile
ex itation is not mu h pronoun ed, parti ularly for the 31 target ex itation.
4.2.1.2 Target stru tural parameters

The al ulations made use of independent adjustments of Æh and Æm to reprodu e
the rst and se ond peak respe tively, in Figs. 4.2(a)-4.2(f) and Figs. 4.3(a)-4.3(f),
as well as angular position of the minimum between them. For the  = 2 transition
in ea h isotope, Æ2h is onsistent with existing Coulomb ex itation measurements of
B (E 2) by Allmond et al. (shown as ir les in Fig.1.2) while Æ2m di ers by  5%.
For the  = 3 transition, however, existing Æ3h;m values measured with di erent
probes, employing either pure Coulomb or nu lear elds, ould not reprodu e the
data throughout the angular range. Also, the al ulations beyond the minimum
between the two major peaks in the CNI pattern were found to be less sensitive
to Æ3h. Modest ts for 112;118;120;124 Sn are obtained by using Æ3h values from an existing systemati measurement of Coulomb ex itation by Jonsson et al. (shown as
ir les in Fig.1.3), whi h are fairly loser to the data ompared to other B (E 3) estimates. The Æ3h values for 116;122 Sn are suitably adjusted for a better reprodu tion
of the experimental data and to obtain a uniform set a ross the isotopi hain, as
Ref. [23℄ reports mu h larger values for these two isotopes ompared to their neighbours. The harge deformation lengths, however, were found to overestimate the
ross se tion beyond the CNI region. For obtaining the best t, this was remedied
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Figure 4.6: Minimum-2 estimates of Æ2h and Æ2m for the 120 Sn isotope.
Table
4.2:112;116
Experimental deformation lengths for the low-lying  = 2, 3 target ex itations
7
;118;120;122;124

in Li +

Target
112 Sn
116 Sn
118 Sn
120 Sn
122 Sn
124 Sn

Sn systems.

=2
Æ2h (fm) Æ2m (fm)

0.702(35)
0.651(41)
0.645(33)
0.660(29)
0.615(31)
0.569(26)

y From Coulomb
 Modi ed

0.698(35)
0.656(38)
0.651(33)
0.642(41)
0.611(42)
0.563(41)

=3
(fm)
Æ3m (fm)
3
0.738(103) 0.581(51)
 0.745(101) 0.542(52)
0.753(108) 0.570(48)
0.717(129) 0.556(30)
 0.655(103) 0.477(41)
0.632(087) 0.458(33)
yÆ h

ex itation measurement [23℄

by keeping Æ3m << Æ3h in the present al ulations. The CRC al ulations re e ted
a strong orrelation between Æ2m and Æ2h (i.e. a small redu tion in Æ2h had to be
ompensated by a similar in rease in Æ2m ), whereas Æ3m was found to be nearly independent of u tuations in Æ3h. However, these values are lower than the range of
those previously observed over the years. The rst maximum of the di erential ross
se tion ould not be well reprodu ed, and di erent sets of al ulations are shown in
Figs. 4.3(a)-4.3(f) keeping Æ3m xed and using Æ3h measured via Coulomb ex itation
(solid lines) [23℄, ele tron s attering (dashed lines) [21, 22℄ and proton s attering
(dash-dotted lines) [41℄, wherever available.
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To test the parametri t of the deformation lengths, a 2 test has been arried
out. The minimum-2 estimate of Æm for ea h isotope is arrived at by keeping the
value of Æh un hanged, and vi e-versa, as typi ally shown in Fig. 4.6 for the  = 2
ex itation of the 120 Sn nu leus. The extra ted Æh;m values for the di erent isotopes
are presented in Table 4.2.
The hosen parameter set for the nu lear potential governing these intera tions,
given in Table 4.1, is not unique. There are various su h sets whi h reprodu e
the data equally well. However, on e a onsistent des ription of elasti and inelasti
s attering hannels is attained, it is observed that the ombination of real and imaginary radii required to explain the data always led to Æm similar to those reported
in Table 4.2.
4.2.1.3 Sensitivity of intera tion potential

The traditional interpretation of elasti (inelasti ) s attering in the framework of the
usual opti al model (deformed opti al model) is highly phenomenologi al and does
not in orporate the more mi ros opi aspe ts of the rea tion and ex itation me hanism, where one seeks to des ribe the s attering of the proje tile from a nu leus
in terms of fundamental intera tions between the nu leons. The basi justi ation
for using potentials of the Woods-Saxon shape for nu leus-nu leus s attering, for
example, is the knowledge that a nu lear density distribution is e e tively onstant
in the nu lear interior with a di use surfa e. When this distribution is folded with
a short-range nu leon-nu leon intera tion, the result is a similar shape with a more
di use surfa e. In order to ompare the al ulations using the phenomenologi al potential with a universal potential, the CRC al ulations were repeated with density
dependent double folding model (DFM) nu leus-nu leus potential al ulated for systems with atleast one spin-less nu leus, as a fun tion of entre-to- entre separation,
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r, as

VDF M (r) =

Z

dr1

Z

dr2 [vIS (; r + r2

+ vIV (; r + r2

r1 ):(1gn:s: + 1gp:s: ):(2gn:s: + 2gp:s: )
r1 ):(1gn:s:

1gp:s:):(2gn:s:

2gp:s: )℄

(4.3)

with r1 and r2 as the radial ve tors of the proje tile (1) and target (2). Here, vIS and
vIV are the e e tive isos alar (spin and isospin independent) and isove tor (isospindependent) omponents of the fundamental mi ros opi nu leon-nu leon intera tion.
The radial dependen e is parametrized in the M3Y-Paris forms [70℄, as
e 4r 2537:5 e 2:5r
4r 4r
2:25:r5r
e + 223:5 e
vIV (r) = 313:625
4r
2:5r

vIS (r) = 11061:625

(4.4)
(4.5)

The asso iated density dependen e is hosen to be of the DDM3Y1-type [70℄, with
 = 1 (r1 ) + 2 (r2 ). The shapes of the proton and neutron ground state densities
:s:
7
(gp;n
) of Li and ea h Sn isotope were taken to be analogous to their ground state
harge density distributions obtained from existing ele tron s attering measurements, with their r.m.s. radii onsistent with the measured neutron skin thi kness of
the 7 Li [71℄ and Sn nu lei [18,72℄. The r.m.s. radii for the point-matter distributions
for all nu lei are dedu ed from their measured harge r.m.s. radii, by unfolding the
harge distribution of the proton as well as a minor, but important, ontribution

from the harge distribution of the neutron, with hrm2 i = hr2hi 0:722 + NZ 0:115
fm2. Here, the mean square harge radius of the proton is 0.722 fm2 ( onsistent
with ele tron s attering [73℄ and muoni hydrogen Lamb-shift measurements [74℄)
and mean square harge radius of the neutron is 0.115 fm2 (from measurements of
neutron-ele tron s attering length [75℄). The ontribution to the r.m.s. radius of the
point-matter distribution from the neutron form fa tor is of the order of 0.02 0.03
fm. A omplex form of the bare DFM potential has been used in the full CRC al u-
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lations with adjustable normalization fa tors for the imaginary part. This potential
is suitably deformed by introdu ing stru tural parameters that govern the inelasti
ex itations of the ollision partners. Interestingly, the analysis using DFM potential
generates optimum des ription of elasti s attering and target ex ited states with
the same set of deformation lengths as given in Table 4.2, and the al ulations are
in good agreement with those of the WS potential. This implies that the extra ted
stru tural parameters are independent of the method of s attering analysis. The
al ulations have been shown by dash-dot-dot lines for the 2+1 state in Figs. 4.2(a)4.2(f) as well as for the 31 state in Figs. 4.3(a)-4.3(f).
4.2.2 CDCC-CRC Cal ulations

To further investigate the role of the weakly bound nature of the proje tile (if any),
another set of al ulations in the CDCC-plus-CRC framework that in lude a simultaneous analysis of proje tile breakup (into + t), target olle tive ex itations and
transfer pro esses, have also been arried out. The oupling of dire t and resonant
breakup hannels of 7 Li, whi h is known to a e t the elasti s attering, may in turn
a e t the target ex itation hannels of interest. In addition, dire t oupling of the
proje tile breakup hannels with the target ex itations may also a e t the inelasti s attering ross se tions. Simultaneous in lusion of both proje tile breakup and
target inelasti hannels has been made by rst al ulating the luster folded (CF)
bare potential [76℄ from the fragment-target intera tion potentials. Then, this CF
potential has been read in to al ulate the additional potentials ontributed by the
target deformations orresponding to di erent ex itations.
The proje tile ex itations orresponding to the bound ex ited state (0.478 MeV,
1/2 ), unbound resonant states at 4.63 MeV (7/2 ), 6.67 MeV (5/2 ) and nonresonant ontinuum above the -t breakup threshold (Eth = 2.468 MeV) up to an
ex itation energy of about 8 MeV of 7 Li were in luded, where it has been assumed
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Table 4.3: The states of the proje tile 7 Li in luded in the model spa e of the CDCC-CRC
al ulations. Ex, Emin and Emax represent the mean, minimum and maximum ex itation
energies, respe tively, of a parti ular bin above the -t breakup threshold, Eth .
L

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

J

Ex

(MeV)
1/2+
0.2421
+
1/2
1.2103
+
1/2
3.1470
1/2+
6.0520
3/2
-2.468 (Eth )
3/2
0.2421
3/2
1.2103
3/2
3.1470
3/2
6.0520
1/2 -1.990 (bound inelasti )
1/2
0.2421
1/2
1.2103
1/2
3.1470
1/2
6.0520
5/2+
0.2421
+
5/2
1.2103
5/2+
3.1470
+
5/2
6.0520
+
3/2
0.2421
3/2+
1.2103
+
3/2
3.1470
3/2+
6.0520
7/2
0.2421
7/2
1.2720
7/2
2.1600
7/2
3.3080
5/2
0.2421
5/2
1.2103
5/2
2.3200
5/2
4.2100

Emin

(MeV)
0.0021
0.4841
1.9365
4.3570
0.0021
0.4841
1.9365
4.3570
0.0021
0.4841
1.9365
4.3570
0.0021
0.4841
1.9365
4.3570
0.0021
0.4841
1.9365
4.3570
0.0021
0.4840
2.0600
2.2600
0.0021
0.4841
1.9370
2.7100

Enax

(MeV)
0.4821
1.9365
4.3570
7.7460
0.4821
1.9365
4.3570
7.7460
0.4821
1.9365
4.3570
7.7460
0.4821
1.9365
4.3570
7.7460
0.4821
1.9365
4.3570
7.7460
0.4821
2.0600
2.2600
4.3200
0.4821
1.9365
2.7100
5.7100
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to have a luster stru ture of + t. The Watanabe-type folding model is assumed
for the stru ture of 7Li as an + t two-body luster. This al ulates the Coulomb as
well as nu lear transition strengths among the ex ited states of 7 Li from the resulting wave fun tions. The transition potentials are al ulated by folding the and t
opti al potentials over the 7Li luster wave fun tions for the initial and nal states,
in a similar way to the deformed diagonal potentials as in a onventional olle tive
model al ulation. This narrows down to the target stru tural fa tors as the only
adjustable parameters in the model. The orresponding al ulation for ex itation


to the 0.478 MeV state of 7Li with established B E 2; 3=2g.s. ! 1=20:478MeV = 8.39
e2 fm4, is shown as dashed lines in Fig.4.5. The ontinuum of the -t luster of 7 Li
at ex itation Ex (w.r.t. Eth ) has been dis retized with respe t to the -t relative
momentum of h k into several momentum bins, in steps of k = 0.2 fm 1, up to k
= 0.8 fm 1 [77℄. Ea h bin beyond Eth has been treated as an ex ited state of the
-t luster with ex itation energy equal to the mean ex itation value for that bin
(shown in Table 4.3). The spin of ea h ex ited state, J  , has been obtained as the
ve tor sum of the -t relative angular momentum L and the spin of the triton S . All
possible states with L = 0,1,2,3 have been in luded. The binning of the ontinuum
with L = 3 has been suitably modi ed to in lude the resonan es 7/2 and 5/2
with average ex itation energies (above Eth ) of Ex = 2.16 and Ex = 4.21 MeV, and
widths of 0.2 and 3.0 MeV respe tively. The -t binding potentials are of Gaussian
form as given in [78℄, but suitably adjusted (shown in Table 4.4) to reprodu e the


ground state quadrupole moment and B E 2; 3=2g.s. ! 1=20:478MeV for 7 Li, as well
as generate resonan e riteria (phase shift) at orre t ex itation energies.
A standard entran e hannel proje tile-target luster-folded (CF) intera tion was
generated, where S~ao Paulo potentials [79℄ were used as the real parts of the
fragment-target, +Sn and t+Sn potentials, evaluated at E = 47 Elab and Et =
3 Elab . The imaginary potentials were of Woods-Saxon form with short ranged vol7
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Figure 4.7: Experimental ross se tions ( lled triangles up) and the results of the CDCC-

plus-CRC al ulations (solid lines) for  = 2 inelasti s attering pro esses orresponding
to target ex itations in 7Li+112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn systems.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental ross se tions ( lled triangles up) and the results of the CDCC-

plus-CRC al ulations (solid lines) for  = 3 inelasti s attering pro esses orresponding
to target ex itations in 7 Li+112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn systems. Inset: Experimental elasti
s attering angular distribution ( ir les) with al ulation under CDCC-CRC formalism
(dashed lines). The al ulations for inelasti s attering with redu ed values of Æ3h but
equal to Æ3m are also shown (dashed lines).
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Table 4.4: -t binding potentials of the form V =

proje tile used in CDCC+CRC al ulations.

State(s)

V0

(MeV)
g.s.+non-resonant 83.780
bound inelasti 83.557
7/2
83.404
5/2
78.810

a0

(fm)
2.590
2.570
2.520
2.520

V0 e

r2 =a20

Vso

(MeV)
2.006
2.006
4.012
4.012

+ Vsoe

r2 =a2so

for the 7 Li

aso

(fm)
2.590
2.570
2.520
2.520

ume and surfa e terms. The quadrupole and o tupole target ex itations were then
oupled to the bound and unbound ex itations of the proje tile by deforming the
entran e hannel Coulomb and CF intera tions with the Æh and Æm parameters,
respe tively, from Table 4.2. Few dominant 1-nu leon transfer hannels have also
been oupled. The strongly oupled elasti , breakup and inelasti s attering hannels were solved exa tly and blo ked together to be treated as a single unit during
iterations. The weaker transfer ouplings were treated as su essive perturbations
iteratively, with the same exit hannel potentials and ouplings as mentioned in
Se . 4.2.1. The fragment-target S~ao Paulo potentials were normalized suitably to
reprodu e the elasti s attering angular distribution for ea h system.
The inelasti s attering data and resulting al ulations for the 2+1 and 31 ex itations
are shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 with a good agreement between them in the regions
of the valley and the se ond maximum. The t to elasti s attering data has also
been reprodu ed for ea h system (insets of Fig. 4.8). Interestingly, the data ould
again be well reprodu ed with the same set of Æh;m as obtained from the CRC analysis des ribed earlier in se tion 4.2.1. It may be safely surmised that the expli it
e e t of proje tile breakup hannels on the target ex itations is in onsequential. In
addition, al ulations were also performed with lower values of Æ3h but equal to the
respe tive values of Æ3m as shown by dashed lines in Fig. 4.8(a)-4.8(f). However, the
latter al ulations lead to larger disagreement between experiment and theory in the
region of the rst maximum. These tests put emphasis on the validity of the realis-
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ti oupling parameters and stru tural information, parti ularly mass deformation
length, extra ted using the model al ulations for the present systems.
To establish the existen e of probe-dependen e in extra ting target stru tural information, another set of measurements have been arried out with a di erent proje tile, 12C. Intermediate energy s attering using an isos alar probe like 12 C an be a
useful spe tros opi tool for ex iting dis rete olle tive states as su h nu lei are sensitive to nu lear matter distributions and the proje tile-target intera tion is devoid
of any spin and isospin dependen e. Su h probes are omplementary to those with
unpaired proton(s) or neutron(s).

4.3

12C-indu

ed ex itations

A s hemati diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.5 of Chapter 2. A
typi al gain-mat hed spe trum of E versus Etotal (= E +E ) is shown for the 12 C
+ 112 Sn system in Fig. 4.9(a), where proje tile-like fragments with di erent Z(=27) and A(=4-14) are identi ed. Energy resolution of a teles ope is in the range
75 100 keV (170 200 keV for the thi ker foil of 116 Sn), suÆ ient to resolve the
di erent ex ited states of interest. Along with the elasti s attered peak, the yields
of proje tile and target ex ited states orresponding to the 2+1 and 31 vibrational
states of 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn as well as the rst ex ited state of 12 C (4.438 MeV),
are found to be dominant (Fig. 4.9(b)). In addition, few states orresponding to oneneutron pi kup (12 C,13 C) as well as one-proton stripping (12C,11 B), with subsequent
ex itation of the respe tive residual nu lei, ould be identi ed. All these hannels
are in luded into the theoreti al modelling of the rea tion system to onstrain the
al ulations and lead to realisti potential and oupling parameters.
Similar to the analysis pro edure des ribed in x4.2, the di erential ross se tions for
the elasti s attering and transitions to the ex ited 2+1 and 31 states of the targets
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are extra ted in the entre of mass frame. The elasti -to-Rutherford ratio angular
distributions are shown as hollow ir les in Fig. 4.10(a)-4.10(f). The experimental
ross se tions for the  = 2 transition in ea h Sn isotope are shown as squares
in Figs. 4.10(g)-4.10(l), and, for the  = 3 transition are shown as triangles in
Figs. 4.10(m)-4.10(r). The lines in all gures represent the results of theoreti al
al ulations des ribed in x4.3.1.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental angular distributions and results of CRC al ulations (solid

lines for WS potential, dash-dotted lines for DFM potential) for+(a-f) elasti -to-Rutherford
ross se tion ratio, and (g-l) target inelasti s attering to 21 (squares) and (m-r) 31
(triangles up) states in 12 C+112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn systems at Elab= 60 MeV.
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4.3.1 CRC Cal ulations

CRC model al ulations for elasti and inelasti s attering angular distributions
have been performed by oupling the major dire t rea tion hannels to the entran e
hannel, in the CCBA limit. For the 12 C-indu ed ex itations, the DWBA formalism
was found to be inadequate to explain the strongly- oupled ex ited states. In addition, the rst ex ited state of the 12 C proje tile at 4.438 MeV, and a few dominant
hannels identi ed in the one-neutron pi kup and one-proton stripping pro esses,
orresponding to low-lying states of the respe tive residual nu lei, are also in luded
with available spe tros opi fa tors. The oupling s heme for one of the systems
is shown in Fig. 4.11. Sin e the oupling e e t of all open rea tion hannels to
2.49 MeV
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Figure 4.11: Coupling s heme of the 12C+122 Sn system used for the CRC al ulations
in fres o.
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the entran e hannel is manifested in the elasti s attering ross se tion, the wave
fun tions for the di erent model spa e hannels are generated from a phenomenologi al opti al potential of Woods-Saxon (WS) form, whose parameters are determined
by reprodu ing the measured elasti s attering data for ea h system. Generally, if
all dominant rea tion hannels are oupled in a heavy-ion ollision involving stable, tightly-bound nu lei, only a short range imaginary potential in the entran e
as well as all outgoing hannels would suÆ e to al ulate the net fusion ross se tion and simultaneously predi t proper elasti s attering ross se tion. A ordingly,
the present al ulations in luded the dominant proje tile and target inelasti states
and few low-lying one-nu leon transfer hannels as seen in Fig. 4.9(a), whi h were
oupled by an opti al potential with long range real part and an imaginary part
of shorter range (WS square form). These ouplings, however, failed to adequately
explain the elasti s attering data, even with variations of the potential depths (not
shown in the plots). This ould be the onsequen e of non-in lusion of some of the
higher ex itations in the proje tile or target, as well as some multinu leon/ luster
transfer hannels in the ouplings, due to omputational limitation. To a ount
for the loss of the in ident ux, asso iated with the population of the hannels
ex luded from the model spa e, a volume absorptive opti al potential of WS type
with a long range imaginary part is nally used. The total potential is de ned by
Eqn. 4.2. The nal potential parameters used in the CRC al ulations that provide
optimum simultaneous des ription of elasti as well as non-elasti hannels are listed
in Table 4.5.
The exit hannel real potential is kept to be same as that of the entran e hannel,
with a short ranged imaginary potential of WS square form, given by W0 = 10:00
MeV, rw = 1:00 fm and aw = 0:40 fm. Integrating the radial wave fun tions up
to 20 fm in steps of 0.10 fm and summing over 100 partial waves are found to be
adequate to attain numeri al onvergen e.
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Table
4.5:
Entran e hannel WS potential parameters used in CRC al ulations for 12 C
112;116;118;120;122;124
+
Sn systems at Elab = 60 MeV. Values of r0 and rw were xed at 1.175
fm and 1.150 fm, respe tively.

Target
112 Sn
116 Sn
118 Sn
120 Sn
122 Sn
124 Sn

V0

(MeV)
49.70
52.85
63.75
56.65
50.45
58.85

a0

(fm)
0.725
0.702
0.705
0.675
0.712
0.702

W0

(MeV)
23.13
26.50
38.32
37.81
39.60
40.44

aw

(fm)
0.670
0.613
0.620
0.551
0.595
0.612

4.3.1.1 E e t of proje tile ex itation

Among the various nonelasti hannels, the oupling of the rst ex ited 2+ state
of 12 C is found to have onsiderable in uen e on the elasti s attering angular distribution. Several studies in the past report an oblate nature of the deformation
of 12C nu leus in its 2+ state, on rmed by ex lusive measurements [80,81℄ of the
spe tros opi quadrupole moment (reorientation oupling), QS (2+), in the range of
0.06-0.07 eb. This translates to an intrinsi quadrupole moment of 0.21 eb in
the body- xed frame, whi h supports a substantial oblate deformation. A ompilation [82℄ of the deformation length for this ex itation in 12 C obtained from several
existing measurements with a variety of probes shows s attered values, ranging from
1.42 fm to 1.76 fm. The values extra ted from 12 C+12 C inelasti s attering at
energies above 100 MeV vary from 1.15 fm [83℄ up to 2.1 fm [84℄.
In the present work, the deformation lengths are suitably adjusted, and kept same
for the Coulomb potential and the real and imaginary parts of the nu lear potential.
The reorientation oupling is also de ned, whi h is found to be ru ial in order to
reprodu e the elasti data at the extreme ba kward angles. The extra ted values,
Æ h = Æ m = 1.38 fm, B (E2; 0+ ! 2+) = 29.5 e2 fm4 and QS (2+ ) = 0.05 eb (intrinsi
quadrupole moment of 0.17 eb), lead to an optimum agreement between the al u-
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Figure
4.12: 12 Experimental
di erential ross se tions (diamonds) for inelasti ex itation
12
118
12 122

of C in (a) C+ Sn and (b) C+ Sn systems. The lines show CRC al ulations for
: (i)Æ h = Æm = 1.38 fm; QS = +0.05 eb (solid), (ii)Æ h = Æm = +1.38 fm (dashed), and
(iii) Æ h = +1.38 fm and Æm = +0.90 fm (dash-dotted). Cal ulation with parameter set
(i) is found to suitably agree with the data and these parameters are used for omplete
theoreti al modelling in the present systems.

lated (solid lines) and measured (symbols) ross se tions as shown in Fig. 4.12(a,b)
for the 12 C* (4.44 MeV)+118;122 Sn systems. The results are in good agreemnt with
existing value of B (E2; 0+ ! 2+) = 38.6 e2 fm4 [85℄. The al ulated ross se tions
are found to be highly sensitive to the sign of the deformation lengths for the 12 C
ex itation. One fails to reprodu e the angular positions of the maxima by onsidering prolate deformations, with Æ h = Æm = 1.38 fm, or with unequal values, Æ h
1.38 fm, Æm = 0.90 fm (as shown with dashed and dash-dotted lines in Fig. 4.12).
The angular distribution obtained from heavy ion inelasti s attering is, therefore,
a sensitive tool for identifying prolate or oblate nature of an ex itation.
4.3.1.2 Target stru tural parameters

The al ulations require independent adjustments of Æh and Æm. For the  = 2
and 3 transitions in ea h isotope, values of Æ2h and Æ3h are nearly onsistent with
the results reported from 7 Li-indu ed ex itations (given in Table 4.2). However, Æ2m
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and Æ3m values measured with the 7Li probe ould not satisfa torily reprodu e the
data throughout the angular range. The mass deformation lengths, thus, remain
free parameters for ea h target nu leus, and a hara teristi probe-dependen e is
eviden ed. New values are determined from the present data. While Æ2m is found to
be orrelated to and larger by about  5-7% than Æ2h , the Æ3m values are ompletely
independent of Æ3h, and are slightly lower, with the al ulations beyond the minimum
region less sensitive to the Æ3h parameter. The al ulations for  = 2 and  = 3
ex itations are shown by solid lines in Figs. 4.10(g)-4.10(l), and Figs. 4.10(m)-4.10(r),
respe tively. The minimum-2 estimates of Æh;m are reported in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Experimental
deformation lengths for the low lying  = 2, 3 ex itations in
12
112;116;118;120;122;124
Sn isotopes in the C +

Target
112 Sn
116 Sn
118 Sn
120 Sn
122 Sn
124 Sn

Sn systems.

=2
Æ2h (fm) Æ2m (fm)

0.709(39)
0.651(33)
0.649(25)
0.665(39)
0.615(28)
0.572(36)

0.760(45)
0.687(42)
0.715(37)
0.697(47)
0.655(36)
0.614(41)

=3
Æ3h (fm)
Æ3m (fm)

0.742(109)
0.763(083)
0.757(092)
0.720(115)
0.677(076)
0.655(107)

0.707(46)
0.720(62)
0.692(51)
0.665(41)
0.621(49)
0.610(43)

The values reported in Table 4.6 are independent of the hoi e of potential parameters on e a onsistent des ription of elasti and inelasti s attering hannels is
attained.
4.3.1.3 Sensitivity of intera tion potential

In order to ompare the results with those using a mi ros opi potential, the CRC
al ulations are repeated with the DFM potential al ulated as a fun tion of entre
to entre separation, r, as
VDF M (r) =

Z

dr1

Z



dr2 v00 (r + r2


r1 ):(1gn:s: + 1gp:s: ): 2gn:s: + 2gp:s: )

(4.6)
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Here, v00 is the fundamental isos alar intera tion parametrized in the DDM3Y1Paris form given by Eqn. 4.4. The shapes of the proton and neutron ground state
densities for 12C and ASn are al ulated following the pres ription in x4.2.1.3. For
the 12 C nu leus, the neutron and proton distributions are onsidered to be equal [86℄.
A omplex form of the bare DFM potential is used in the full CRC al ulations to
generate optimum des ription of elasti s attering, with adjustable normalization
oeÆ ient for the imaginary part. DFM analysis using the deformation lengths
given in Table 4.6 leads to adequate representation of elasti and inelasti s attering
data for all states on erned. The al ulations have been shown by dash-dotted lines
for the 2+1 state in Figs. 4.10(g)-4.10(l) as well as for the 31 state in Figs. 4.10(m)4.10(r), and are in good agreement with the results of the WS potential.

4.4 Neutron & proton transition matrix elements
From the study of 7Li- and 12 C-indu ed ex itations in the Sn isotopes, the probedependen e of stru tural parameters, parti ularly mass deformation lengths, is established. However, the results obtained using the phenomenologi al potential are
in ex ellent agreement with those of the mi ros opi potential for all the aforementioned rea tion systems. It an be seen from the basi folding formulas that this
model generates the rst-order term of the mi ros opi opti al potential that is derived from Feshba h's theory of nu lear rea tions [87℄. This draws attention to the
need for exploring the root ause of the probe-dependen e. From the experimental
information of Æm and Æh, as reported in Tables 4.2 and 4.6, the mi ros opi neutron
and proton deformation lengths, Æ(n;p), an be disentangled as des ribed in Refs. [4℄.
The orresponding neutron and proton multipole transition matrix elements are
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ommonly written as [88℄,
M(n;p) =

Z 1

0

n;p)
r+2 (tr;
dr

(4.7)

where the phenomenologi al transition densities are derived using Bohr-Mottelson
n;p
n;p)
pres ription [3℄, given by (tr;
= Æ(n;p) ddr: : . This leads to the olle tive model
ratio, Mn=Mp = NZ hhrr iiÆÆpn , whi h a ts as a tool for identifying the relative parti ipation of neutrons and protons in a surfa e vibration. Here, the underlying assumption
is that proton and neutron densities are proportional to ea h other with Z and N
fa tors, and the radial moments r 1 n;p are taken over the g.s. densities. If the
transitions are homogeneous mass vibrations, neutron and proton densities are expe ted to have the same radial shape and one would obtain Æn = Æp . Any deviation
may imply inhomogeneity in a transition. Empiri ally, it is assumed that Æp  Æh
p
n Æn
and Æm  ZbZbpÆp++Nb
Nbn , where bn(p) are mi ros opi bare intera tions of the external
eld/probe with the neutrons (protons) of the target. The net transition matrix
element for an ex itation an be ommonly de ned as M = bnMn + bpMp. The
quantity bn =bp de nes the ratio of the neutron and proton eld strengths. As different probes have di erent sensitivities to proton and neutron ontributions in the
target nu lei, the bn=bp ratio is expe ted to be the sour e of dis repan y between
the mass deformation lengths extra ted using di erent probes.
For the intera tions with the 7 Li probe, the ratio bn=bp is dedu ed from the DFM
al ulations for the isos alar and isove tor parts of the e e tive nu leus-nu leus
potential (de ned in Eqn. 4.3), as bbnp = vvISIS +vvIVIV . This ratio is found to be  1 for
the present ase, with a mu h smaller isospin-dependent intera tion ompared to the
isos alar part. Using the results of Æh;m from Table 4.2, the Æn;p and Mn=Mp values
have been determined for the di erent Sn isotopes, as summarized in Table 4.7.
For the intera tions with the 12 C probe, the ratio bn=bp is taken to be unity (no
( )
gs

1

1
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Table 4.7: Experimental values
of Æn , Æp and Mn =Mp orresponding to  = 2; 3 ex ita7
112;116;118;120;122;124
tions in Sn isotopes, for the Li +

Sn systems.

=2
Target

112Sn
116Sn
118Sn
120Sn
122Sn
124Sn

p

Æ2

(fm)

Æ2n

Mn=Mp

(fm)

=3
B (E 2)
22
(e b )

B (IS 2)
22
(e b )

0.702(35) 0.694(69) 1.25(12) 0.239(9) 0.241(28)

yÆ p

Æ3n

3

(fm)

Mn=Mp

(fm)

yB (E 3)
(e

2b3)

B (IS 3)
23
(e b )

0.738(103)

0.453(93) 0.79(13)

0.087(12)

0.058(11)

0.645(33) 0.655(65) 1.41(09) 0.205(7) 0.214(18)

0.753(108)

0.434(95) 0.82(15)

0.097(14)

0.059(10)

0.660(29) 0.629(73) 1.38(10) 0.215(9) 0.209(21)

0.717(129)

0.439(99) 0.91(15)

0.090(17)

0.057(11)

0.632(087)

0.338(65) 0.85(13)

0.073(10)

0.040(07)

0.651(41) 0.659(70) 1.36(15) 0.207(6) 0.211(18)

0.615(31) 0.606(73) 1.46(11) 0.191(4) 0.189(15)
0.569(26) 0.558(68) 1.51(08) 0.165(4) 0.166(14)

y From Coulomb
 Modi ed

0.745(101) 0.392(71) 0.73(10) 0.095(11) 0.053(08)

0.655(103) 0.353(66) 0.82(11) 0.077(12) 0.043(08)

ex itation measurement [23℄

isospin dependen e in the probe-target intera tions). Using the results of Æh;m from
Table 4.6, the orresponding Æn;p and Mn=Mp values have been determined for the
di erent Sn isotopes and are summarized in Table 4.8.
Owing to the negligible di eren es between the bn=bp ratios for the 7 Li- and 12 Cindu ed ex itations in the Sn isotopes, it may be said that the e e t of probe-target
intera tions are e e tively in onsequential on the extra ted deformation lengths
from inelasti s attering analysis. The origin of probe-dependen e lies elsewhere.
Table 4.8: Experimental values
of Æn , Æp and Mn =Mp orresponding to  = 2; 3 ex ita12
112;116;118;120;122;124
tions in Sn isotopes, for the C +

Sn systems.

=2
Target

112Sn
116Sn
118Sn
120Sn
122Sn
124Sn

p

Æ2

(fm)

Æ2n

(fm)

Mn=Mp

=3
B (E 2)
22
(e b )

B (IS 2)
22
(e b )

p

Æ3

(fm)

Æ3n

(fm)

Mn=Mp

B (E 3)
23
(e b )

B (IS 3)
23
(e b )

0.709(39) 0.804(69) 1.41(18) 0.242(23) 0.251(25)

0.742(109) 0.684(093) 1.19(17) 0.087(12) 0.081(17)

0.651(33) 0.693(72) 1.45(19) 0.206(20) 0.211(28)

0.763(083) 0.662(101) 1.21(21) 0.098(13) 0.090(19)

0.649(25) 0.744(65) 1.58(16) 0.208(16) 0.246(31)

0.757(092) 0.617(095) 1.16(24) 0.097(17) 0.087(19)

0.665(39) 0.718(63) 1.56(22) 0.217(28) 0.242(38)

0.720(115) 0.625(094) 1.29(28) 0.090(14) 0.082(16)

0.615(28) 0.682(67) 1.63(18) 0.191(17) 0.216(30)

0.677(076) 0.584(085) 1.33(23) 0.082(14) 0.074(18)

0.572(36) 0.621(71) 1.67(22) 0.167(20) 0.185(29)

0.655(107) 0.541(102) 1.31(32) 0.073(11) 0.067(14)

For strongly absorbed heavy-ion probes, only the surfa e region of the Sn nu lei ontributes to the dire t rea tion pro esses so that the s attering ross se tion in the
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regions of the Coulomb and nu lear elds is proportional to the respe tive matrix
elements. The ele tri transition probability is dire tly related to the harge deformation, and in turn, the proton transition matrix element as B (E)=jMpj2. An
analogous quantity related to homogeneous mass deformation of the nu leus is often
de ned, known as the isos alar transition probability [67℄, assuming that neutrons
and protons maintain their equilibrium density ratio of N=Z ,
B (IS) =




Z 2
j
Mn + Mp j2
A

(4.8)

Using the present results of Mn=Mp, the B (E) and B (IS) values have been determined for the Sn isotopes and are reported in Table 4.7 for the 7 Li-indu ed
transitions and in Table 4.8 for the 12 C-indu ed transitions. It is noteworthy that
the B (E 2) and B (E 3) values are found to be enhan ed, by fa tors of  9-15, and
 11-18, respe tively, over the standard Weisskopf single-parti le estimates for the
Sn isotopes (see Table 1.1), thereby indi ating olle tive ex itations. The probedependen e of the Mn=Mp values is also shown in Fig. 4.13. The errors on all the
above quantities are assigned by propagating the errors on the orresponding Æh
and Æm values extra ted from the model al ulations. Sin e the Sn isotopes are
proton-shell- losed and the  = 2; 3 transition probabilities are found to be substantially enhan ed over the single-parti le estimates, it is onventionally expe ted
that the ex itations would be strongly dominated by the neutron olle tivity and
its onsequent polarization of the proton ore, thereby leading to large Mn=Mp ratios, at varian e with the phenomenologi al homogeneous N=Z trend (represented
by the solid line in Fig. 4.13). With the 12 C probe [90℄, both the  = 2 and  = 3
transitions are observed to losely follow, within errors, the N=Z trend with nearly
similar B (E) and B (IS) values. For  = 2, the Mn =Mp ratios (triangles up) are
slightly enhan ed over N=Z - an enhan ement in neutron olle tivity is observed.
For transition to the 31 state in ea h Sn isotope, the ratios are found to be sup-
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Figure 4.13: The Mn=Mp ratios for low-lying  = 2 (triangles up) and  = 3 (triangles
down) ex itations in Sn isotopes probed by 12 C nu leus. The hollow squares and ir les
represent the orresponding results with the 7Li proje tile [89℄. The solid line shows the
homogeneous value of N=Z .
pressed ompared to the N=Z line, shown as triangles down. Results obtained using
the omplementary probe having an unpaired nu leon, 7Li [89℄, show a signi ant
deviation in Mn =Mp from N=Z for the  = 3 transition (hollow ir les) in all Sn
isotopes. This hints at a possible inhomogeneity for the o tupole ex itation in Sn
when probed using 7 Li. For the  = 2 transition in ea h isotope, nearly similar
neutron olle tivity is observed with both the probes. In a nutshell, under the approximation that neutron and proton transition densities homogeneously s ale as
N=Z , the two sets of measurements predi t di erent Mn =Mp ratios for all the Sn
isotopes.

4.5 Intrinsi deformation lengths
In the previous se tion, it has been seen that the ratio bbnp for the Sn isotopes is not
grossly di erent between the heavy-ion probes 7Li and 12 C. Consequently, the spin
and isospin dependen e of probe-target intera tion is expe ted to weakly a e t the
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stru tural information derived from heavy-ion s attering measurements. Sin e the
net e e ts of all ouplings are manifested in the opti al potential, the size (radius
parameter) and shape of whi h are the result of a onvolution of proje tile and
target sizes and properties, the e e t of probe-size is another fa tor that is expe ted
to ontribute towards the dis repant transition rates observed in Sn isotopes. The
redu ed value of Æm may re e t the nite size of the proje tile smearing out the
deformation of the target nu leus.
For nu lear inelasti s attering from stati ally-deformed nu lei, Hendrie [91℄ suggested a simple pro edure for removing the e e ts of nite proje tile size in the
extra tion of nu lear potential shapes. This model leads to geometri relationships
that have immediate appli ation. The pres ription an also be extended to nu lei
with vibrational modes of ex itations. Here, the underlying assumption is that the
probes and the targets intera t only at their mutual sharply de ned surfa es. With
the entre of mass at the origin of the body- xed frame and an axially symmetri
shape, the edge of a spheri al nu leus of radius R0 deformed by quadrupole and
o tupole vibrations an be written as:
R() = R0 [1 + 20 Y20 () + 30 Y30 ()℄

 R0 [1 + "()℄

(4.9)

When a proje tile of size (radius)  probes the dynami ally deformed target surfa e,
the lo us of the enter of the proje tile des ribes a surfa e with radius [82,91℄,
r() = r0 + Æ2 ()Y20 () + Æ3 ()Y30 ()

(4.10)

Here, r0 hara terizes the spatial extension of the opti al potential, and de nes the
potential radius for the target nu leus in its ground state. The quantities Æ()
are the experimentally determined deformation lengths for target ex itation of mul-
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Figure 4.14:

Geometri
quantities as des ribed in the
text [91℄. R() de nes the nulear edge, and  is the radius
of the probe.

tipolarity . From the onstru tion of Fig. 4.14, di erential geometry leads to
tan = RR(0() ) = 1+""0(( )) , where de nes the angular di eren e between the dire tion of R(0 ) and the normal to the nu lear surfa e at 0 . Using trigonometri
)
sin
relations, r2() = R2(0 )+2 +2R(0 ) os , and sin(
 = r() , and to lowest order
 "0 ().
in the deformation parameters, one obtains  "0(0 )  "0() and   R +
This leads to
1 R0  "0()2
(4.11)
r() = R0 + R0 "() +  +
2R +
0

0

0
0

0

0

On omparing Eqns. 4.10 and 4.11,
Z
1
R0 
Æ () = Æ (0) +
2 R0 + 

Y0 "0 ()2 d

(4.12)

where Æ(0)  0R0 de nes the intrinsi nu lear deformation length. The quantities
 and R0 are onsidered to be measures of the point-matter radii for the probes
and the targets, respe tively.
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For the vibrational Sn nu lei, the 2+1 and 31 states have been studied with a variety
of proje tiles for whi h the deformation lengths an be written as fun tions of the
probe size ,
R
2 + 0:756 2 
Æ2 () = Æ2 (0) + 0
0
:270 20
(4.13)
30
R +
0

R
Æ3 () = Æ3 (0) + 0 (0:505 20 30 )
R0 + 

(4.14)

Combining the results for Æ() of the present work using 7Li, 12 C probes with
the ones from the existing measurements using other probes su h as p [41℄, d [92℄,
3 He [93℄, [20℄, 6 Li [94℄ and 10 B [95℄, a systemati analysis has been made over a
range of  values. Sin e the transition hara teristi s in the Sn isotopes usually have
been inferred only by determining the B (E) or Æh values, for su h measurements
that do not expli itly report mass (or potential) deformation parameters, a value of
Æm ()  Æh () has been assumed. Using eqns. (4.13) and (4.14), the parameters
Æ2 (0) and Æ3 (0) are obtained as the unweighted averages from the best- t urves
to the experimental values of Æ2() and Æ3(), respe tively, and provide probeindependent intrinsi  = 2 and  = 3 matter deformation lengths for the Sn isotopes.
The results are summarized in Table 4.9 and in Fig. 4.15.
With same radial shape for the intrinsi neutron and proton density deformations,
one an write the ratio of their orresponding transition matrix elements as:
Mn
Mp

= ÆÆ(0)
h




1 + NZ



1

(4.15)

with Æh taken from Table 4.2. The results are shown in Table 4.9 and also in
Fig. 4.16 as ir les and squares for the  = 2 and  = 3 transitions, respe tively. This
approa h shows that neutron olle tivity is the dominant ontribution to the 2+1 and
31 target ex ited states, as may be expe ted in proton-magi isotopes. Interestingly,
the evolution of these ratios shows that the trend of ore-proton olle tivity (as given
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Figure 4.15: Nu lear inelasti s attering deformation lengths for the (a-f)  = 2 and

(g-l)  = 3 ex itations in Sn isotopes as a fun tion of probe size . The measurements
are with a variety of probes su h as p (hollow ir les) [41, 42℄, d (hexagons) [92℄, 3He
( lled ir les) [93℄, (squares) [20℄, 6Li ( lled triangles down) [94℄, 7 Li (diamonds) [89℄,
10 B ( lled triangles up) [95℄, and 12 C (stars; present work). The urves are best ts to
eqns. (4.13) and (4.14).
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by the B (E 2) and B (E 3) values in Tables 4.7 and 4.8) di ers from the neutron one.
Clearly, the two transition densities do not simply s ale as N=Z as often assumed
in the homogeneous olle tive model, and this has quantitative onsequen es as
re e ted in the mu h larger Mn=Mp ratios. It may be surmised that the e e t of
probe size is apparently the major fa tor leading to dis repant deformation lengths.
The present results for the  = 2 transition are found to be in good agreement
with those obtained from a systemati study of Mn=Mp for single- losed-shell nu lei
reported in Ref. [4℄.
Table 4.9: Intrinsi nu lear deformation lengths and Mn=Mp ratios for the  = 2; 3
transitions in the Sn isotopes.

Nu leus
112 Sn
116 Sn
118 Sn
120 Sn
122 Sn
124 Sn

=2
Æ2 (0) (fm) Mn =Mp

0.840(102)
0.743(068)
0.731(083)
0.718(096)
0.677(059)
0.644(078)

1.67(24)
1.69(17)
1.67(20)
1.62(22)
1.68(14)
1.76(18)

=3
Æ3 (0) (fm) Mn =Mp

0.945(201)
0.952(172)
0.917(148)
0.844(121)
0.810(122)
0.777(134)

1.84(38)
1.88(31)
1.85(29)
1.82(25)
1.91(28)
1.92(30)

The results have been ompared with mi ros opi al ulations employing quasiparti le random phase approximation (QRPA) [96℄ within the quasiparti le-phonon
model [97℄ (dashed and dash-dot-dotted lines in Fig. 4.16) that a ount for the olle tivity in Sn isotopes as largely aused by the neutrons. In this approa h, ea h
orbit is treated a mixture of parti le and hole degree of freedom, re ognized by an
o upation number : a quasiparti le state. Vibrational modes are treated as transitions between states generated via between oherent ombinations of quasiparti le
ex itations. The QRPA approa h leads to larger ratios for the  = 2 transition as
neutron number in reases, while the trend is in de ent agreement with the extra ted
intrinsi ratio for the  = 3 transition.
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Figure 4.16: Intrinsi

Mn =Mp ratios for low-lying ex itations in Sn isotopes orresponding to  = 2 ( ir les) and  = 3 (squares) transitions. The solid line shows the
homogeneous trend of N=Z+. The dashed and dash-dot-dotted lines represent the results
of QRPA al ulations for 21 and 31 transitions, respe tively [96℄.

E e tive harges for neutron and proton

A pre ise estimate of the intrinsi Mn=Mp ratio allows the determination of neutron
and proton e e tive harges to be used in shell model al ulations for transition
rates and related observables. The value of the e e tive harges is dependent on
the size of the shell model spa e des ribing the transitions and the type of e e tive
intera tion that operates within this spa e. In single- losed-shell nu lei su h as the
Sn isotopes, e e tive harges re e t the strength of the oupling between the motion
of the valen e nu leons and the virtual ex itations of the ore nu leons. The matrix
elements Mn and Mp an be written in terms of valen e-spa e matrix elements, Mn0
and Mp0 , and the ore-polarization ontributions, as [5℄
Mn = Mn0 (1 + Æ nn ) + Mp0 Æ np
Mp = Mn0 Æ pn + Mp0 (1 + Æ pp )

(4.16)
(4.17)
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Here, Æxy de nes the ore-polarization parameter orresponds to ore x's polarized
by valen e y's. It essentially a ounts for the oupling of nu leons y to the virtual
ex itations of the ore nu leons x. By onvention, Æpp = Ænn. These ore-polarization
parameters are onne ted to the ele tromagneti e e tive harges as en = Æpn and
ep = 1 + Æ pp = 1 + Æ nn . Sin e Sn isotopes have no valen e protons, this leads to
Mp0 = 0, or
Mn 1 + Ænn 1 + Æpp ep
= Æ  Æ =e
(4.18)
M
p

pn

pn

n

From the results reported in Table 4.9, it may be surmised that a value of proton
e e tive harge approximately a fa tor of nearly two larger than the neutron e e tive
harge in shell model al ulations is expe ted to satisfa torily a ord for both  =
2; 3 ex itations along the Sn-isotopi hain. A re ent work on Monte Carlo shell
model al ulations for the 100 138 Sn isotopes [98℄ gives an adequate reprodu tion
of the measured B (E 2) trend with ep=en = 1:7, in good agreement with the value
proposed from the intrinsi Mn=Mp ratios above.
4.5.1 Quantifying the e e t of probe-target intera tion

The umulative e e t of probe-size and probe-target intera tion is ontained in the
Æm values extra ted in ea h measurement with a di erent proje tile. On e the e e t
of the proje tile size is eliminated, and the proton and neutron distributionsb Mare
1+ n n
onsidered to have same radial shape in olle tive vibrations, the ratio ÆÆmh  1+bbpnMNp ,
bp Z
de ned in x4.4, is expe ted to a entuate the e e t of solely the nature of intera tion
between the probe and the target, surmised by the orresponding bn=bp ratio. For the
proton indu ed rea tions, Ref. [4℄ puts bn =bp =3, while for the isos alar proje tiles
su h as ;12C, one obtains bn =bp =1. Using the veritable Mn=Mp values for the Sn
isotopes as reported in Table 4.9, one obtains a di eren e of mere  5% between the
Æm
Æm
Æ h ratios, and a orresponding di eren e of  10% between the Æ h ratios, from the
proton and heavy-ion indu ed ex itations. Thus, for the proje tiles onsidered in the
2

3

2

3
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present study, the ru ial fa tor for the extra tion of intrinsi deformation lengths
of the Sn isotopes is the removal of nite probe size. Thereafter, one observes that
the e e t of the nature of probe-target intera tion is rendered insigni ant.

4.6 Summary & Con lusions
A systemati study of the hara teristi s of the 2+1 and 31 ex ited states in
112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn is presented, by means of heavy-ion inelasti s attering using
two di erent probes 7 Li and 12C, at E :m:=VB  1.3. The deformation lengths and
transition probabilities are extra ted via extensive CDCC as well as CRC al ulations employing the olle tive model approa h. Under the phenomenologi al approximation that neutron and proton transition densities s ale as N=Z in olle tive
ex itations, disagreements are seen between the results of 7 Li- and 12 C-indu ed exitations in all the Sn isotopes. A pres ription to remove the e e ts of proje tile
size is used to dedu e the intrinsi mass deformation length for ea h isotope. The
results indi ate that neutron olle tivity is the dominant ontribution to the 2+1 and
31 ex ited states in the Sn isotopes, as may be expe ted in proton-magi nu lei. The
e e t of size of the probe is the dominant fa tor that leads to dis repant transition
rates; the e e t of the nature of probe-target intera tion is se ondary (and meagre).

Chapter 5

+
1

Measurement of the 2
lifetime in

120Sn

level

In the previous hapter, systemati measurements of the low-lying quadrupole and
o tupole transitions in the 112;116;118;120;122;124 Sn isotopes, indu ed by heavy-ion inelasti ollisions, have been dis ussed. The orresponding B (E 2) and B (E 3) values are found to be signi antly enhan ed over the single-parti le estimates. Even
though the Sn isotopes are proton-magi , the enhan ed B (E) values are suggestive
of polarization and virtual ex itations of the shell- losed proton ore, indu ed by
the valen e neutrons. In a omplementary approa h, the B (E) values an also be
determined if the spin and parity of the states involved, the -de ay bran hing ratio
and the mean lifetime,  , of the ex ited state are known.
It has been suggested that the matrix elements for ex itation in a dire t intera tion
model of heavy-ion s attering are losely analogous to those for ele tri multipole
radiation between the same two states (see x1.2). In this regard, the transition
probabilities reported in the previous hapter are in satisfa tory a ord with those
measured by Allmond et al. [37℄ from Coulomb ex itation ross se tions. However,
existing estimates for 2+1 level lifetime in the Sn isotopes indi ate redu ed olle tivity,
116
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with dis repant results, remarkably for the most abundant 120 Sn isotope. In addition
to the measurements reported by Jung laus et al. [34℄, few other measurements exist
for the lifetime for 120 Sn. Sie et al. [99℄ measured -rays emitted from ex ited levels
of 120 Sn in oin iden e with ba ks attered 35Cl proje tiles, leading to 2  1 ps,
and report that a omparison of their lifetime with values inferred from absolute
Coulomb ex itation ross se tions indi ated a dis repan y, with their value being
longer. An older measurement of 2 = 1.26 ps by nu lear -ray resonan e absorption
method [100℄ also puts the B (E 2) value in the region of mu h lower olle tivity. This
result is in ontrast to a omplementary measurement [101℄ of angular distribution of
photon s attering ross se tion that reports a very high B (E 2) for 120 Sn. To address
the large disagreements among a series of existing measurements and at the same
time, verify the validity of the ele tri transition probabilities dedu ed from heavyion indu ed s attering in this thesis work, a revisited measurement of level lifetime
of the 2+1 state in 120 Sn with updated te hniques is thus warranted. The exer ise
is expe ted to fa ilitate on luding on the lifetime of the 2+1 state and, thus, the
B (E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1 ) value determined therefrom. Existing estimates put the lifetime
of the 2+1 state in the sub-pi ose ond region, and hen e, needs to be probed with a
suitable te hnique that optimizes the onditions required for a urate measurement.
+
1

+
1

5.1 The Doppler Shift Attenuation Method
Nu lear ex ited levels exhibit a range of lifetimes that an be probed by di erent
experimental te hniques. In the s to ns range, or even higher, the lifetimes are
usually measured with ele troni -timing te hniques. For short lifetimes in the range
of < s to ps, Doppler-shift methods are ommonly used. These te hniques utilise
the fa t that after a nu lear rea tion has o urred, the velo ity of a re oiling nu leus
in an ex ited state may be obtained, at the moment of the -ray de ay of the state, by
measuring the Doppler shift of the photopeak energy. For even shorter lifetimes, < 1
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fs, x-ray oin iden e te hniques are ommonly used, whi h ompare the times ale
of the nu lear de ay pro ess to the time taken by the nu leus to traverse an atomi
spa ing in a rystal. Over several years, the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method
(DSAM) has been ustomarily adopted for measuring lifetimes of short-lived levels in
the sub-pi ose ond regime [102,103℄, and is one of the most proli nu lear lifetime
te hniques. The level lifetime,  , is ompared with the slowing down/stopping
time, stop , of the re oiling nu leus in the ba king media, typi ally of the order of
10 12 10 14 s over a range of materials. If the lifetime is long ompared to the
stopping time, the nu leus emits after oming to rest and one does not observe any
Doppler e e t. As the stopping time ompetes with the level lifetime, one typi ally
measures an `attenuated' Doppler shift hara terized as either (i) a partial shift
in the peak ( entroid) energy (for  < stop ), or (ii) a peak at the a tual energy
with an a ompanying lineshape (for   stop ). This method has found extensive
use in studies of light nu lei where the prin ipal experimental goal has been the
measurement of -ray entroid shifts. With heavy-ion indu ed rea tions fa ilitating
high re oil velo ities, ombined with usage of high resolution Ge-dete tors with small
instrumental linewidths, this method has been employed to investigate the detailed
shapes of Doppler-broadened -ray lines in heavier nu lei.
In the present work, the 2+1 level in 120 Sn (Ex = 1171-keV) has been populated by
means of inelasti ex itation by the 32 S proje tile. On e populated, the state remains
ex ited for a mean lifetime 2 . A more ommon de ay pro ess that ompetes with de ay of any multipolarity is emission of onversion ele trons. The probability of this
pro ess is proportional to the density of ele trons in the element, and thus, is more
important for higher-Z nu lei. Further, sin e the pro ess ompetes with -de ay,
levels in whi h the lifetime is long are more likely to de ay by ele tron emission.
Therefore, for low-energy or high-multipolarity transitions, the onversion pro ess
will be large and may be the dominant de ay mode. The 2+1 ! 0+g:s:( = 2) de ay is
+
1
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known to have nearly 100% -bran hing [104℄. A s attering event indu ed by a heavy
beam fa ilitates a large momentum transfer, and substantial Doppler-broadening of
the measured -energies. The broadening of the -rays emitted in- ight depends on
the dire tion of emission of radiation,  = ( ;  ), relative to the re oil dire tion,
and on the instantaneous re oil velo ity ( re ) at the moment of emission as,
E

( ) = E 0 (1 +

re (t)

os  )

(5.1)

where E 0 is the unshifted de ay energy (1171-keV). The ardinal omponent of su h
an analysis is the simulation of the slowing down pro ess for the re oils of interest
in the target and/or the ba king media. The traje tories and velo ity pro les of
the re oiling nu lei are used to re onstru t the observed Doppler shift/shape, whi h
is sensitive to the interplay between the level-lifetime and the re oil stopping time.
This requires al ulation of the orresponding stopping powers and the same has
been identi ed as one of the prin ipal un ertainties in the extra ted lifetime in
DSAM. In fa t, it may be stated that the level lifetimes an be determined only
as a urately as the stopping powers; a pre ise estimation of the average value of
stop leads to redu ed ambiguities in optimizing the value of the lifetime,  , from the
Doppler analysis method. Traditionally the method is pursued with a thin target
for produ tion of nu lei of interest, on a thi k elemental ba king material wherein
the entire slowing down pro ess is per eived to o ur. The present work uses an
aberrant thi k target, whi h ontributes both to the produ tion of the re oils as
well as their subsequent slowing down. All urrent approa hes to the extra tion
of realisti lifetime information from inelasti ex itation of 120 Sn ions re oiling in
thi k media are based on the framework of energy losses of ions in matter and
the subsequent Doppler-broadened lineshape modelling and analysis, the su ess of
whi h has been well do umented, parti ularly for fusion-evaporation rea tions in
the domain of simulating the stopping pro ess by in orporating the ne details of
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nu lear rea tion kinemati s and energeti s [105,106℄.
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Φγ
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197Au
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Figure 5.1: S hemati representation of inelasti s attering 120 Sn(32S, 32S')120 Sn* pro-

du ing 120 Sn re oils in their 2+1 ex ited state. The re oils emit in- ight during the slowingdown pro ess, leading to Doppler-a e ted -rays.

5.2 -de ay from ex ited levels in 120Sn
A s hemati diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.7 of Chapter 2.
The dete tors were alibrated in energy and eÆ ien y using standardized 133 Ba152 Eu sour e. A resolution of  2.6 keV was obtained at an energy of 1408 keV.
Beam energy (Elab = 120 MeV) below the Coulomb barrier (VB  123 MeV) was
hosen on the basis of oupled rea tion hannels al ulations (i) to minimize the
ontribution of the nu lear eld in the ex itation pro ess, (ii) to have substantial
inelasti s attering ross se tion for the ex itation of the 2+1 state in 120 Sn, (iii) to
suppress the ex itation of higher energy states (su h as higher multipolarities and/or
multiphonon ex itations) that ould feed the nu lear level of our interest, and (iv) to
minimize ontamination from other rea tion hannels su h as transfer of nu leon(s)
and fusion (F < 1 mb). Thus, inelasti s attering pro ess in a binary rea tion
system fa ilitates to optimize the onditions required for a urate measurements of
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the transition hara teristi s. The ex itation was governed by well de ned two-body
kinemati s and energeti s, and predominantly mediated by the Coulomb intera tion
between the ollision partners.
5.2.1 Distribution of inelasti ally s attered 120Sn nu lei

From kinemati onsiderations of an inelasti s attering event in a binary ollision
between a proje tile, P , and stationary target, T , (see Fig. 5.1), momentum and energy onservation onstraints lead to the laboratory kineti energies of the s attered
proje tile, E 0 , and re oiling target nu leus, Ere , as,
E0

=

0
P Elab B
(MP +MT )2 

Ere

M2

=

os P +

0
MP MT Elab 
(MP +MT )2

q





MT2
M2

1+ MT (MEPlabQ+Q)

P

h

os re +

 E


+Q

lab
Elab



+Q
1+ MT (MEPlabQ+Q) Elab
Elab

12
sin2 P 2 C
A

(5.2)

12
2A

(5.3)

1

sin

2

re

i1

Here, sin re = MMTPEE0 sin P , with the s attered proje tile overing the angular
range 0Æ < P < 180Æ. This restri ts the angular distribution of the ex ited re oils
to the range 0Æ < re < 90Æ (extended range of -de ay positions).
Ideally, one prefers that the nu lei re oil in one spe i ed dire tion with a unique
velo ity (or in a narrow one entred on the beam dire tion with a small spread
in velo ity). The average value of os re will be zero if the emission of outgoing
parti les is symmetri about 90Æ in the entre-of-mass system. Rea tions whi h proeed via ompound nu leus formation (a statisti al pro ess) satisfy this ondition,
but inelasti s attering does not. This is often remedied by dete ting the outgoing
proje tile-like parti le in oin iden e with the emitted -rays, whi h xes the reoil velo ity in the laboratory frame. However, one must ompromise on ounting
statisti s in su h an experimental setup, owing to the low dete tion eÆ ien y of
Ge-dete tors. It is therefore desirable to design experiments that make use of dire t
(singles) spe tra from Ge-dete tors, without oin iden e requirements. The present
re
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work attempts to de ipher the lifetime of the 2+1 level from the in lusive singles
mode, by in orporating the omplete spread in re oil velo ity a ross a wide angular
range. The relative number of re oils s attered in a parti ular dire tion and with
parti ular kineti energy depends on the probability of su h a dire tional s attering
event - expressed in terms of the di erential inelasti s attering ross se tion. The
analysis of Doppler shapes following -ray measurements in singles mode, where
the angular distribution of the re oiling ions is given by inelasti s attering theory,
bears the advantage of improved ounting statisti s when ompared to a oin iden e
measurement for Elab < VB, where the spe tra are less populated. Nordhagen et
al. [107℄ and Stokstad et al. [108℄ have su essfully demonstrated the measurement
of lifetimes of several levels in 59Co,63 Cu,150 Nd and 152 Sm by means of lineshape
analysis on dire t singles gamma radiation spe tra, to be in good agreement with
those from independent measurements.
In the dire t singles spe tra as shown in Fig. 5.2, a distin t stru ture of -ray lineshape for the E2 transition in 120 Sn was observed from the de-ex itation of the 2+1
state, with photopeak energy 1171 keV. Owing to wide angular overage of 120 Sn reoils as permitted by kinemati s (see inset of Fig. 5.2), ea h HPGe dete tor re orded
an in lusive de ay spe trum for s attering at all possible re oil dire tions. The onsequent Doppler-broadened lineshape extends to both higher and lower energies in the
vi inity of the stopped peak, on a ount of a wide distribution in  (see Eqn. 5.1).
The -rays are emitted in- ight, with the re oiling 120 Sn nu lei in relative motion
with respe t to the dete tors in the array, and thus, exhibit Doppler e e t as expe ted. The heavy 32 S beam fa ilitated large ex itation probability of the target,
and imparted substantial re oil velo ity (vre = > 2%) to the s attered nu lei. This
manifested into larger Doppler-broadening of the emitted gamma rays, thereby redu ing the un ertainty in predi ting the lifetime from lineshape analysis based on
the modelling of the slowing-down pro ess of the re oils in the target-plus-ba king
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Figure 5.2: Raw -ray32spe 120
tra re orded in HPGe lovers at di erent angular positions

in the lab frame, for the S+ Sn system. The most dominant transition orresponds to
the de ay of the 2+1 ex ited state of 120 Sn at 1171 keV. Inset shows the al ulated angular
distribution of the s attered 120 Sn nu lei in the entre-of-mass frame (the moving sour e
for the de ay), at Elab = 120 MeV.

material.
The de ay peak had a stopped omponent at the a tual energy and a pronoun ed
a ompanying shape, whi h on rms that the lifetime being probed is omparable
with the slowing down time of the Sn re oils in the target/ba king material. As 32 S is
a spheri al nu leus with well de ned ex ited states beyond 2 MeV, any ontaminant
-energies in the spe tra, arising from proje tile ex itation, are avoided.
The origin of the additional stopped peaks observed along with the E2 lineshape from
120 Sn (Fig. 5.2) are as ertained from oin iden e analysis of a symmetri E E
matrix for the dete tor array. These -energies ould be as ribed to the de-ex iting
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residues produ ed in the fusion-evaporation rea tion of the 32S beam with oxygen
present in the partially oxidized 120 Sn target. The dominant produ ts of su h a
rea tion in lude 39 K, 42 Ca, 43 S et ., as indi ated in statisti al model al ulations
with the
[109℄ ode as well as in experimental data on the de ay of the same
ompound nu leus (48 Cr) [110℄ at nearly overlapping ex itation energies. The 1227
keV peak, for instan e, is presumably from the de ay of residual nu lei 42Ca and
43 S , while the most probable sour e for the 1130 keV energy an be attributed to a
long lived state (  12 ps [111℄) in 39K. Most importantly, the 1157.3 keV stopped
peak riding on the lineshape of the E2 transition from 120 Sn is on rmed to be from
the de ay of a long-lived state (  8.1 ps [112℄) of 43S , with no ontribution to the
observed low energy tail of the shape orresponding to the E2 de ay from in 120 Sn,
and is not expe ted to a e t the subsequent analysis or the results therefrom. The
absen e of any other rogue -peak under the lineshape is also veri ed.
pa e

5.3 Lineshape Modelling
Lifetime analysis of the 2+1 state in 120 Sn has been arried out using the developments
by Das et al. [105℄ in onjun tion with the
[113℄ pa kage. The analysis
prin ipally in orporates the traje tories of the s attered (120 Sn) nu lei traversing in
the target and the ba king media wherein additional onsiderations onsequent to
the use of thi k target are appropriately imbibed. This involves (i) the kinemati s
of the ex itation pro ess in the rea tion plane, (ii) the stru ture of the thi k target
and ba king foils, (iii) the evolving energy of the beam, and the onsequent angular
distribution of the inelasti s attering ross se tion along the target depth, and (iv)
the energy-angle distribution of the re oiling nu lei.
lineshape

Relative population distribution
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Figure 5.3: Typi al al ulated relative population distribution of the s attered 120 Sn

re oils in their 2+1 ex ited state as a fun tion of laboratory s attering angle reLAB and
kineti energy Ere , in the 32 S + 120 Sn system at Elab = 120 MeV.

5.3.1 Evolution of the

0+
gs

: :

!2

+
1

s attering ross se tion

along the target depth

An estimate of the s attering ross se tion for inelasti ex itation of 120 Sn nu lei
to their 2+1 state in the 32S+120 Sn system is determined in the framework of the
CRC model using
[57℄. The al ulations have been performed by oupling
the major dire t rea tion hannels to the entran e hannel, su h as (i) the lowlying 2+1 and 31 states of 120 Sn at ex itation energies 1.171 MeV and 2.401 MeV,
respe tively, treated as olle tive vibrational one-phonon states with B (E 2; 0+g:s: !
2+1) = 0.21 e2b2 [37, 89, 90℄ and B (E 3; 0+g:s: ! 31 ) = 0.09 e2b3 [23, 89, 90℄, (ii)
the rst-ex ited 2+ state of 32 S lying at 2.231 MeV, with B (E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1) =
0.033 e2 b2 and stati quadrupole moment QS (2+1) = -0.20 b [114℄, and (iii) transfer
hannels orresponding to pi kup of neutron(s), (32 S,33 S) and (32 S,34 S), with unit
spe tros opi fa tors. The oupling e e ts of ex ited states of 120 Sn with higher
fres o
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multipolarities or of multiphonon nature on the ex itation probability of the 2+1
state are also found to be negligible. For instan e, the ex itation probability of
the 4+1 state at Ex = 2.194 MeV, oupled as a double-quadrupole phonon state, is
found be be very poor. The proje tile-target intera tion is governed by the Coulomb
potential as well as an opti al nu lear potential of Woods Saxon form, with a short
ranged imaginary part to a ount for the fusion ross se tion. The e e t of nu lear
oupling on the ex itation of the 2+1 state in 120 Sn is found to be in onsequential,
and the angular distribution of the s attering ross se tion is primarily governed
by the Coulomb intera tion. Subje t to the al ulated di erential s attering ross
se tion, the relative population distribution of the re oils along the rea tion plane
is estimated, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Given the substantial thi kness of the 120 Sn foil that leads to appre iable energy
loss of the in ident beam, and the energy dependen e of s attering ross se tions in
heavy ion ollisions, the evolution of the ross se tion with de reasing beam energy
along the thi kness of the target has been al ulated. The CRC model predi ts a
rapid de line of the 0+g:s: ! 2+1 ross se tion as the beam energy redu es beyond
95 MeV in the inner layers of the target foil. Hen e, it may be safely surmised
that  3.2 mg/ m2 of the target foil fa ing the beam is the e e tive produ tion
thi kness that ontributes to the population of 120 Sn re oils in their 2+1 ex ited
state. The remaining thi kness of the target, along with the Au ba king, operate
only as stopping media for the energeti re oils.
5.3.2 Stopping simulations of re oiling nu lei

One of the key inputs, as well as a signi ant sour e of un ertainty, in DSAM analysis is the simulation of traje tories and the time-dependen e of the velo ities of
the re oiling nu lei of interest, traversing the target and ba king media. Strongly
dependent on the stopping power of these media, obtained from a knowledge of the
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intera tion of the atoms and ions with the moving nu leus, the traje tories are typi ally represented by the velo ity ( re ) and the dire tion (dire tion osines) of the
re oiling nu lei, in uniform time steps. The slowing down is due to two physi al proesses : (i) ele troni stopping (dominates for re  2-2.5%, with no hange in re oil
ight dire tion), and (ii) nu lear stopping (be omes signi ant towards the end of
the re oil path, when re < 0.5%, leading to large-angle deviations in ight dire tion) [115℄. There have been several approa hes for determining the stopping powers,
prin ipally through theoreti al modeling based on available experimental data. One
of the early developments in this domain to determine the time-dependent velo ity
of an ion in a multiple-s attering medium was put forth by Blaugrund [116℄, whi h
makes use of the theory of ele troni and atomi ollisions proposed by Lindhard et
al. [117℄, based on the Thomas-Fermi model of the atom, to al ulate spe i energy
losses of re oiling ions. The a ura y of the Doppler-a e ted shapes al ulated by
this formalism relies on the a ura y of stopping power al ulations, whi h is estimated to be a urate within 20-25% [117℄, with large over-estimations of nu lear
stopping powers. This is of signi an e in the present ontext sin e the analysis
of Sie et al., leading to 2  1 ps, is entirely based on Blaugrund's formalism.
Later developments in the stopping power modeling in lude those by North li e
and S hilling [118℄ as well as Ziegler [119℄, whi h are essentially based on the proton
stopping data (under the assumption of smooth variations between the points measured for di erent stopping materials) and stopping data (showing a pronoun ed
shell stru ture whi h be omes weaker with in reasing energy), respe tively. These
employ di erent semi-empiri al s aling algorithms for heavy-ions, and the results
therefrom have been identi ed as inadequate at low kineti energies [120℄. These
models have been adopted in the lineshape analyses of Refs. [34,35℄ as reported by
Jung laus et al.
A more rigorous approa h in orporating Monte Carlo al ulations in the treatment
+
1
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Figure 5.4:

Comparison of stopping powers
of+ 120 Sn re oils in the
21 state, in the 120 Sn
medium, as al ulated by
di erent models, Ziegler
[119℄, North li e-S hilling
[118℄ and SRIM [122℄), at
energies relevant in the
urrent rea tion.
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of nu lear s attering was demonstrated by Currie [121℄ to be superior to an analysis
using Blaugrund's formalism. The orresponding -ray shapes were a ompanied by
lower un ertainties. However, the weakest point ontinued to be the un ertainties in
absolute stopping powers. This an be remedied with the use of the ontemporary
SRIM + TRIM [119℄ pa kages, involving a database of updated and experimentallyben hmarked ele troni as well as atomi stopping powers for heavy-ions in a wide
variety of media, with an un ertainty of a modest 5% [122℄ and known to be highly
reliable in the kineti energy range of 0.001-1000 MeV/nu leon [120℄. A omparison of the stopping powers of the 120 Sn re oils in the 2+1 state, as al ulated by
di erent models of the slowing-down pro ess, is shown in Fig. 5.4. The di eren e is
signi ant, parti ularly at lower kineti energies of the re oiling ions, when atomi
ollisions be ome important for evaluating the traje tory.
For the des ription of the slowing-down pro ess in the present work, the stopping
simulations for a series of 120 Sn re oils have been arried out via simulations of
re oil paths in TRIM, with stopping powers from SRIM, as implemented in the
methodology developed by Das et al. [105℄. The produ tion thi kness of the target
has been binned into six divisions representing the hanging beam energy, and the
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Figure 5.5: S hemati representation of the de reasing beam energy a ompanied by
evolving yield of the 120 Sn re oils along the target depth. The evolution is represented by
up to six bins in the present analysis, as detailed in the text.
evolving ex itation ross se tion of the s attered 120 Sn nu lei in the 2+1 state and
orresponding energy-angle distribution therein (see Fig. 5.5). This hanges the
number of s attered re oiling nu lei produ ed at varying target depths, that would
have di erent starting points as well as di erent initial energy-angle distributions for
their respe tive traje tories. The default traje tories from the TRIM simulations
in ea h bin are made to orroborate with the orresponding rea tions kinemati s
and energeti s by distributing the origin of the traje tories a ross the produ tion
thi kness. For ea h re oil, the origin of the traje tory and the dire tion of entry into
the stopping medium (following inelasti s attering) w.r.t. the beam axis is suitably
modi ed in a ordan e with the energy-angle distribution of the respe tive bin.
Subsequently, from the traje tory information in the form of energy and oordinates,
the orresponding velo ity pro le, re (t), is extra ted in uniform time steps of 0.002
ps. From the TRIM traje tory simulations, it is expe ted that the stopping power
of the thi k 120 Sn medium is most likely to keep a vast majority of the re oiling
ions on ned within itself, and only  20% nu lei are expe ted to penetrate the
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Au ba king medium, where the slowing down pro ess is expe ted to be faster. For
this small fra tion of re oils that es ape the target foil, the TRIM al ulations are
separately exe uted in the region of the 197 Au ba king to extra t the orresponding
velo ity pro les. The resulting velo ity pro les from both media are then ombined.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental Doppler-broadened spe tra and the results of the lineshape
al ulations (solid lines) for the 2+1 ! 0+g:s: de ay in 120 Sn, at Ex = 1171 keV. The dashed
and dotted lines represent the de onvoluted t of the additional stopped peak (from the
de ay of a long lived state in 43 S ) and the linear t of the ba kground, respe tively.

5.3.3 Generating Doppler-broadened lineshapes

For ea h time step, the simulated energy and dire tion histories of the re oiling
nu lei, obtained using the pres ription stated above, have been onverted into the
time-dependent velo ity pro le as seen by ea h lover dete tor at a ertain angle
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in the array, using the
routine of the
pa kage. This in orporates the target-dete tor distan e, the dete tor radius, the dete tor positions ; , and, for ea h dete tor, its relative eÆ ien y. The
ode al ulates
the broadened shapes using these velo ity pro les and assumed initial values for the
lifetime, 2 , or the transition quadrupole moment, Q02 , for the observed transition
and similarly, also for unobserved feeder transitions. These lifetimes (and other parameters su h as normalizations, ba kgrounds, and impurity peak areas) are varied
for ea h lover by several minimization routines to produ e the best least-squares
al ulated t to the data lineshapes [113℄. In the urrent analysis, single dete tor
( lover) spe tra at the eleven di erent (; ) angles were tted simultaneously as
per the standard pro edure [106℄. Figs. 5.6(a)-5.6(d) illustrate typi al ts of the
-ray peak of interest, 1171 keV from 120 Sn, represented by ontinuous urves. The
al ulation in orporated the 1157 keV peak riding on the Doppler shape of 1171
keV. The lifetime value of the 2+1 state in 120 Sn obtained from this analysis is 2 =
2
0.863+00::029
036 ps. The quoted un ertainties were derived from  analysis of the tted
values and do not in lude the systemati e e t of the un ertainties on the stopping
powers. However, given that these were from the SRIM ode, it may be emphasized
that the a ompanying un ertainties are known to be 5% [122℄ and signi antly
lesser than the earlier models ( 20%) used in onventional analysis.
Another un ertainty in lifetime analysis, following DSAM, pertains to (side) feeding
from states above the level of interest. If these annot be a ounted appropriately,
the lifetime result on the state of interest is, at best, an upper limit of the same. As
per the partial level s heme of 120 Sn (see Fig. 5.7), the 2+1 state an be fed by E 2
de ays from (i) the 4+1 state via 1023 keV, (ii) the 0+2 state via 704 keV, (iii) the 2+2
state via 926 keV, and by an E 1 de ay from (iv) the 31 state via 1229 keV. These
an be modelled in the
ode by a set of transitions with independently
variable lifetimes. They are, however, not expe ted to impa t the aforementioned
histaver
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Figure 5.7: Level s heme
of 120 Sn showing the low-lying
ex ited states [123℄.

lifetime of the 2+1 state sin e the CRC al ulations predi t rather low ex itation
probabilities for these levels at the hosen below-barrier bombarding energy in this
work. Also, most of these states are long lived ones [104℄ and feeding therefrom
is expe ted to be insigni antly Doppler a e ted. The feedings were nevertheless
in orporated into the analysis, with intensity  10% for the expe tedly strongest
4+1 ! 2+1 bran h at the hosen bombarding energy, and observed to ause a variation in the lifetime result of the 2+1 level within the quoted un ertainties. The side
feeding from the 31 state (Ex = 2401 keV), through 1228 keV transition, has been
found to be insigni ant in this ase. In fa t, the statisti s on the 1171 keV peak,
with gate on 1228 keV transition in the angle-dependent matri es, is rather sparse
for any on lusive analysis.
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isotopes using the data obtained from measurements arried out in this thesis work, omapared with values dedu ed from re ent measurements of the 2+1 level lifetime [34,89,90℄.

5.4 Enhan ed B(E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1)

From the measured lifetime, the transition probability for the 2+1 ! 0+g:s: de ay with
E 0 = 1.171 MeV an dedu ed, using Eqn. 1.7, as follows,
1

B (E 2; 2+1 ! 0+g:s:)

= 1:225 x 109


E 0 5 2+1

(5.4)


With B (E 2; 2+1 ! 0+g:s:) = 51 B (E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1), the results of the lifetime, transition quadrupole moment and the transition probability are summarized in Table 5.1.
It may be emphasized here that the results of 2 and B (E 2) are not grossly different from the existing values. This aÆrms that while the degree and nature of
target oxidation ould not be established, the partial oxidation of the produ tion
+
1
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thi kness of the target foil may not have been veritable enough to signi antly a e t
the stopping power ( ompared to that of elemental Sn), and a vast majority of the
ex ited Sn re oils are slowed down in the enri hed Sn medium. The onsequent
un ertainty, if any, is presumably overed within the statisti al un ertainty of the
lifetime result. As a ase study, Ref. [106℄ reports a measurement on the level lifetimes in 32P populated in a rea tion involving an oxidized target. In the absen e
of absolute quanti ation of oxide phases in the target, a large deviation from the
expe ted value is shown for the lifetime of the 1755 keV state in 32P with variations
in assumed density of the target foil. In omparison, the partial oxidation in the
present work an be expe ted not to have a e ted the density of the thi k target foil
in the region where the slowing down o urs, thereby leading to a realisti lifetime
numbers of worth and reason. Given the a ura y of the methodology adopted in
the present work, with lower un ertainty on the stopping power, the present result
is an improved estimate of the 2+1 level lifetime in 120 Sn by the DSAM method.
Table 5.1: Lifetime  and transition probability B (E 2) for the  = 2 ex itation in 120 Sn.
Q02
B (E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1)
E0
2
(MeV)
(ps)
(eb)
(e2 b2)
+
1

0:024
1.171 0.863+00::029
036 1.468+0:033

0.215+00::008
009

The result from lifetime analysis on rms enhan ed olle tivity in the 2+1 ex itation in 120 Sn, with B (E 2)=B (E 2)sp  12.3, with B (E 2)sp from Table 1.1. From
Fig. 5.8, it is noteworthy that the present result, reported in Ref. [124℄, is in ex ellent agreement with the B (E 2) value measured by Allmond et al. [37℄, and also with
the results from heavy-ion s attering measurements with 7Li and 12 C proje tiles, as
reported in the previous hapter, as well as in Refs. [89, 90℄ as part of this thesis
work.
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5.4.1 The 4+1 ! 2+1 feeding transition

Traditionally, the analysis of the Doppler shapes/shifts should preferably be arried
out with oin ident spe tra orresponding to a gate set on a transition above the
transition of interest in a as ade. Su h an implementation eliminates the e e ts of
any feeding, other than the gating one, and fa ilitates in improving the a ura y of
the measurement. As far as the urrent measurement is on erned, the 1023 keV
transition from the de ay of the 4+1 state ould have quali ed for the purpose and
the lifetime analysis of the 2+1 level ould have been pursued with gated spe tra
of the 1023 keV transition. However, as it as been brought out in the pre eding
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text, the feeding from the 4+1 level is rather insigni ant and the orresponding
oin iden e spe tra, with gate set on 1023 keV transition, are plagued with dearth
of suÆ ient statisti s for reliable tting. Also, it is worth noting that the 4+1 level,
as per the existing literature [104℄, is long-lived (  2 ps) ompared to the 2+1 state.
Consequently, only a part of this feeding population will ontribute to the Doppler
shape of the 1171 keV transition, de-ex iting the 2+1 state, further vexing the analysis
in the top-gated spe tra ( ontribution is primarily to the stopped omponent at 1171
keV).
To verify this laim, the Doppler shape analysis ould be pursued for the 1023-keV
transition in the oin ident spe tra with gate on 1171-keV and lifetime of the 4+1 state
be extra ted therefrom. Fig. 5.9(a)-5.9( ) illustrate the representative ts obtained
from asymmetri angular matri es, with 90Æ dete tors on one axis and one of the
ba kward angles (157Æ, 140Æ, 115Æ) dete tors on the other axis, with gate set on the
1171 keV transition at the 90Æ dete tors. The orresponding lifetime, 4 = 1.77+00::084
089
2 2
ps, translates into a B (E 2; 4+1 ! 2+1) = 0.041+00::002
003 e b , in omplian e with the
previously published [23℄ value of 0.035(11) e2 b2 . Sin e the lifetime analysis of the
4+1 state has been arried out with a gate set on a transition below the transition of
interest, it may be argued that 4 is a tually an upper limit on the same. However,
realisti ally speaking, the ex itation rea tion used herein, has tenuously populated
the states that are still higher up in the ex itation s heme of 120 Sn, following whi h
the aforementioned value of 4 an be per eived as its a tual, at least within the
purview of the present analysis. It may thus be on luded that the ontributions
from the dominant feeder levels to the broadened shape of the 1171 keV peak is
insigni ant and the result of 2 = 0.863+00::029
036 ps is equivalent to the mean lifetime
of the 2+1 state.
+
1

+
1

+
1

+
1
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5.5 Non-zero moment of inertia for the 2+1 state
In the ourse of this thesis work, the B (E 2) value for the 2+1 state in 120 Sn has
been unambiguously measured and orroborated from measurements of heavy-ion
inelasti s attering as well level lifetime. The orresponding Q02 is reported in
Table 5.1. The omparison of experimental and theoreti al values of stru tural
parameters of ex ited states provides a test for the validity of nu lear models. The
rst ex ited 2+ states in even-even nu lei are predominantly found to be of olle tive
vibrational or rotational nature. The low-lying 2+1 states in rare earth even-even
nu lei with ylindri al symmetry in their body- xed frame, depopulated by enhan ed
E 2 (2+1 ! 0+g:s: ) transitions and with large intrinsi quadrupole moments, have been
re ognized by Bohr & Mottelson [125℄ as the missing levels of g.s. rotational bands
with hara teristi moments of inertia. On the other hand, su h g.s. rotational
bands are not found in even-even nu lei with spheri al symmetry in their body- xed
frame. But theoreti al estimates [126℄ as well as several measurements of non-zero
stati quadrupole moments for the 2+1 states in nu lei with spheri al symmetry are
at varian e with the near-harmoni vibrational model of ex itations. This provides
eviden e for anharmoni vibrations (rotational-vibrational oupling). Although the
a ura y of determination of stati quadrupole moments in nu lear ex ited states
is not appre iable (50 100%) as that for transition quadrupole moments (2 10%)
[127℄, a on lusion an be drawn about the existen e of a nonvanishing moment
of inertia, I2 6= 0, in ex ited 2+1 states of spheri al nu lei. The stati ele tri
quadrupole moment of 2+1 state of 120 Sn has previously been determined by means
of the reorientation e e t [123, 128℄ and is found to be small, 0.090.10 eb, but
non-zero.
With the failure of the rigid rotor model [129℄ for des ribing rotational hara ter in even-even nu lei (due to internal stru ture of nu lei, su h as alignment of
single-parti le angular momentum), Bohr-Mottelson proposed a hydrodynami al
+
1
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model [130℄ for the orrelation between the transition quadrupole moment for the
E 2 ex itation, Q02 , and the asso iated moment of inertia of the nu leus hara teristi of an irrotational ow motion, I , that is expe ted to reprodu e the ex itation
spe tra as,
h 2
(5.5)
EJ = J (J + 1) BJ 2 (J + 1)2
2I
with the nu leus-spe i onstant B representing rotation-vibration oupling, in
analogy with mole ular spe tros opy. However, a detailed analysis of the measured
energies and lifetimes of 2+1 states in several su h nu lei by Sunyar [131℄ leads to
the on lusion that the moments of inertia dedu ed from the E2 values are 4 to 5
times larger than those predi ted by the hydrodynami al model.
The hara teristi s of both the g.s. (intrinsi ) deformed as well as g.s. spheri al
nu lei have been su essfully uni ed with the idea of nu lear spin-dependent moment
of inertia for a wide range of even-even nu lei by means of the semi lassi al variable
moment of inertia (VMI) model [132℄ that de nes an energy spe trum of states
exhibiting rotational hara ter,
+
1

1
EJ (IJ ) = C (IJ2
2

I02 ) + 2I1 J (J + 1)
J

(5.6)

The parameters C and I0 are the restoring for e onstant and the g.s. moment of
inertia, respe tively. The equilibrium ondition EJ (IJ )= IJ = 0 determines IJ as
the moment of inertia (in units of h 2) for a state J . For a nu leus with spheri al
ground state, the above pres ription of Eqn. 5.6 an be rewritten in the limit of
I0 ! 0 as,
3 J (J + 1)
EJ (IJ ) =
(5.7)
4 I
J

VMI model proposes an empiri al relationship [132, 133℄ between the 2+1 ! 0+g:s:
transition quadrupole moment, Q02 , and transition moment of inertia, I02 , for nu lei
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Figure 5.10: Plot of Q02 ver-
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in the mass range 12  A  252 as:
p
Q02 = KA1=4 I02


(5.8)



[133℄. The orrelation between
intrinsi transition quadrupole moments from Ref. [134℄ and moments of inertia
given by the VMI model [132℄ is shown in Fig. 5.10 for several even-even nu lei
with atleast some states of rotational hara ter. The urve represents the best- t
to Eqn. (5.8).
With the 2+1 state at E2 = 1171 keV in 120 Sn, a value of I2  0.00384 keV 1 is
obtained. The Q02 value from Table 5.1 is plotted against the VMI model-predi ted
I02 , as shown by the lled symbol in Fig. 5.10. The symbol falls on the best- t
urve. This on rms presen e of anharmoni ity in the 0+g:s: ! 2+1 intrinsi ex itation
is 120 Sn, suitably explained by the existen e of a nonvanishing angular momentum dependent moment of inertia. Measurements of level lifetimes and transition
quadrupole moments an thus be an important tool to test nu lear models.
where K =10.5 eb keV1=2

+
1

and I022 = 21

I02+g:s: + I22+1

+
1
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5.6 Summary & Con lusions
The mean lifetime of the 2+1 level in 120 Sn (Ex = 1171 keV) has been ex lusively
determined using DSAM implemented through updated methodologies, and the orresponding B (E 2; 0+g:s: ! 2+1) value is dedu ed therefrom. An enhan ement in olle tivity for the 2+1 state is on rmed, following an improved determination of the
level lifetime with redu ed un ertainties. The present result is in ex ellent agreement with the results obtained from heavy-ion inelasti s attering [89,90℄ dis ussed
in the previous hapter. The framework of analysis in this work relies on stopping
simulations for the velo ity pro les of re oils traversing a thi k stopping medium,
generated using the ontemporary SRIM + TRIM pa kages. Su h measurements
are not limited to the onventional DSAM approa h of a thin target ba ked by a
high-Z element, in a parti le- oin iden e setup. As an additional test, the lifetime
of the 4+1 level has also been estimated and is in omplian e with existing estimate of
B (E 2; 4+1 ! 2+1 ). This establishes the fa t that the velo ity pro le is the most sensitive part of this analysis, and with lower un ertainties ( 5%) on stopping powers,
ompared to the un ertainties with earlier al ulations ( 20%) for similar analyses, this methodology leads to modest ts of the in lusive de ay spe tra to arrive
at veritable lifetime numbers (even with possible ontaminations or unin orporated
feeding statisti s).
A pre ise measurement of level lifetime also redu es un ertainty in the estimation of
the proton transition matrix element, whi h, in onjun tion with the neutron transition matrix element obtained from light/heavy ion s attering experiments, would
allow the determination of proton and neutron e e tive harges to be used in new
shell model al ulations for transition rates.

Chapter 6
Importan e of inelasti

ouplings

in rea tion dynami s

In the previous two hapters, the fo us has been dire ted towards determining transition probabilities/deformation lengths for the low-lying ex ited states in the Sn
isotopes under study. The transition probability between two nu lear states depends sensitively on their stru tural paradigm. In binary heavy-ion intera tions,
the rea tion dynami s are governed by the ouplings between the relative motion
oordinate and the internal degrees of freedom of the parti ipating nu lei. Inelasti
ouplings pertaining to the low-lying surfa e modes are among the most dominant
rea tion hannels in events of nu leus-nu leus ollisions. Knowledge of a urate
deformation/stru tural properties is of fundamental importan e to determine the
oupling e e ts on the entran e hannel that in uen e the resulting ross se tions of
all hannels between the extremities of elasti s attering and fusion. To that e e t,
the dire t omparison of experimental and theoreti al values of stru tural quantities,
or of their e e ts on other observables, provides a test for nu lear models.
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6.1 Elasti , inelasti and 1-nu leon transfer hannels in 7Li+120Sn system
Heavy-ion peripheral rea tions, like inelasti ex itations and transfer pro esses, o er
a spe tros opi tool for the ex itation of high spin states of stable as well as unstable
nu lei and omplex nu lear on gurations su h as single-parti le states oupled to
ore vibrational states. Simultaneous des ription of su h dominant outgoing hannels by the same oupled hannels al ulation, using a single set of potential and
oupling parameters, is one of the diÆ ult tasks in nu lear rea tion studies, and is an
important tool that reveals realisti stru tural parameters for that proje tile-target
system. Systemati analysis of elasti and inelasti s attering ross se tions for 7 Li
+ 120 Sn have been reported previously in Chapter 4 at 28 MeV bombarding energy.
From opti al model analysis of the elasti s attering data, the net rea tion ross
se tion, rea , is predi ted to be  1200 mb at this energy. With respe t to the CRC
(x4.2.1) and CDCC-CRC (x4.2.2) al ulations that explain the measured data for
the di erent hannels, the quadrupole and o tupole ex itations in 120 Sn onstitute
a total of  26 mb of rea . The CDCC-CRC al ulations assign an additional 
21 mb to the breakup of 7Li into + t. The remaining fra tion is attributed the
ex itation of 7Li to its bound inelasti state at 478-keV (21 mb), and to the small
number of 1-nu leon transfer hannels oupled into the model spa e, as well as the
umulative absorption due to the imaginary potential ( 1120 mb) that in ludes
the estimated ross se tions for fusion along with those of the ex luded hannels.
Su h a al ulation of fusion probability largely relies on the oupling e e ts of the
dominant peripheral hannels. The importan e of realisti estimation of the stru tural parameters for the olliding nu lei is realized when the same parameters are
used to explain the deformation properties at another bombarding energy, as well as
simultaneously explain several other major dire t rea tion hannels. In this ontext,
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di erential ross se tions for elasti and inelasti s attering for 7 Li + 120 Sn system
have been determined at Elab = 30 MeV. In addition, experimental angular distributions for ross se tions of one-nu leon transfer hannels, 120 Sn(7 Li,6Li)121Sn and
120 Sn(7 Li,6 He)121 Sb, have been determined at both 28 and 30 MeV beam energies
for residual ex itations up to  3 MeV. A simultaneous des ription of all rea tion
hannels has been attempted with a onsistent set of potential parameters, as well
as oupling parameters [135℄.
The s hemati experimental arrangement is same as that shown in Fig. 2.4. Along
with the hannels studied in x4.2, the yields for the identi ed states of the onenu leon transfer partitions were extra ted separately for evaluating their respe tive
experimental di erential ross se tions. While the inelasti peaks ould be learly
distinguished, however, for the ase of the densely populated transfer peaks, ea h
entroid ould ontain ontributions from more than one state, embedded within a
ba kground of other nu lear levels, owing to the existen e of several losely spa ed
neighbouring states in the residual nu lei. Few groups of states are found to be
enhan ed over others (see Figs. 6.1(b, )).
Studies of heavy-ion indu ed single nu leon transfer rea tions reveal strong J and Q
preferential sele tivity in the relative ross se tions, whi h primarily depends on the
type of proje tile and the orbit from whi h the transfer o urs [136{138℄. Transfer rea tions between heavy-ions at energies well above the Coulomb barrier have substantial ross-se tion when ertain kinemati al onditions are satis ed. These relate the
Q-value of the rea tion to the angular momentum of the transferred nu leon in the
initial and nal nu lei. In the present ase as well, among the large number of known
levels in the residual nu lei, up to  17 MeV ex itation energy ea h in 121 Sn and
121 Sb, only some groups of levels are enhan ed that are favoured by the sele tivity
onditions. Earlier measurements also exist on the population of states in 121 Sn and
121 Sb by means of light-ion bombardment, for instan e 120 Sn[(t,d),(d,p)℄ [139{141℄
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and 120 Sn[(3 He,d),( ,t)℄ [142{144℄ rea tions, respe tively. In ontrast to light-ion
nu leon transfer rea tions where the initial proton/neutron orbit has an s-state for
its initial bound orbital, the initial nu leon orbit is p3=2 (ji = li + 1=2) ea h for
the (7Li,6He) and (7Li,6Li) rea tions. As a result, the present rea tions populate
states in residual nu lei with di erent strengths, based on the kinemati sele tion
rules. These onditions govern whether the nal nu leon orbital has jf = lf + 1=2
or jf = lf 1=2, with lf being the orbital angular momentum of the nal shell the
nu leon enters. Following the pres ription given in Ref. [136℄,
= l :m: mi RR2
1
ki Ri + mi = kf Rf (Q) + mf
lf

(6.1)
(6.2)

where R1 (R2 ) is the radius of the heavy ion from whi h (to whi h) the transfer o urs, and mi and mf are proje tions of the initial and nal orbital angular momenta
of the transferred nu leon, li and lf . The quantity l :m: de nes the angular momentum due to entre-of-mass motion, with kiRi and kf Rf being the grazing angular
momenta brought into the ollision, 7Li+120Sn, and that arried by the outgoing
relative motion, 6Li+121Sn(6 He+121 Sb), with g.s. Q-value -1.081(-4.185) MeV.
Even though all the aforementioned rea tions (earlier as well as present) populating
states in 121 Sn and 121 Sb have the nu leon originating from ji = li + 1=2, but for
the more negative Q-values of the present rea tions, higher spin states are favoured
that provide the best momentum mat hing onditions owing to a variety of lf values
possible, as ompared to (t,d),(d,p) and (3He,d) rea tions. The di eren e, L =
jkiRi kf Rf (Q)j, governs the nal state spin values as given by L = jji 1=2 jf j.
The stru ture of the residuals are essentially dominated by these single-parti le
degrees of freedom oupled to vibrations of the spheri al Sn ore, i.e; by oupling
the odd proton or odd neutron in the spheri al shell model orbitals 2d5=2, 1g7=2 , 3s1=2 ,
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2d3=2 , and 1h11=2 to the low-lying ex itations of the Sn ores. Thus, ertain groups
of states are enhan ed over others. The yields for ea h group have been extra ted to
determine the di erential ross se tion, then onverted to the entre-of-mass frame.
In this study, the experimentally observed entroid Q-value has been onsidered for
omputing the transformation fa tor (see Eqn. 4.1) for ea h ase. The experimental
and al ulated ross se tions are related as,


d  = 2Jf + 1 C 2S C 2S  d 
d expt 2Ji + 1 t p d al

(6.3)

where, C 2 Sp and C 2St orrespond, respe tively, to the proje tile-stripping and
target-pi kup spe tros opi overlap fa tors h7 Lij6Li + ni and h120 Sn + nj121 Sni for
the (7 Li,6Li) rea tion, and h7Lij6 He + pi and h120 Sn + pj121 Sbi for the (7Li,6He) rea tion. As the oupling to the ontinuum demands a high omputational apa ity,
a omplete al ulation in luding not only the ontinuum but also bound states of
inelasti and several transfer hannels be omes very diÆ ult. Hen e, the present
al ulations have been arried out within the CRC formalism. The oupling s heme
is similar to that shown in Fig. 4.4, with residual ex itations up to  3 MeV for the
1-nu leon transfer pro esses.
CRC al ulations in nite range DWBA (FRDWBA) limit have been performed by
in luding as many as 30 signi ant hannels that ouple to the entran e hannel, and
the results are ompared with the experimental data for both energies. The nu lear
potential parameters as well as the oupling parameters for the inelasti states are
kept equivalent to those reported in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, as well as in x4.2.1.1. The
experimental angular distributions for normalized elasti s attering di erential ross
se tion, and the orresponding al ulations are is shown in Fig. 6.2. The dashed
lines represent the results without any oupling. In order to ompare the al ulations
using the above potential and oupling parameters with another generalized potential, the al ulations have been repeated using the S~ao Paulo Potential (SPP) [79℄
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Figure 6.2: Experimental ross se tion and CRC al ulation for the elasti hannel
(relative to Rutherford).

with both real and imaginary parts. The full CRC al ulations in luding dominant
inelasti and transfer hannels requires the real part of the SPP to be in reased by
a fa tor of 1.4 in order to explain the measured elasti s attering. The experimental
inelasti s attering angular distributions are shown as symbols in Fig. 6.3(a)-6.3(h).
The data (symbols) for 1-n transfer are shown in Fig. 6.4(a)-6.4(h), and for 1-p
transfer in Fig. 6.5(a)-6.5(n). The lines represent CRC al ulations. Fusion in the
exit hannels of the transfer partitions was a ounted for, by de ning the total absorption due to a short-ranged imaginary potential of Woods-Saxon (WS) square
form, given by V0 = 10:00 MeV, r0 = 1:00 fm and a0 = 0:40 fm. The potentials
binding the transferred parti les were also of WS form, with radius 1.25A1=3 fm and
di useness 0.650 fm, with A being the mass of the ore nu leus. The depths were
automati ally adjusted to obtain the required binding eigen-energies (separation energies) of the parti le- ore omposite system. The transfer angular distributions are
peaked in the vi inity of the grazing angle for the ollision at ea h energy. The
amplitude for the overlaps h7 Lij6Li + ni and h7 Lij6He + pi are taken as 0.948 [145℄
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Figure 6.3: Experimental ross se tions7(open120 ir les) and respe tive al ulations (solid

lines) for inelasti s attering pro esses in Li+ Sn system at 28 MeV for (a) quadrupole
ex itation in 7 Li, (b) quadrupole ex itation in 120 Sn, ( ) mutual quadrupolar transitions
in 7 Li and 120 Sn, and (d) o tupole ex itation in 120 Sn. The orresponding experimental
data ( lled ir les) and al ulations (dashed lines) for 30 MeV are shown in (e), (f), (g)
and (h), respe tively.
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Figure 6.4: Experimental ross se tions and respe tive al ulations at 28 MeV for 1-n
transfer pro ess (7 Li,6Li) for di erent ex itations of the re oil are shown in (a)-(d). The
orresponding data and al ulations for 30 MeV are shown in (e)-(h), respe tively. The
states in luded in the model al ulations for ea h entroid energy are listed in Table 6.1
with respe tive stru tural information.
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Figure 6.5: Experimental ross se tions and CRC al ulations for 1-p transfer pro ess
(7 Li,6He) at 28 MeV for di erent ex itations of the re oil are shown in (a)-(g). The
orresponding data and al ulations for 30 MeV are shown in (h)-(n), respe tively. The
states in luded in the al ulations for ea h entroid energy are listed in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Parti le- ore spe tros opi fa tors for the 1-n and 1-p transfer states in
residual nu lei.

Nu leus

Ex

121 Sn

(expt.)
(MeV)
g.s.

"

1.10

"

2.62

"

2.95

121 Sb

g.s.
0.55
1.41
1.74
2.12
2.37
2.70

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

State C2 S`j
[ref.℄
C2 S`j
( al .) (n`j )
(this
(MeV)
work)
0.00 2d3=2 0.439 [140℄
0.006 1h11=2 0.488 [140℄
0.060 3s1=2 0.315 [139℄
0.925 1g7=2 0.049 [139℄
1.101 2d3=2 0.0125 [139℄
1.121 2d5=2 0.066 [139,141℄
2.589 2f7=2 0.052 [139℄
2.666 2f7=2 0.119 [139℄
2.690 2f7=2 0.185 [141℄
2.999 2d3=2
0.151(12)
3.028 2f7=2 0.041 [140℄
0.00 2d5=2 0.915 [143℄
0.037 1g7=2 1.13
[144℄ 1.277(93)
0.507 2d3=2 0.295 [143℄ 0.460(21)
0.573 3s1=2 0.379 [143℄ 0.590(39)
1.407 2d5=2 0.183 [142,143℄ 0.221(15)
1.426 1h11=2 1.12
[144℄ 1.311(91)
1.736 2d3=2
0.143(10)
1.758 2d5=2
0.152(12)
2.120 2d5=2 0.085 [143℄
2.129 1h11=2 0.684(56)
2.362 1g7=2
0.504(42)
2.407 1g9=2
0.518(47)
2.72 2d5=2 0.185 [143℄ 0.414(39)
Ex

and 0.768 [146℄, respe tively. By oupling the dominant target inelasti states in
the model spa e, the same phenomenologi al potential is expe ted to reprodu e the
experimental di erential ross se tions for the identi ed one-nu leon transfer hannels. Comparisons between al ulations and experimental data xes the quantum
numbers of the nal states of the residual nu lei as well as the spe tros opi fa tors denoting the overlap between initial and nal states. The attempt here was
to utilize the existing information on spe tros opi fa tors for the transfer hannels
and predi t the ross se tions for all identi ed states, onsistently at both energies.
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However, for few of the hannels, these stru tural parameters were either unavailable, or had to be varied (to within 20%-30% with the already measured values) to
obtain optimum representation of experimental data. In the limit of dete tor resolution, due to mixing of indistinguishable losely spa ed neighbouring states in both
re oils, the angular distribution for ea h peak was represented by a group of kinemati ally allowed states in the al ulations around that parti ular rea tion Q-value.
For some of the states in luded in the al ulations, whose total angular momenta
are unknown, they were assigned the highest spin possible for the known angular
momentum transfer, in a ordan e with kinemati sele tion rules for this system.
Extra ted spe tros opi fa tors are estimated through 2 -minimization, primarily
by normalization in the region of the grazing angle. For su h an angular distribution represented by more than one onstituent ex ited state of the residual nu leus,
the state with the higher ross se tion is assigned a higher spe tros opi fa tor.
The hannels in luded in the al ulations are listed in Table 6.1, with respe tive
stru tural information. The solid lines in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 represent sum of the
theoreti al ross se tions orresponding to one or more losely spa ed states whi h
were experimentally unresolved. The individual ross se tions of the onstituent
states have also been shown in the above gures by dotted, dash-dotted and dashed
lines.
6.1.1

Cal ulations for existing data at 44 MeV

An attempt has been made to reprodu e existing data, if any, on elasti /inelasti /transfer ross se tions for the 7 Li+120Sn system at di erent energies,
with the same set of potential and stru tural parameters and oupling the same
number of rea tion hannels as done for 28 and 30 MeV. There are only a few
measurements available in the literature for this system. Tungate et al. [147℄ have
measured the angular distributions, at 44 MeV beam energy, for elasti s attering,

6.2 Systemati model-dependen e of omplete fusion ross se tion

Figure 6.6:
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and inelasti s attering orresponding to 7 Li*(1=2 ,0.478 MeV) ex itation, while the
inelasti data for ex itation to the 2+1 state of 120 Sn (Ex = 1.171 MeV) are available in Ref. [148℄, at the same beam energy, though with limited angular overage.
These measurements ould be e e tively reprodu ed. The results are depi ted in
Fig. 6.6(a)-6.6( ). This lays emphasis on the validity of the realisti oupling and
stru tural parameters extra ted in the present study, whi h essentially depends on
the interplay among the dominant hannels in rea tion dynami s.

6.2 Systemati model-dependen e of omplete fusion ross se tion
For al ulations of fusion ross se tions, the oupling between the relative motion
and internal degrees of freedom auses a splitting in energy of the un oupled fu-
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sion barrier. The resultant distribution of fusion barriers has a shape indi ative of
the relevant ouplings, and is dire tly manifested as an enhan ement of the fusion
ross se tion at energies below the un oupled barrier. For systems involving weakly
bound proje tiles, su h as 6;7 Li, presen e of additional degrees of freedom owing to
the low binding energies of these nu lei is ommonly manifested as a suppression in
the fusion ross se tion at above-barrier energies. Many measurements on omplete
fusion (CF) ross se tion involving 6;7Li show suppression by various degrees when
ompared to theoreti al CC al ulations. However, there is no on rete pi ture at
sub-barrier energies. Some authors have reported an enhan ement in experimental
CF ross se tions at sub-barrier energies [149{152℄, while some have reported suppression in CF ross se tions [153,154℄. The dis repant on lusions an be attributed
to di erent CC models that often lead to ontrasting results. This di eren e an
be best illustrated by oupling the dominant inelasti s attering hannels to the
entran e hannel while omputing fusion. For example, in a re ent work on omplete fusion in 7 Li+144;152Sm system [155℄, it has been shown that the fusion ross
se tions al ulated by the two most- ommonly used odes,
and
,
are di erent - with the in lusion of only inelasti ouplings of target, the results of
are mu h loser to the experimental data in the above barrier region, while
the
results show quite a large suppression in experimental CF ross se tion
ompared to theory. The on lusion about the enhan ement or suppression of fusion
ross se tions, thus, be omes model-dependent.
To further explore the above observation in rea tions involving 6;7Li as proje tiles
with di erent target nu lei of medium to heavy mass, a systemati study [156℄ has
been arried out by means of CC al ulations using both
and
.
Here, only those rea tions have been onsidered whose CF ross se tions are already
measured, ompared with al ulations and available in literature. The aim is to
analyze the di eren es in fusion predi ted by the two models of al ulations, under
full

fres o

fres o

full

fres o

full
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Table 6.2: Proje tile and target inelasti hannels and their orresponding modes of
ex itations that are in luded in the CC al ulations.

Rea tion [Ref.℄ Proje tile ex itations Target ex itations
6 Li+64Ni [149℄
none
2+ (vib)
+
6 Li+90 Zr [157℄
"
2 ,3 (vib)
6 Li+144 Sm [150℄
"
3 (vib)
+
6 Li+152 Sm [151℄
"
2 ,4+(rot)
6 Li+159 Tb [158℄
"
2+,4+ +(rot)
1 (vib)
6 Li+197 Au [159℄
"
2
6 Li+209 Bi [153℄
"
3 , 5 (vib)
1 (rot)
7 Li+64Ni [160℄
2+ (vib)
2
7 Li+144 Sm [155℄
"
2+,3 (vib)
7 Li+152 Sm [155℄
"
2+,4+(rot)
7 Li+159 Tb [161℄
"
2+,4+ +(rot)
1 (vib)
7 Li+197 Au [159℄
"
2
7 Li+209 Bi [153℄
"
3 ,5 (vib)

vib : vibrational oupling
rot : rotational oupling

the oupling e e ts of the dominant low-lying ex itations in the target nu lei. For
ea h system, the number of oupled inelasti hannels, bare potentials and oupling
parameters used are same as given in the original papers. The list of the rea tion
systems, inelasti hannels and ex itation modes are given in Table 6.2. Couplings
with proje tile ex itations above the breakup threshold and transfer hannels are
not in luded.
6.2.1 Fusion Fun tions

To ompare the fusion data of two di erent models, a novel redu tion method [162℄
is used that eliminates the geometri al aspe ts of ea h system, su h as heights and
positions of the barriers, sizes and harges of parti ipating nu lei as well as the stati
e e ts present in weakly bound nu lei due to their lustered stru ture, and expresses
the di eren es only in terms of dynami e e ts of hannel ouplings parti ularly
around the barrier energy. This allows omparison of any kind of system in the
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same graphi . In this pres ription, a paraboli approximation of the fusion barrier
is made, as had been done by Wong [163℄, and the fusion ross se tion, orresponding
to apture of the traje tories of di erent angular momenta (below the riti al angular
momentum value, l ), is given by:
FW

h 2 X
(2l + 1)Tl (E :m:)
= 2mE
:m: l<l

(6.4)

For the paraboli barrier, in the entre of mass frame, the transmission probability
for lth partial wave [163℄ is:
Tl (E :m:) =

1 + exp

h

2
h !



1
+1)h
VB + l(2lmR
B

2

2

E :m:

i

(6.5)

where VB , RB , h ! are, respe tively, the barrier height, position and urvature at
RB . This leads to,
FW




h !RB2
2
 (E :m: VB )
= 2E ln 1 + exp
h !
:m:

(6.6)

Canto et al. suggested redu ing the in ident energies to a dimensionless form, x =
E : : VB . When no ouplings are involved in a rea tion system,  W a urately
F
h!
predi ts the fusion ross se tion and that leads to a general, system-independent
fusion fun tion of the dimensionless variable x, alled the Universal Fusion Fun tion
(UFF) given by:
E :m W
UFF(x) = h2!R
(6.7)
2 F = ln [1 + exp(2 x)℄
m

B

Akin to this pres ription, the orresponding experimental fusion ross se tion leads
to a rea tion fusion fun tion, given by
 W 
2
E :m: exp
F
F(x) = h !R2 F  CC
B
F

(6.8)
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Here, Fexp in orporates the global e e t of ouplings to all bound as well as unbound hannels. The term within the bra kets is a normalization fa tor, with FCC
as theoreti al fusion ross se tion obtained from oupled- hannels al ulations. This
formalism isolates the e e t of relevant bound hannel ouplings in luded in the alulations, su h as the dire tly populated inelasti ex itations of the proje tile and
exp
target, leading to F(x) = UFF(x)  FFCC . Any deviation of F(x) from UFF(x) is attributed to dynami hannel oupling e e ts, and an be e e tively used for pointing
out model-dependent di eren es in fusion within a single system. In the absen e of
transfer hannels with large, positive Q-values, Canto et al. have suggested that the
deviation may be attributed predominantly to the breakup hannels, that have not
been expli itly in luded while omputing FCC .
In this way, data for di erent systems (listed in Table 6.1) were ompared between
and
dire tly by al ulating fun tion F(x). Figures 6.7 and 6.8
show results obtained using
and
, plotted in linear and logarithmi s ales, respe tively. Fig. 6.7 parti ularly emphasizes the above barrier (x >
0) model- dependen e of fusion, while Fig. 6.8 lays emphasis on the below barrier
(x < 0) model-dependen e. It is observed that the
results do not agree
with those predi ted by
, even though the CC al ulations by both models
in lude the same inelasti ex itation hannels and same bare potentials. Fig. 6.7
shows that the experimental fusion fun tions F(x) (symbols) for all the rea tions
indu ed by both 6 Li as well as 7 Li proje tiles are suppressed ompared to UFF(x)
(solid line) at above barrier energies, showing a universal behavior independent of
target nu lei. However, the degree of fusion suppression is not only di erent for
di erent proje tiles but also di erent for same proje tile when F(x) is al ulated
using two di erent CC models. The above barrier average suppression per entages
for the 6 Li-indu ed rea tions, obtained using
and
generated results, are  22% and 29% respe tively, and  13% and 23% for the 7 Li-indu ed
fres o

full

fres o

full

full

fres o

fres o

full
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Figure 6.7: Experimental fusion fun tions using the results of fres
o and
6;7

full

al ulations for several rea tions involving weakly bound proje tiles Li. The solid lines
represent Universal Fusion Fun tions (UFFs) obtained from Eqn. 6.7, and dashed lines
represent re-normalized UFFs to show the average suppression fa tors in experimental CF
at above barrier energies.

rea tions. The suppression is higher in ase of
than
irrespe tive of
the proje tile. At sub-barrier energies, it an be observed from Fig. 6.8(a,b) that
for all 6 Li-indu ed rea tions, the experimental fusion fun tions are enhan ed ompared to the UFF irrespe tive of the model used for al ulating FCC . But the degree
of enhan ement in F(x) ompared to UFF(x) at sub-barrier energies is noti eably
higher when
generated FCC is used to al ulate F(x). For 7Li indu ed fusion rea tions,
predi ts a mixed result at below barrier region as seen in
Fig. 6.8( ). For systems like 7 Li+152Sm,159Tb, there is an enhan ement while there
is no enhan ement/suppression for 7 Li+144Sm,197Au,209 Bi systems. On the other
full
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Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.7, but plotted in logarithmi s ale.
hand, a ording to
, there is a suppression over the entire energy range as
shown in Fig. 6.8(d). The larger deviations of F(x) from UFF(x) at both sub- and
above-barrier energies observed between the rea tions indu ed by 6 Li and 7Li proje tiles an be understood in terms of the di eren e in breakup oupling related to
the proje tile breakup threshold energy - 6 Li has smaller breakup threshold energy
(1.48 MeV) ompared to 7Li (2.47 MeV). However, the di eren e observed in
the results for the same system but obtained from two models is more interesting.
Fusion ross se tions (FCC ) al ulated using two models are found to be di erent
despite using same bare potentials, same oupling parameters and in lusion of same
inelasti hannels. As dis ussed in Chapter 3, the theoreti al formalisms for two
models are very di erent leading to a signi ant di eren e between the fusion fun tions al ulated by them.
full
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Figure 6.9: Di eren es in the e e t of inelasti ouplings between full and fres o
for (a, ) 6 Li+144Sm and (b,d) 7 Li+144Sm rea tions plotted in log and linear s ale respe tively. Cal ulated fusion ross se tions are ompared with experimental data taken from
Refs.(Rath2009: [150℄) and (Rath2013: [155℄) respe tively.
To investigate the origin of the above di eren e, fusion ross se tions, FCC and
Fun oupl , have been al ulated by the two models with and without inelasti ouplings, respe tively. The results for two typi al rea tions e.g., 6;7Li+144Sm, are
shown in Fig. 6.9. The ross se tions, Fun oupl , obtained from the two models, are
found to be identi al. This implies that their theoreti al formalisms are equivalent
when the fusion is al ulated through a one-dimensional barrier. However, the results are di erent when inelasti hannels are oupled i.e., when a multidimensional
barrier is introdu ed. At above barrier energies the fusion ross se tion obtained
from
are higher than the un oupled ross se tions. In ontrast, the ross
se tions obtained from
with inelasti ouplings are smaller than the ones
full

fres o
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un oupled fusion ross se tions al

oupled and

Further, to amplify the above di eren es over the entire energy range, a quantity


alled Finelasti = 1 FFCC is derived as a fun tion of energy, and shown in
Fig. 6.10. The Finelasti obtained from
results was found to be a positive
quantity throughout the energy range for both the systems, while it attains negative
values for
in the high energy region. In parti ular, at barrier energies, the
enhan ement due to target inelasti ouplings in 6Li+144Sm system is  33% for
and  16% for
, while in the 7Li+144Sm system, it is around 44%
for
and 20% for
with only target ouplings, and around 66% for
and 33% for
when proje tile oupling is also in luded, as seen in
Figs. 6.10(a) and 6.10(b), respe tively. Couplings to the proje tile bound ex ited
state mainly redistribute the ux that has already penetrated the Coulomb barrier
, unlike
, onsiders the proje tiles to be spin-less
[64℄. However,
in their ground state. With su h di eren es in al ulated fusion ross se tions
and experimental fusion fun tions derived using two di erent models based on two
di erent theoreti al formalisms, one needs to be areful while on luding about
enhan ement or suppression of experimental fusion ross se tions on omparison
un oupl

full

fres o

full

fres o

full

full

fres o

fres o

full

fres o
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with either of the two CC al ulations.
6.2.2 The ase of a tightly-bound proje tile

It is often observed that the potential parameters used in simpli ed CC odes (e.g.
) to reprodu e experimental fusion ross se tions do not reprodu e elasti
and dire t rea tion hannels when used as input to
or other odes that
al ulate these ross se tions. To this e e t, an exer ise aimed at using realisti
parameters for potentials and ouplings that are apable of explaining simultaneously the measured ross se tions of elasti s attering, inelasti s attering and fusion
hannels, and nd the di eren es in the fusion ross se tions al ulated by two CC
odes, is undertaken for a rea tion system involving a tightly bound proje tile, 16 O
+ 148 Sm [164{166℄. The target 148 Sm being near spheri al, the most important
hannels to be oupled with elasti hannels are the inelasti ex itations. In the
oupled- hannels al ulations using
, two inelasti hannels orresponding
to the low-lying 2+ (0.55 MeV) and 3 (1.16 MeV) ex itations of 148 Sm and one proje tile inelasti state (3 ,6.13 MeV) are in luded along with the elasti hannel. A
real potential of WS volume form with strength, radius and di useness parameters
of 76.0 MeV, 1.18 fm and 0.67 fm respe tively has been used for the entran e hannel. With
, onsidering that all the relevant hannels are expli itly in luded
in the oupling, the fusion ross se tion is estimated from the absorption by a short
range imaginary potential of WS square form, with strength, radius and di useness
parameters equal to 10 MeV, 1.0 fm and 0.4 fm respe tively. For inelasti ouplings,
the deformation parameters are obtained from Refs. [165,167℄, assuming Æh = Æm .
The typi al
results for elasti and inelasti s attering, at Elab = 66 MeV,
have been ompared with the experimental ross se tions in Figs. 6.11(a) and 6.11(b)
respe tively. Using the same potential and oupling parameters, fusion ross se tions have been al ulated at di erent beam energies and shown as a solid line in
full

fres o

fres o

fres o

fres o
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Figure 6.11: (a,b)+Experimental ross se148tion for elasti ( ir les) and inelasti s attering

orresponding to 2 (0.55 MeV) state of Sm (diamonds) taken from Ref. (Talon1981:
[164℄) are ompared with fres o results. ( ) Experimental fusion ross se tions from
Ref. (Leigh1995: [165℄) are represented by squares along with the theoreti al results for
fusion obtained from both fres o and full are represented by lines. (d) The quantity Finelasti obtained from the results of full and fres o with (without) proje tile
ex itation are represented by dashed (long-short) and solid (dash-dot) lines respe tively.

Fig. 6.11( ) along with the experimental data [165℄. The results of the oupledhannels al ulations using
reasonably reprodu es elasti , fusion and one
of the inelasti hannels simultaneously. A small deviation in the al ulations from
the experimental data is expe ted due to (i) ex lusion of some of the inelasti and
transfer hannels in the oupling and (ii) absen e of long range imaginary potential
to simulate these ex luded dire t rea tion hannels. On the other hand,
does not al ulate elasti or any dire t rea tion ross se tion. So, only the fusion
ross se tions have been al ulated using the same parameters as used in
,
and the results are shown as dashed line in Fig. 6.11( ). On e again, a di eren e in
fres o

full

fres o
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fusion ross se tions al ulated with full ouplings from two odes is observed. This
di eren e has been ampli ed in the al ulation of Finelasti as shown in Fig. 6.11(d).
The above al ulations have been repeated using both the odes without in luding
the proje tile ex itation and the orresponding values for fusion and Finelasti have
also been plotted in Fig. 6.11( ) and 6.11(d) respe tively. The di eren e in this ase
is mainly prevalent at above-barrier energies. The omparative study in the above
example suggests that one should ouple several dire tly populated ex ited states
of proje tile and target and use realisti parameters for potential and ouplings to
explain simultaneously the elasti and all non-elasti hannels. And this is possible
when a more generalized ode like
is used and the experimental data for
both fusion and elasti along with as many dire t rea tion hannels are available for
the parti ular rea tion system.
fres o

6.3 Summary & Con lusions
The in uen e of internal degrees of freedom is of fundamental importan e in des ribing the di erent phenomena whi h may o ur during a ollision - nu leon-transfers,
fusion, et . The oupling of the low-lying ex itations of olliding nu lei to their relative motion has signi ant in uen e on ross se tions of elasti s attering, omplete
fusion, as well as all intermediate peripheral hannels. To this e e t, a simultaneous des ription of elasti s attering, inelasti ex itations and one-nu leon transfer
hannels has been attempted using the opti al potential and stru tural deformation parameters determined in the previous hapters. New spe tros opi fa tors
have been ex lusively assigned for some states in residual nu lei populated by the
nu leon-transfer rea tions. A dire t e e t of inelasti ouplings in al ulating the
fusion ross se tion through a multidimensional barrier is seen to be model dependent. Su h a omparison between experimental and theoreti al values of rea tion
observables an be useful as a test for nu lear rea tion models.

Chapter 7
Future outlook

In this thesis work, ru ial aspe ts of nu lear olle tivity, on an absolute s ale, have
been systemati ally addressed along an isotopi hain of stable nu lei, by heavy-ion
inelasti s attering with 7Li and 12 C probes. The elaborate set of experimental data
and theoreti al al ulations presented here for the low-lying transitions in di erent
Sn isotopes is expe ted to provide an insight into the probe-dependen e of the basi
ex itation me hanisms in nu lei, for dedu ing the intrinsi deformation hara teristi s. The present onsiderations also illustrate the path and problems that would
arise when one dis usses the deformation properties, and the ex lusive intrinsi ontributions of the neutron and proton distributions, for unstable hains of isotopes
from up oming fa ilities, exploring su h probe-dependent hara teristi s. Besides
the olle tive low-lying ex itations, su h features of probe-dependent inelasti s attering ould also be explored for the known quadrupole and o tupole resonan es
(Ex > 5 MeV) in nu lei.
Additionally, the e e ts of dynami stru tural ouplings in nu lear ollisions that
in uen e the ross se tions of other rea tion hannels, su h as transfer pro esses
as well as fusion, have been dis ussed in this thesis, whi h also a t as a test for
available nu lear models. Impending studies of similar rea tions with weakly bound
unstable nu lei, e.g. 11Be or 11 Li [168{170℄, where in orporating oupled- hannels
165
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e e ts is an issue, are also of tremendous interest. Su h nu lei are known to have
larger radii as well as signi antly enhan ed rea tion ross se tions ompared to
their stable ounterparts. Measurements with weakly bound stable nu lei su h as
7 Li, with better understood stru tures, are relatively easier, due to the higher beam
intensities. The understanding of the rea tion dynami s for su h stable proje tiles
a ts as a referen e for investigating (i) the dynami e e ts of probe-size and nature
of probe-target intera tion, with unstable proje tiles, on target stru tural parameters, that are expe ted to be of similar omplexity as dis ussed in this thesis, and (ii)
the preferential J and Q sele tivity of single nu leon transfer pro esses in populating
di erent ex ited states of the residual nu lei, wherefrom, new spe tros opi fa tors
an be extra ted. Su h detailed studies with unstable proje tiles are expe ted to
provide a good foundation towards understanding their rea tion me hanisms and
the impa t on fusion ross se tions.
A satisfa tory omplian e is also reported in the present work between the results
of heavy-ion s attering and level-lifetime measurement, with redu ed un ertainties,
for the 120 Sn isotope. In the near future, a similar investigation ould be attempted
to explore the lifetime and bran hing ratio for the de ay of the 31 state in 120 Sn
into its E 1 (strong) and E 3 (weak) omponents, with no ex lusive measurements till
date, and ompare the B (E 3; 0+g:s: ! 31 ) value with that from nu lear s attering. In
addition, fresh measurements, employing either the parti le- oin iden e te hnique
( ru ial for sele ting weak transitions), or from in lusive yields, for the 2+1, 31
and 4+1 level-lifetimes in the other stable and unstable Sn isotopes, with suitable
target-ba king ombinations, an also be expe ted to lead to improved estimates, to
address the existing dis repan ies between the di erent measurements of the transition probabilities. This also draws attention to the need for improved theoreti al
al ulations to systemati ally explain the trend of the olle tive properties ranging
from the neutron-de ient to the neutron-ri h isotopes.
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